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For Y our Information
We are pleased to reproduce the Radio Corporation’s

“CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIOTRONS (VACUUM TUBES) FOR 
DETECTION, AMPLIFICATION AND POWER WORK”

Clip this page out and save it for future reference.

Price____

Detector 
UV-200 

___  $5.00_____

Amplifier 
UV-201 
$6.50

Power Tube 
UV-202 

_______$8.00

Power Tube_ 
UV-203 
$30.00

Power Tube
UV-204 
$110.00

Dimensions
(overall)______ 1 % ”x4 h " l%”x46” 2%"x5" 2"x7%" 5"xl4%"

Base 4 Prong Standard 4 Prong Standard 4 Prong Standard 4 Prong Special
Special 

Mounting
Voltage of 
Filament Source 6V. 6V._______ 10V. 12V. 15V.
Filament
Terminal Voltage 5 to 5.4V. 5 to 5.4V. 7.5V. 10V. 12 V.
Filament Current 1.1 amp. 1. amp. 2.35 amp. 6.5 amp. 15 amp.

Plate Voltage 15 to 22.5V. 40 to 100V. 350V. normal 1000V. normal 2000V. normal

Plate Current .045 amp. .15 amp. .25 amp.

Output 
Impedance

10,000 ohms 21,000 ohms at 
4 0 Volts 

14,000 ohms at 
100 Volts

5000 ohms

Amplification
Constant________ _______ 7______________ 8________ ________8_____________ 10 25
Watts Output 5 normal 50 normal 250 normal

The Radio Corporation has in 
process of manufacture a num

ber of accessories pertaining to 
the practical use of Vacuum 
Tubes. These include Special A 
battery potentiometers, filament 
rheostats, new forms of Vacuum 
tube sockets, grid condensers of

novel design and many other de
vices which for obvious reasons 
cannot be announced at this time. 
High grade workmanship charac
terizes the accessories. They are 
built for those who want the best 
at moderate cost. A few of these 
new accessories are listed below.

R. C. Standard Vacuum Tube Socket...........................................................................$1.50
R. C. Standard Grid Leaks, 30 values (from % to 6 megohms) each mounted $1.25
R. C. Grid Leak Unit only.............................................................................................. $0.75
R. C. Grid Leak Mounting ......................................................................................... $0.50
Tone-Frequency Intervalve Transformer ..................................................................$7.50

A complete line of Radio Cor- They will be filled as soon as the 
noration equipment will be carried new apparatus is placed upon the 
by us. Place your orders now— Markets

- EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR

Our stock at both stores, includes apparatus manufactured by: 
General Radio, Acme, Murdock, Grebe, Clapp-Eastham, Radisco, etc. etc.

Request Bulletin

Atlantic Radio Company, Inc.
88 Broad Street Branch:—15 Temple Street
Boston, 9 Mass. Portland, Maine
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A .Magazine Devoted. Exclusively to the Radio Amateur

The Antenna*
By John C. Stroebel, Jr., 8ZW.

There is a surprising dearth of data on aerials and their behavior. We do not know nearly as 
much about what is good aerial doaign as we do about the design of the rest of our apparatus. 
QST therefore feels that Mr. Stroebel’s article will be received with welcome and will stimulate 
some hard clear thinking on the part of our readers.—Editor.

THE main object of this paper is to 
show how the fundamental wave 
length of an antenna varies ac
cording to dimensions apart from 
its actual length.

Thruout the discussion, unless other
wise stated, it is the fundamental wave 
length, i.e., the wave length of the antenna 
alone, without any added inductance or 
capacity, that is referred to. Standard 
symbols, X for wave length, C for capacity, 
and L for inductance will be used.

FIG. I
Consider first a simple Hertzian oscil

lator of length, /, shown in Fig. 1 (a). 
An electric charge oscillating from x to y 
and return, with the velocity of light, 
sends out ether waves horizontally at the 
same velocity; hence a pulse moves out a 
distance of 21 while the charge goes thru 
one complete cycle. This distance moved 
* A paper read before the Second Annual Conven
tion of the Third Amateur -Radio District at 
Philadelphia, Feb. 26th.

will be one wave length, X. Thus 
X=2Z; i.e., the wave length will be twice 
length of the oscillator.

If the upper half only of the oscillator 
is used, and a ground connection sub
stituted for the lower half as is usually 
done in practise, it does not change the 
frequency or X materially; thus for a single 
vertical wire connected to , earth, ^=4T 
[See Fig. 1 (b)J; i.e., fundamental wave 
length equals four times the total length 
of wire.

FIG. 2 FIG. 3
A . simple vertical wire antenna is rare

ly used in practise. Maximum efficiency 
results when the working wave, obtained 
by inserting a few turns of inductance in 
series, is not greatly in excess of the 
fundamental. The height necessary to 
obtain even a comparatively short wave 
length in a vertical aerial makes con
struction difficult and cost prohibitive. 
Therefore the usual practise is to go a;: 
high as possible vertically and then run 
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out horizontally, forming the inverted L 
antenna.

Where the horizontal part is compara
tively high above the earth and the hori
zontal length not much over twice the 
height, the wave length of a single in
verted L wire is not materially different 
from that of a simple vertical wire of 
same total length; i.e., X=4Z.

A single wire has rather low capacity, 
hence large powers build up excessive 
potentials, making losses high, insulation 
difficult and efficiency low. Increasing the 
number of wires increases C and overcomes 
these difficulties but complicates the de
termination of the fundamental X. Besides 
possessing a certain capacity, C, an 
antenna has a certain inductance, L. The 
C is due to the shape and intensity of the 
electrostatic field around the antenna when 
fully charged. The L is due to the shape 
and intensity of the magnetic field set up

Now let us see what effect an increase 
in the number of wires has upon the wave 
length. Consider two wires, either vertical 
or inverted L, spaced a uniform distance 
thruout. their length, from tip to ground. 
The extent of the electrostatic field is in
creased and therefore C is increased. But 
the magnetic field is now divided between 
the two conductors and the electrical 
inertia or self inductance, L, has been 
decreased to same extent that C was in
creased so that V (LC)' and therefore X 
remains the same as before. Increasing 
the number of wires increases C but 
further reduces L, maintaining V (LC) 
and X constant so that for any number of 
wires uniformly spaced thruout their 
length X is the same as that of a single 
wire of the entire system, which equals 
approximately 4Z.

Manifestly in practise the wires must 
be brought together at the lead-in to con-

around the wires by the oscillating current 
on discharge.

When a complex form of antenna is 
used its wave length is usually influenced 
and determined by factors aside from its 
actual length. If the L and C are known, 
X may be determined by means of the 
formula X=59.6V(LC), where X=wave 
length in meters, L the inductance in 
centimeters (cm.) and C the capacity in 
microfarads (nf). Evidently anything 
that influences L or C will influence X, so 
X is proportional to V (LC). This V (LC) 
is known as the oscillation constant.

A simple application of this formula 
follows: An antenna of length I has a 
certain L and C and therefore a certain X. 
If the length I is doubled, both L and C 
are doubled, making the product LC four 
times its former value. But V (LC) will 
be only twice the former value, hence 
doubling length of an antenna doubles X. 
Two antennas having the same oscillation 
constant, i.e., the same product of L and 
C, will have the same X regardless of the 
individual values of L and C.

nect thru a single receiving or transmitting 
apparatus to ground, so that L is de
creased somewhat less than C is increased 
by use of multiple wires, resulting in a 
V (LC) and X somewhat higher than that 
of single wire. But it will be shown that 
the point at which the bunching of the 
leads occurs determines what the increase 
of X will be.

It is advisable at this point to consider 
the voltage and current distribution along 
an antenna system. This distribution is 
non-uniform and the effective C and 
effective L are influenced very decidedly by 
this non-uniform distribution. See Fig. 3. 
The voltage, E, is zero at the base of an 
antenna and a maximum at the free end. 
Conversely the current, I, is greatest at 
the base and zero at the far end. The 
rise or fall of E or I as we proceed from 
the base to the far end is not uniform but 
varies approximately according to curves 
shown in Fig. 3.

The intensity of the electrostatic field 
between antenna and earth being greatest 
at the point of maximum potential, the 
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effective capacity of any form of complex 
antenna is increased by fanning out the 
wires at the far end. Conversely, the 
maximum current being greatest at the 
base of the antenna, a single conductor or 
rat-tail of closely bunched wires for the 
lead will concentrate the magnetic field 
and give a maximum effective inductance.

Thus in an inverted L (or T) antenna, 
the wide separation of the wires in the 
horizontal part (or especially at the far 
end) and the bunching of the lead into a 
single rat-tail, gives the conditions of both 
maximum C and maximum L, hence maxi
mum X for a given total length of antenna; 
and X often reaches 61 instead of 41 (as 
for a single wire). The extreme case for 

will be less than the inverted L type. 
The total length in this case is sometimes 
figured as vertical length plus % of the 
total horizontal length. This is only 
approximately correct, as the fundamental 
X of a T type 100 ft. long and 50 ft. high 
will be somewhat greater than that of an 
inverted L type 50 ft. long and 50 ft. 
high but considerably less than the X of 
an inverted L type 100 ft. long and 50 ft. 
high.

The T type is no doubt the best all round 
antenna for general amateur or other work 
that must be carried on on restricted wave 
lengths. Directional effects in both trans
mitting and receiving are not nearly so 
pronounced in the T as in the inverted L

these conditions occurs in the umbrella 
antenna where X may reach a value of 81.

The effective C of an antenna is also in
creased to some extent by decreasing the 
height of the free end above the earth 
but in practical work this effect is usually 
negligible (except where the free end is 
very low, in which case <0 and therefore 
X may materially increase.) Therefore 
the X of an inverted L antenna of uni
formly spaced wires is approximately the 
same as that of a vertical system of the 
same linear dimensions, and as already 
stated X=4l.

In a given horizontal system, if the lead 
be taken off the center instead of from one 
end, the T antenna results. L and C are 
both reduced, consequently the X of the T

The fan or harp antenna is possibly best 
of all but due to the excessive height re
quired for large C and efficient work, con
structional difficulties and cost make it 
beyond the reach of the average amateur. 
Its directional effect is small, the radiating 
qualities are considered good, and the wave 
length is usually low enough to work on 
short waves without difficulty. However, 
a properly designed inverted L or T may 
be equally or nearly as good as a fan.

It would seem that an antenna which 
covers the maximum length and spread of 
wires for a given fundamental X would 
best suit the needs of the amateur. This 
results when wide separation of both 
horizontal and vertical wires is made use 
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of. Consider the type of inverted L 
antenna often used where widely spaced 
wires in the flat top are terminated by a 
lead or rat-tail of wires closely bunched 
just below the flat top. As previously 
stated this gives conditions of both maxi
mum L and maximum C and therefore 
maximum X for a given overall length. If 
these closely bunched leads are separated 
as in flat top, until very close to the lead-

Total length of 270 ft. used thruout.
The curves give wave lengths, funda

mental and natural, using various values 
of series inductance on oscillation trans
former secondary. Curve B, was obtained 
with lead of 8 wires separated 4.5 ft. (as 
in flat-top) for 55 ft., and then converged 
to a single rat-tail of 8 wires bunched as 
shown in Fig. 4 (a) ; curve C, with leads 
fanned as shown in Fig. 4 (b) ; curve D,

in insulator, the fundamental X will be less 
than before, and this without cutting down 
the total length a particle. The reason is 
easily seen. Separating the leads has in
creased the effective C, but only slightly 
since we are at the low voltage end of 
antenna. On the contrary the effective L 
has been decreased considerably since we 
have separated the wires at the maximum 
current end. And since L has decreased 
more than C has increased, V (LC) and 
therefore X has decreased. The above 
theory has been fully verified thruout by 
experimental evidence.

A number of measurements have been 
made of several different types of aerials 
used at 8ZW. In one case, variations of 
the wave length of an antenna using 
different types of leads are shown in the 
curves of Fig. 5. The flat top used in 
each case consisted of 8 wires 195 ft. long 
spaced 4.5 ft., (32 ft. spreaders) 65 ft. 
high at lead end, 40 ft. high at far end. 
Length of lead—including ground—75 ft. 

with leads bunched 15 ft. below flat-top as 
shown in Fig. 4 (c).

TABLE I
Data for Figs. 4 and 5. X

X C\xf L^h Ratio—

Single wire 325 .000324 90.0 4.0
Leads spaced 4'6" 345 .001460 22.9 4.2
Leads fanned 380 .001430 28.4 4.6
Leads bunched 450 .001295 44.0 5.45
• Tests were also run on another antenna 
190' long, 65' high at lead end, 40' high at 
far end, lead to ground 75' long, total 
length 265', first as a single wire, then 3 
wires spaced 9' apart, with following re
sults:

TABLE II X
X Cuf L\xh Ratio—

Single wire 322 .000324 90.0 4.00
Leads spaced 9' 343 .000780 42.5 4.25
Leads fanned 362 .000745 49.5 4.50
Leads bunched • 390 .000675 63.5 4.85
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The curves of Fig. 6 show A. with series 
L added. Changes in I with change in lead 
spacing are not so marked in the second 
case, due to fewer wires and shorter 
spreaders used. Both experiments fully 
verify the theory involved, however.

It may be argued that the aim for maxi
mum efficiency and best radiating qualities 
is to get the center of capacity as high as 
possible to produce maximum electrostatic 
field about the antenna and maximum 
current with strong magnetic field in and 
around the lead. And this is usually ac
complished by spreading the wires in the 
flat-top and bunching the leads. However, 
spreading the leads increases the effective 
C very little, thus lowering the center of 
capacity very little. On the contrary 
spreading the leads decreases the effective 
L to such an extent that V (LC) and X are 
reduced materially, as already pointed out.. 
This reduction would permit the lengthen
ing of the flat-top to increase and restore 
X to its original value, with consequent 
increase of C (materially increasing the 
effective C since it occurs at the high- 
potential end) at far end, thus tending to 
neutralize the effect of the lead capacity 
to lower the center of C. Therefore the 
latter will be maintained high above the 
earth, and the increased length of antenna 
is clear gain.

Another important point follows. The 
curves of Fig. 5 and 6 will cross if X is 
increased by continued addition of higher 
values of series L. Since the effective C 
of an antenna with spread leads is greater 
than one with bunched leads, a large honey
comb coil will load the former to a longer 
X than the latter. Fig. 7 illustrates this. 
Thus A gives lower minimum and higher 
maximum X than B, which is obviously of 
considerable advantage. Furthermore, 
spreading the wires in the lead where the 
current is greatest reduces the skin effect 
by increasing the area of conductors, there
by reducing high frequency resistance.

Where the leads are separated widely, 
swinging of leads with consequent chang
ing C is less marked, with little variation 
of X on C.W. and phone signals, while 
wires swinging with respect to external ob
jects would vary C and therefore X making 
tuning difficult to maintain. Wires swing
ing with respect to each other should have 
little effect, since wider separation would 
increase C but decrease L (closer swinging 
decrease C and increase Lf, thus main
taining V (LC) and X practically constant.

Several well known points may be 
mentioned in passing. The high-potential 
far end requires better insulation than 
other parts of an antenna. The importance 
of getting all wires exactly the same length 
must be emphasized. Especially if a T 
type antenna is used, wires should be 
taken from the exact center, since it is 

hard to see how oscillations can traverse 
unequal lengths of wire in same time 
period. Thus double waves would be set 
up, if lengths are unequal. If local ob
structions prevent leads being taken off 
the extreme end of wires, and a T type 
is impossible or undesirable, the short ends 
of the flat-top should be separated from 
the leads by insulators.

The necessity of having all joints 
soldered is well known.

Whether the separate wires in a flat-top 
are all connected together at the ends or 
left open is largely a matter of individual 
opinion. If the wires are of unequal 
length, jumpers may equalize matters and 
possibly reduce brush discharge slightly, 
but no other advantage is obvious.

At present the star or cage antenna is 
in use at 8ZW, and seems to be best type 
yet tried out. Five wires on X spreaders 
18' long form flat top. A wire is run 
from the end of each ^preader and one 
from the center of the X. Separate leads 
are brought down to another X spreader 
9' long, near the lead-in insulator, and 
finally bunched where the wires enter thru 
plate glass window. The average length 
of horizontal wires is 125 ft., average 
height 70 ft., total length of each wire 
from ground to far end exactly equal— 
210 ft. Additional data and constants may 
be available at a later time.

The writer has not attempted to ex
haust the subject but rather to point out 
certain general and underlying principles 
that will enable all to get a clearer under
standing of the matter and settle much of 
the doubt which seems to exist in the minds 
of many experimenters as to the best type 
of antenna.

The second article on The Ideal Spark 
Transmitter, by R. C. Denny, 6CS, will 
appear in the next QST. Watch for it.
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Breaking Out
By M. Adaire Garmhausen

“Strike the concertina's melancholy string, 
Blow the spirit-stirring harp like anything, 
Let the piano's martial blast 
Rouse the echoes of the past,
For of Hook-up, King of Maladies, I sing."
rj ON’T get nervous, I’m not going to sing;

that’s poetic license. What I mean 
is, I’m going to discuss that terrible afflic
tion, common, I suppose, to all of us, known 
as “breaking out with the Hookups.” Per
haps to those who profess to be authorities 
on CW and “sich like” this phase of the 
ham business is ancient history, and yet 
I have an idea that it is a repeating dis
ease, and that you never can be sure just 
when it is going to break out again.

Say the first spell comes over you as 
you are looking thru an old trunk, or pile 
of old magazines, and you find the diagram 
the Independent used in wiring the Ark. 
Just for the fun of it, you fall to and dig 
up that last piece of galena you dis
carded back in 1492, and try Noah's dia
gram; after you get it all connected up 
the signals are so faint that you can’t 
be sure whether it’s working or not. Can 
it be that you ever actually depended on 
that silly little crystal! Why you can’t 
even hear 2RK! Oh my, you couldn’t 
possibly get along without hearing 2RK, so

you kick it across the room and turn to 
the cheerful little bulbs on the table. And 
then, in your zeal, you burn out one or 
more of said bulbs. Oh mother, another 
week’s salary gone wrong! This is too 
much; you simply can’t afford to buy an
other bulb this year. Then you start to 
THINK. Why monkey with a lot of appa
ratus! Somebody ought to invent appara

tusless wireless! Why not you! Your eye 
falls on the loathsome crystal. Let’s see 
now—here’s a start. If you connect the 
aerial directly to the ground, put the crys
tal in your ear, and your ear to the ground 
why couldn’t you hear POZ? While in 
the act of carrying out this experiment an 
angleworm tomes up and strolls across your 
face, so you abandon the project and de
cide to retain a little apparatus for the

.... a dim idea that you might discover ■erne 
thing about crystals.”

time being. It would never do in south
ern countries anyway—you might put your 
ear on an anthill or a rattlesnake—horrors!

Back to the antediluvian magazines—and 
you find a bunch of crystal hook-ups. 
Thereafter, days and nights are spent in 
trying and discarding each. Perhaps you 
have a dim idea that you might discover 
something immensely important about cry
stals. Unfortunately each and every dia
gram seems to call for at least one small 
but urgent piece of apparatus which you 
do not possess, and still more unfortunately, 
none of the hook-ups give what even the 
most tolerant could call results. You can’t 
kick it away now because by this time you 
have completely walled yourself in with 
discarded junk, so you throw it as high over 
the wreckage as you can reach and turn 
again to the bulbs. Even if all the crystal’s 
secrets are bared to Science, those of the 
bulb aren’t. Maybe you could find a way 
to make the remaining bulbs do the san e 
work as the original number. So you fall 
to work with redoubled vigor determined 
to startle the world with your discovery. 
As each idea fails your enthusiasm wanes 
and then suddenly you show the first glim
mer of returning intelligence. You realize 
that the money you wasted on the crystal 
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hook-ups would have bought you two bulbs, 
and that as long as you were getting per
fect efficiency out of your old arrangement

“Hami (m.) do this. . . .hams (f.) burst into tears.

it was foolish to change it. The disease 
has now spent its fury and you have spent 

every cent you own, so you sell the family 
jewels, replace the burnt-out bulbs, and 
hook them up exactly as they were origin
ally.

I suppose this malady attacks different 
ones with different degrees of violence, but 
■'nv case is bad. You break out first with 
a bunch of new ideas, you break out into 
profanity when they do not—[hams (m) do 
this, I am told; hams (f.) burst into tears]. 
Now that I have safely passed thru my 
first attack I consider myself one of the 
gang, other peoples’ opinions to the con
trary notwithstanding! I have piles of 
worthless junk lying around, and my room 
looks more like a blacksmith’s shop than 
a young lady’s “boojwar,” but I can’t say 
I am any the wiser. My sore and swollen 
fingers have taught me when to use pliers 
and the smell of burning shellac has taught 
me not to put twelve volt® on a six volt 
buzzer. They told me I followed the cus
tomary rule in breaking in, so I guess I 
broke out the usual way, too. Did I?

The $100 C. W. Set
By K. B. Warm,.

WESTERN amateur writes us as 
follows:

“In the March issue, just re
ceived, you say that mile for mile 
C.W. transmission sets may be put

in as cheaply as spark. I hope you are 
correct in this statement and, knowing 
nothing about it, I am going to ask you to 
devote space enough in QST to back up 
your statement by outlining in a general 
way a C.W. set that will transmit as far 
as a $100.00 spark set consisting of

Transformer (1 k.w.)......... $30.00
Condenser _______ ____ ..._  30.00
Rotary Gap....... ................   30.00
O.T. (home-made).......... . ...... 10.00

$100.00
“Can you show me, and many others, 

how to put in a C.W. set for $100.00 that 
will transmit as far as such a 1 k.w. spark 
set? If so, such an article in QST will 
meet with much approval.”•

The General Design
We gladly accept the challenge. The 

problem is not very difficult. First we 
should consider the power necessary, and 
we’re going to prescribe 20 watts of C.W. 
energy. Half that probably would be 
sufficient, but we can afford 20 watts on 
the basis of a $100 set. If anyone think 
us over-optimistic, let them remember that 

spark sets are rated on their input and 
American vacuum tubes on their antenna 
output. Fifteen percent overall efficiency 
probably is a fair average for amateur 
spark sets, making 150 watts in the aerial 
circuit. No one, we trust, will question 
that 20 watts of straight C.W. energy is 
the equal of 150 watts of spark-train 
energy.

As to plate supply: If we had to figure 
on a motor-generator set, or a step-up 
transformer and kenatron or electrolytic 
rectifiers and a filter, we admit the problem 
of building a 20-watt set for $100 would 
be difficult if not impossible. However, 
as we have endeavored to point out before, 
recent developments in the use of A.C. on 
the plate without extra appurtenances, in 
circuits where the action is called “self
rectifying” (as originally described in QST 
for December, 1920, and further discussed 
on pp. 51-52 of QST for February, 1921, 
q.v.), has provided a solution to the matter. 
A.C. is transformed to the required voltage 
and more or less smoothed out by a large 
choke—no other apparatus is necessary for 
the plate supply and the system lends 
itself well to our use. We shall therefore 
use self-rectification.

There is a world of oscillating circuits 
but those performing best these days are 
the simpler ones using just a plain helix 
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one of several good schemes. Since we can 
use an ordinary helix we may promptly 
dismiss visions of costly coil systems with 
sliding couplings, rotatable ticklers, etc.

In the following paragraphs we will de
scribe the installation and operation of a 
20-watt C.W. set calling for the following 
material:
4—U.V. 202 Radiotrons, 5 watt,

@ $8.00 $32.00
4—good Sockets @ $1.75.............  7.00
4—Rheostats able to carry 2’Zj a.

@ $2.00 8.00 
1—CAV. Helix ... .... ........ ....... ..............  10.00
1—ordinary air Variable Conden-«

ser, small_________ _ ________  5.00
1—C.W. Transformer, supplying

plates and filaments__________ 26.00
1—iron-core Choke of high reactance 9.00
2—small glass Condensers, and 

Sundries 3.00
$100.00

The Plate Supply
Our readers are asked to review the 

beforementioned articles on self-rectifica
tion, as we cannot herein again go thru the 
theory. A in Fig. 1 represents an A.C. 
supply to a tube whereby one half of the 
A.C. wave is utilized and the other (when 
the plate is negative) is lost. Connections 
to the left, as indicated by arrows, would 
go to the oscillating circuit. Then referring 
to B in Fig. 1 it should not be hard to see 
that if there were two tubes, and two 
transformer secondaries, so that one plate 
or the other would be positive, both halves 
of the cycles would be used, the tubes alter
nating in oscillating. The plate lead to the 
oscillating circuit is taken from the center 
point between two blocking condensers 
which are necessary to prevent shorting 
the transformer. Now as discussed par
ticularly on page 52 of February QST, the 
two half-cycle waves overlap in the an
tenna circuit, producing a continuous out
put. If a large reactance is connected at 
X, Fig. 1-B, the supply modulation will 
be reduced still further. Prof. G. D. 
Robinson of the U.S. Naval Academy, 
Annapolis, advises us he has taken osci- 
lographs of such a circuit and, using an 
iron-core choke at X, finds the output much 
nearer constant than F of Fig. 4, page 52, 
February QST. The Radio Corporation of 
America is bringing out such a set for 
amateur use, and a 50-watt model of same 
when tested at 2ZL, New York, was heard 
at 5ZA, Roswell, N. M. 8XK, Pittsburgh, 
reported 3000 miles, uses self-rectification; 
Mr. Conrad’s results prove what can be 
done. Using a 125-henry reactance at X, 
rather the ultimate in chokes, he finds the 
supply modulation in the antenna reduced 
to as little as 5%. Do these results satisfy 
our readers that the scheme is practical?

It distinctly is to be understood that this 

circuit is absolutely unsuited to non
oscillating reception. The idea is to iron 
out the 60 cycle hum by the choke at X, 
and heterodyne it at the receiver the same 
as if the supply were D.C.

Now refer to Fig. 2, wherein these 
principles are applied. The transformer 
used is a so-called “CW transformer”, 
of which there are several makes on the 
market. Originally intended for kenatron 
rectification they already have a double 
secondary and a filament winding, both 
with center taps. Other such transformers 
will shortly be available. For best results 
with U.V. 202’s the voltage across each 
side of the secondary should be about 1000. 
This allows for a reasonable drop in the 
choke L2. Altho still higher than the rated

A - One side of the cyc/e

B-Both sides of the cyc/e
FIO 1

voltage of the tubes, remember that neat 
dissipation is the limiting factor in their 
rating and in this circuit any one tube will 
be idle 50% of the time; therefore much 
higher voltages may be used in entire 
safety. The size of C.W. Transformer 
commonly called “200 watts” is about 
right for this circuit. Altho such output 
is higher than necessary for the plates of 
these tubes, it should be remembered that 
the filaments also are to be’ lighted by 
the transformer, and some leeway is 
further desirable to provide for increase 
in the number of tubes if later desired.

The secondary center tap going to the 
filaments, the outside terminals go to the 
plates. The tubes are divided into two 
groups of two tubes each, all filaments and 
grids in parallel, and the plates of each 
pair paralleled to receive the voltage. L, 
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and L4 are high frequency chokes to pre
vent the oscillations from backing up thru 
the transformer, and are essential. Honey
combs of 200 or more turns are recom
mended here, but any similar inductance 
will do. Blocking condensers Cs and C3 are 
inserted between the two pairs of plates, 
with a center connection to the oscillating 
circuit. Any capacity in the neighborhood 
of .002 mfd. is proper here. The builder 
will note that one condenser of .004 mfd., 
with a center tap, will be the same. Four 
glass plates 8" x 10", with tinfoils on each 
side 6 ' x 8", with a center tap, answer well 
and cost very little.

The center tap of the filament winding 
is the common point for attachment to 
other circuits. The key and the choke L, 

W

--------
are inserted in the lead from this point 
to the secondary center tap. If L2 were 
infinitely large in reactance, practically 
all supply modulation would be ironed out. 
If no reactance is used, the “60-cycle hum” 
is bothersome. The value used will depend 
on the extent to which the builder cares to 
go in search of perfection. Experimental 
use may be made of transformer windings, 
etc., already available, but they should be 
of relatively low ohmic resistance. We 
would sugest 25 henries as a practical 
value, altho pointing out that the cost 
allowed for this item will hardly procure 
a choke of such value. The Radio Corpor
ation of America promises the amateurs 
special chokes for this purpose very soon. 
An open core choke that will operate very 
satisfactorily in this location can be made 
of core iron in a single leg 2 inches square 
in cross section, 10 inches long, with a 
winding space between heads of about 9% 
inches. After insulating the core, wind 
on 5 lbs. of No. 26 B&S enameled wire, 

in smooth layers, inserting 3-mil craft 
paper or waxed paper between layers until 
the entire 5 lbs. has been used.

The Oscillating Circuit.
The circuit here shown is the Hartley, 

known by its users as a “sure-fire oscil
lator.” Lt may be any of the good C.W. 
inductances on the market; or homemade, 
such as 40 turns of No. 6 solid copper 
wire, small copper tubing, or edgewise
wound copper strip, about 6 inches dia
meter, and with turns as close as con
venient. Five clips should be provided. 
The condenser Cj is a concession to con
venience—with exactly proper tuning it is 
unnecessary and its use causes a slight 
loss, but it is immensely convenient in 
tuning and its use at small values of 

capacity is recommended. The position of 
clip F determines the feed-back voltage to 
the grids, and is one of the major adjust
ments. The inductance between A and E de
termines the wave length, but with changes 
in the position of F both A and E should 
be shifted so as to keep E as Gose to F 
as possible, thereby maintaining the fila
ment circuits at substantially ground 
potential.

The users of this circuit have found a 
grid condenser or C battery unnecessary, 
the circuit arrangement probably biasing 
the grid sufficiently. Should trouble be 
had on this account, a condenser and leak 
may be inserted in the grid lead.

The Hartley circuit of course is not the 
only one that can be used in this set. The 
same inductance Lt and an oil-immersed 
variable will make possible the use of the 
well-known Colpitts circuit; leads P, F and 
G of this tube equipment being connected 
to the points customarily occupied by plate, 
filament and grid connections, respectively, 
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in the Colpitts circuit
It is almost unnecessary to add that 

meters to read current in the plate, fila
ment and antenna circuits are the next 
thing to imperative for maximum results.

Telephony.
If a high-reactance choke is used at L* 

telephony may be employed with results as 
good as with D.C. supply. 8XK’s phone is 
A.C., and his modulation is obtained by 
usin£ additional tubes (of course arranged 
to use both sides of the cycle just like this 
oscillator) in parallel to the oscillating 
tubes, in the Heising “constant-current” 

circuit. With a condenser in the grid cir
cuit of Fig. 2, grid-leak modulation may 
be used, or for experimental purposes a 
Ford coil may be used at Y in Fig. 2 after 
the manner suggested by Mr. F. S. Buddy 
in Fig. 2 of his article elsewhere in this 
issue.

Conclusion.
The foregoing embodies the latest data 

which QST has on simple Amateur C.W. 
The set described will work rings around 
a 1 k.w. spark set, and if the transformer 
is of sufficient output the power may be 
increased whenever desired by simply add
ing another tube on each side of the circuit.

Performance of January QSS Recorders
—1AW wins close decision over ITS and 4EA in 
Prize Contest for January Fading Test Recorders—

THE Bureau of Standards, acting as 
judges in the contest for the cash 
prizes to the best recorders in the 
January Fading Tests, experienced 
no little difficulty in rendering a 

final decision upon the relative merits 
of so large a number of almost equally 
able Al recorders. The contest was ex
ceptionally close, and while the very 
creditable records of Mr. H. P. Maxim, 
1AW, Hartford, Conn., were finally select
ed as deserving of first place they were 
nearly equalled by those of Mr. D. H. Mix, 
ITS, Bristol, Conn., and Mr. A. W. Parker, 
4EA, New Bern, N. C., who were chosen 
for second and third prizes respectively.

In. the process of selecting the winners, 
the first problem to confront the judges 
was that of fixing some standard for the 
comparison of the records. To meet this 
need, the following method of grading 
was finally adopted, as being the most 
fair and impartial of any available plan.

Relative Weight
Points Considered In Per Cent

Number of records...................... 50
Quality of records...................... 35
Information on atmospheric condi

tions ....................................... 10
Station description........................ 05

Total ............................................100
In using this system, which attaches such 

a relatively great importance to the num
ber of records, it was soon found that all 
recorders credited with thirty or more rec
ords were distinctly ' eligible for first hon
ors, and accordingly, the records of those 
falling into this class were carefully con
sidered until the final decisions were 
reached.

In order to maintain a uniform prac
tice in grading the number of records, it 

was necessary to grade each station on a 
basis of the possible number of records 
for that particular station. Obviously, a 
transmitting station could not record a test 
of its own sending; hence the possible num
ber of records for transmitting stations was 
less than for stations whose entire time was 
devoted to receiving. For example, 1AW 
was graded on a basis of only forty records, 
while 4EA and most of the other stations, 
whose only function was recording, were 
graded on the basis of a possible forty
eight records.

It was also decided unfair to credit re
corders with records taken from a very 
near transmitting station. In such cases 
the records received from the neighboring 
transmitting station were not counted, and 
the recorder’s possible number of records 
was decreased accordingly. In the case of 
ITS, the records of lAW’s transmission 
were not counted, and his possible num
ber of records was reduced from forty
eight to forty. This also applied to 1NAQ 
3ZE and others.

The general character of the records re
ceived for all the January Tests was ex
ceptionally good. The following list of 
recorders who submitted over 30 records, 
with their respective ratings, will serve 
to illustrate the excellent quality of the 
work and the close nature of the contest.

No.
Records Grads 

Call Name and Location Group (P.C.) (P.C.) 
1AW H. P. Maxim and L.

A. Morrow Hartford, 
Conn............................... A 83.3 82

ITS D. H. Mix, Bristol, 
Conn........ A 77.0 81

4EA A. W. Parker, New
Bern, N. C..............  B 83.3 80

8BQ H. M. Walleze, Mil
ton, Pa..................... B 91.6 79
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8MT R. M. Sincock and J. 
G. McKinley, Un
iontown, Pa............  A

8ML F. M. Murphy, Cleve
land, 0.... B

3ZE H. A. Snow, Washing
ton, D. C. B

8DT F. J. DeMarest, Wil
liamsport, Pa.......... A

8IK K. G. Preston, Ash
land, 0.... A

1AK H. C. Bowen, Fall 
River, Mass............. B

8EF A. G. Heck, Manning
ton, W. Va............ B

1NAQ J. C. Randall, Hart
ford, Conn..............  B

8ZD B. P. Williams, Pitts
burgh, Pa. A

9ME Slagle and Kinney, 
Ft. Wayne, Ind... A.

3AR A. P. McDowell, Phil
adelphia, Pa.......... B

ICK P. F. Robinson and 
F. M. Oliver, Brain
tree, Mass.............. A

8DV J. E. Ahrend, Mon
aca, Pa.. A

8ZL Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Candler, St. Mary’s, 
O ... .... A

2ZM L. M. Spangenberg, 
Clifton, N. J............. A

3CS F. G. Raser, Trenton, 
N. J........ A

3BD W. L. Anspach, Phila
delphia, Pa............ A

8ZW J. C. Strobel, Wheel
ing, W. Va............... A

8VB C. Mathews, Marlette, 
Mich.   ...A

8ZF M. H. Pancost, Lans
ing, Mich. B

5ZP H. E. DeBen, New 
Orleans, La.......... A

9OX C. F. Pflum, and J. A. 
Kolb, Louisville, 
Ky...............A

8 A CH J. A. Victoreen, and 
P. A. Frantz, Cleve
land. 0.... A

9FQ L. Pfeiler, and G. Rid
dell, Sheboygan, 
Wise...........A

4AL C. W. Clodfelter, Win
ston-Salem, N. C... B

77.0 79

70.8 79

68.8 78
81.3 76

81.3 76

85.3 76

81.3 76

79.2 75

73.0 75

72.8 75
70.8 74

64.5 72
66.6 72

81.3 72

73.0 70

68.8 70

62.5 70

73.0 67

62.5 65

66.6 64

66.6 62

66.6 62

62.5 60

62.5 57

62.5 50

Failure of the 
Transatlantic Tests

AS our readers know, on February 1st, 
3d and 5th some two dozen American 
stations transmitted prearranged 

signals which were listened for by a large 
number of British experimenters in the 
hope of getting across, with prizes offered 

by manufacturers on both sides for the 
best performance of their respective ama
teurs. The U. S. stations transmitting 
were 1HAA, 2RK, 2ZL, IUD, IDA, 1RU, 
1XV, 1AW, 1AE, 9ET, 2ABR, 8AB, 2BK, 
2DX, 1AK, IRV, 2ABE, 3SM, 8XA, 2EB, 
1GH, 1BBO, 1DB, 2QR, and 1BBK; while 
in the United Kingdom over 250 amateurs 
enrolled their names with Mr. Philip R. 
Coursey, B.Sc., organizer of that end of 
the tests, from which entrants some thirty 
logs of signals received were handed to 
“The Wireless World” for examination.

The arrangements on this side were in 
the hands of our Operating Department, 
at the request of Mr. M. B. Sleeper, origin
ator of the plan, and arbitrary signals were 
assigned for transmission by various en
trants. In England, then, a careful ex
amination of the receiving logs against the 
confidential copy of the assigned signals 
would show who had been heard. After 
careful checking it can be said that not 
one entrant received a single word or 
signal which unquestionably can be at
tributed to an American amateur station. 
We are now in receipt of a letter from 
Mr. Coursey, amplifying upon his cable
gram reporting the failure of the tests, 
and adding the information that in spite 
of the inability definitely to assign to 
American amateur sources any of the re
ceived signals, a number of their best 
equipped stations were able just to hear 
extremely faint C.W. signals on 200 meters 
which, however, were far too faint to be 
read for checking up with the schedules. 
These results were attained only by many 
stages of amplification, in many cases as 
many as eight or ten steps being used. 
With this super-amplification the British 
contestants had two big difficulties with 
which to contend: first, harmonics from 
commercial stations, which were of great 
bother; and, second, jamming from other 
entrants by radiation from their oscillat
ing receiving valves. This is contrary to 
law in Great Britain, which we must re
member is of very small area in comparison 
with our country—so much so that it has 
been found necessary to prescribe that all 
heterodyning shall be by a separate os
cillator. On such high amplification it 
readily can be seen how the radiation of 
an autodyne receiver completely spoiled 
the reception for other amateurs in the 
vicinity.

Naturally we are disappointed in this 
outcome—the more so as American ex
amateurs have demonstrated that our ama
teur signals do get across all right, and 
that on an . ordinary detector-two-step. 
Such reception is a new field for British 
experimenters and they hardly can be ex
pected to show the same performance as 
an American dyed-in-the-wool ham who has 
learned how get amateur DX only after 
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years of patient struggle. We have tested 
most of the circuits used by the Britishers, 
and find them one and all decidedly inferior 
to our standard American regenerative 
circuit using variometer tuning in second
ary and tertiary circuits. We would bet 
our new spring hat that if a good U.S. am
ateur with such a set and an Armstrong 
Super could be sent to England, reception 
of U.S. amateurs would straightway be
come commonplace.

We do not mean to deprecate the loyal 
co-operation shown by our English con
freres, however. For the admirably com
plete way in which they go into a problem 
we have the greatest respect, and we are 
most sincerely grateful for their interest 
and enthusiastic co-operation in this, our 
first attempt to get overseas on schedule. 
We will all hope for better luck next time.

Amateur Radio Recovers a 
Stolen Auto

IN November of last year QST pointed 
out editorially the splendid service that 
Citizen Wireless could be to the com

munity in aiding in the recovery of stolen 
automobiles, and urged A.R.R.L. members 
to see what co-operative movements could 

be put into effect in their territories. We 
have since recounted the work that has 
been started and described how, in New 
York City, our editorial was the means by 
which Sergeant Chas. E. Pearce, in charge 
of the New York Police Station, KUVS, 
succeeded after several years of effort in 
getting the permission of his department 
to institute the service in New York City. 
KUVS has broadcasted descriptions of 
stolen cars nightly at 7:30 and 11:30 on 
400 meters, and the information is copied 
by amateurs in nearby cities and turned 
over to their police departments.

Now we have the news that a recovery 
has been made by Amateur Wireless, and 
credit for the first instance of this kind 
from New York City goes to Messrs. 
Richard Frank and Wm. Michel, of Union 
Hill, N. J., operating station 2TK. KUVS 
on March 21st included in its broadcast 
“Alarm No. 1668—Two ton auto truck, 
painted green; marked on both sides 
‘Gillen Bros., 34 Twelfth St., Brooklyn’; 
97 boxes oranges.” This was picked up by 
Frank and Michel and given to their 
police. The Union Hill detective force were 
instructed immediately and within a very 
few hours the car was discovered in a 
garage in that city, and New York police 
advised accordingly. Our congratulations 
to 2TK.

Other police departments are showing 
much interest in the New York experi
ments and officials in many of the smaller 

towns around the big city are arranging 
with local amateurs to pick up the broad
casts for them. Jersey City will soon begin 
work on a police radio station of its own, 
and other municipalities have the matter 
under consideration. Meanwhile KUVS 
continues its broadcasts, and amateurs 
who have not already reported receiving 
same will confer a favor on Sergeant 
Pearce if they will send him a postal 
acknowledgment, care Police Radio, 240 
Center St., as the department desires in
formation on the range of the station.

Transcon Dope

THE following additions to the story of 
the Transcons have developed since 
our article in March QST:

Transcon 14 msg. nr. 3 was reported as 
terminating at 1DY at 2 a.m. Jan. 15th. 
1DY passed the message on to 1MD, Dor
chester, a spark coil station by the way, 
who made the final delivery about 2:10.

We originally reported Transcon 16 
reply nr. 1 as being hung up at 1JBT, 
Dorchester, Mass. So it was, for that 
“night”, but the next morning 1JBT gave 
it to 1FU, also Dorchester, to QSR, and 
it seems it did go on to some other station 
past 1FU.

Transcon 15 Special, from Maxim to 
Bessey, reported at 6JT at 4:20 a.m. but 
apparently getting no further. 6AE, 
Stanford University, Calif., advises us that 
immediately after 6JT got the message 
from the east he started it to him (6AE), 
6ZK being on 375 at that time. QRM was 
so bad that it took half an hour to get 
it OK at 6AE, after which time 6ZK could 
not be raised and had apparently turned 
in. So, even if it never reached its 
scheduled destination it got thru to the 
west coast and to within 15 miles of. 6ZK.

The Washington’s Birthday 
Relay

THE free-for-all relay that was held on 
February 22d under the management 
of W. H. Kirwan, Old Man Ex-9XE of 

Davenport, Iowa, with the co-operation of 
the A.R.R.L. Operating Department person
nel, was a big success in spite of perfectly 

rotten weather in many parts of the coun
try. It will be remembered that the idea 
was for every interested amateur, wherever 
he might live, to pick up the various sec
tions of the message coming thru the air 
from different parts of the country, piece 
them together, and deliver to the highest 
municipal official in his town, get a receipt, 
and report to Davenport. Some splendid 
time records were made and concrete evi
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dence afforded once more that Citizen 
Radio can broadcast information and get 
it over the entire country in remarkably 
little time The completed message was 
from President Warren G. Harding, in an 
open greeting to the American people, and 
read as follows:

“May the spirit of Washington be our 
guide in all national aspirations and may 
the current year mark the return of tran
quility, stability, confidence and progress 
for the entire year”

A good many hundred dollars’ worth of 
apparatus was donated by our liberal- 
hearted manufacturers to be awarded to 
the receiving stations who made the best 
showing, taking into consideration the dis
tances and difficulties over which the recep
tion had to take place, etc. Our cordial 
thanks are due Mr. Kirwan for his suc
cessful management of the affair; those 
who have had anything to do with running 
a relay will appreciate the amount of time, 
patience, labor, and even money which such 
effort costs, and for which the sole compen
sation is the knowledge of having done 
something constructive for the game we all 
love. Several hundred amateurs filed their 
reports with Mr. Kirwan and from them 
he has prepared a table of performance, 
showing the percentages achieved out of 
a theoretical maximum, and from this the 
judges, Messrs. Edwin H. Armstrong and 
Hiram Percy Maxim, with Dr. A. N. Gold
smith acting as referee, are choosing the 
prize winners. The decisions will be an
nounced in an early issue of QST.

The prizes to be awarded, and their 
donors, are as follows:

A. W. Hallbauer, 1001 N. Lockwood Ave., Chicago, 
Ill.

1—Pair Lattice Variometer«.
Radio Distributing Co., Newark, N. J.

1—Radisco—Vario Coupler. 
Clapp-Eastham Co.. Cambridge, Mass.

1—Type Z.R.F. Regenerative Receiver. 
Chicago Radio Lab., Chicago, DI.

1—Zenith Regenerator. 
Tresco, Davenport, Iowa.

1—Hook'er to Yer Bulb—20,000 meter C. W. 
tuner.

Eugene T. Turney Lab., Radio Hill, Holmes, N. Y. 
1—Spider Web Unit complete.

Coto Coil Co., Providence. R. I.
1—Complete set of Honeycomb Radio Inductance 

coils.
C. D. Tuska Co., Hartford. Conn.

1—Type 181 Inductance—see their catalog.
1—Type 182 Inductance—see their catalog. 

A. H. Grebe A Co.. Richmond Hill, N. Y.
1—CR-8A Receiver.

General Radio Co., Cambridge. Mass.
1—One step audion amplifier that sells for $28.00. 

Montgomery Ward Co., Chicago and Kansas City.
1—Two step amplifier—this is a beauty, boys. 

Signal Elec. Mfg. Co.. Menominee, Mich.
1—R37 Tuner—listing at $87.50. 

Electrical Specialty Co., Columbus, Ohio.
1—New design Regenerative Receiver—selling 

for about $50.00.
Federal Telefone & Telegraph Co., Buffalo, N. Y. 

1—New type—260 W.—Microfone for Radiofone.
John Firth Co.. Inc., New York. N. Y.

1—No. 0-8 Midget Advance Eldrege Meter. 
2—No. 0-1 Model H Eldrege Meters, H. W.

2—No. 0-5 Model H Eldrege Meters, H. W.
5—Pairs Brownlie adj. Wireless fones.

C. Brandes, Inc., New York, N. Y.
■ 1—Pair of the new Navy type Wireless fone 

receivers, 50,000 ohm A/C impedance.
W. J. Murdock Co., Chelsea, Mass.

1—Pair of their well known No. 55 wireless 
fones, 2,000 ohms.

Sears-Roebuck Co., Chicago, Ill.
1—Large tuner. Navy type.

Illinois Watch Co., Springfield, Ill.
1—Illinois watch.

Shotton Radio Co., Scranton, Pa.
1—Schramco Oscillation Trans, with shielded 

clips.
Atlantic Radio Co., Boston, Mass.

1—C. E. Antenna Switch.
Klaus Radio Co., Eureka, Ill.

1—of their Radio Storage batteries.
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co., Chicago, HL

1—Type R/S -KVA Transformer.
Acme Apparatus Co., Cambridge, Mass.

1—Acme 200 Watt C. W. mounted transformer.
Chelsea Radio Co., Chelsea, Mass.

1—No. 8 Condenser with Bakelite Dial.
1—No. <2,1 Variable Grid Leak.
1—No. 41 Bakelite Dial and Knob.

Connecticut Tel. A Elec. Co., Meriden, Conn.
2—Connecticut Variable Condensers.

Kar Iowa Radio Co.. Rock Island, HL
1—C. W. 20 B. Enclosed Rotary Gap.

Wireless Mfg. Co.. Canton, Ohio.
Choice of N. S. R. 800 Rotary Gap or N. S. R.
600 Rotary Gap.

The Wilcox Laboratories, Lansing, Mich.
1—No. 14A Rotary Gap.

E. T. Cunningham, Audiotron Mfg. Co., San Fran
cisco. Cal.

1—C-3J1 Detector.
1—C-301 Amplifier.

Radio Corporation of America, New York.
6—U. V.-200 Radiotrons.
6—U. V.-201 Radiotrons.

QST, Hartford, Conn.
5—Yearly subscriptions.

Radio News, New York.
5—Yearly subscriptions.

Pacific Radio News, San Francisco, Cal.
1-0—Yearly subscriptions.

Radio Topics, Chicago, 111.
1—2-Year subscription.

Amrad—American Radio A Research Corp., New 
York. N. Y.

1—$50.00 coupon for your pick from their 
catalog of apparatus to this amount.

A Novel Method of Measuring 
Distributed Capacity

HIGH distributed capacity in coils is 
to be avoided as it decreases the 
tuning range considerably and in

duces high resistance effects at resonant 
frequency. The last year has seen great 
improvement in coil design, so that coils 

with much lower capacity are available to 
the amateur. Most of the methods of 
measuring distributed capacity are de
pendent on the use of complicated 
formulae, or require precision instruments 
not ordinarily available to the amateur.

The following is a simple, accurate 
method of making this measurement, and 
requires only simple apparatus:

1. Measure, or determine the natural 
period of the coil. This is best accom
plished by using an oscillator.
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2 Shunt the coil with a calibrated 
variable capacity, and adjust until the 
natural period of wavelength is double.

3. Read the capacity value of the 
shunt variable.

4. Divid? this reading by three to ob
tain the distributed capacity in microfarads.

Example: The natural period of a coil 
was found to be 100 meters. The capa
city value of the shunt variable to make 
the natural period 200 meters was .00015 
mf. This divided by 3 equals .00005 mf, 
the distributed capacity of the coil. The 
explanation of this is that the wavelength 

varies as the square root of the capacity. 
Therefore, to double the wavelength, we 
must increase the capacity four times. 
Calling the unknown distributed capacity 
Ci, and the calibrated shunt variable capa
city C2, then

Ci + C2= 4C i
Substituting, Ci + .00015 = 4CX

.00015 = 3Cj
.00015

Ci =------------ =.00005 mf
3

—Contributed by William F. Diehl, 2CY.

March Station Reports
1H*AA, Marion, Masa.

Steadiest Loudest
4YA. Atlanta. Ga.

1DY—1AW—1GBT
2RK—£JU—2ZC
SHJ—3DH—3PU
4YE—4AT
8HP—8ZW—8AMZ
9ZN—9CA—ÛFN

1EAV—1AW—1YB
2RK—2ZC—2JU

3HJ—3DH—3PU
4YE—4AT

8HJ—8AMZ—8XU
9ZN—9OC—9CA

Steadiest 
2RK—2EL 
3GO—3EN—3YK 
4AG—4FD—4GN 
5YH—5XA—5IF 
8ZL—8DC—8ZL 
9LQ—9AAC—9LR

Loudest
2EL—2RK

3YK—3GO—SEN
4AG—4FD—4GN

BYH—5XA—5HW
8ZW—8 DC—8ZY
9ZJ—9OX—9LQ

1DY,
S‘. adiest 

1HAA—1YB 
2RK—2JU—2OM 
8GO—3DH 
8XE—8HP

Lynn, Mass.
Loudest 

1HAA—1YB 
2RK—2JU—2EL 

3GO—«DH 
8XE—8ZR

7CC, Moscow, Idaho.
Steadiest Loudest

6ZR—6QR—GEJ 6ZR—6QR—6EJ
9YW 9YW—9WU—9AGN

1CK, Braintree, 
Steadiest 

1HAA—1DAC—1YB 
2RK—2JU—2EL 
8DH—3GO—3BG 
4BY 
8AGK— 8XE—8ZE 
9UH—9JJ—9LQ

Mass.
Loudest

1HAA—1YB—IBM 
2RK—2JU—2EL 
3GO—3DH—3BG

4BY
8XE—8AGK—8HP 

9ZN—9UH—9UU

7ZG. Bear Creek, Mont.
Stradiest Loudest

Steadiest 
1HAA— 1AW IOE 
3GO— SHJ—3XF 
4XC—4AG—4BY 
5XA—BYH—BZA 
8ZL—8AIO—8ML 
9ZN—9ZL— 9ZJ

3BZ, 
Steadiest

1AW—1HAA— 1GCB 
2RK—2DA—2JU 
3GO—3HJ—3HG 
4YB—4XC—4BY 
5DA—BER—5YH 
8ZE—8ZL—8WY 
9LQ—9ZJ—9UU

2RK, Brooklyn, N. Y.

5ZA—5XB—5XD
6ZM—6IG—6ZA
7YA—7CC—7IN
8ZR
9WU—9YW—9LR

Steadiest
BEJ—6AK—6OH
7 CW—7 IN—7CC

SZA—5XB—6XD 
6ZM—6IG—6JT 

7YA—7BQ—7CC 
8ZR 

9WU—9YW—9ZN
7BK, Seattle.

Loudest 
6ZR—6EJ—6AK 
7 BP—7 BQ—7IN

Danville,

Loudest 
1HAA—1AW—IOE 

3GO—8HJ—3XF 
4XC—4AG—4BY 
5XA—5YH—5ZA 

8ZL—8AIO—8ML 
9ZJ—9ZN—9ZL

Va.
Loudest

1AW—1HAA—1GCB 
2RK—2 DA—-fiJU 
3GO—3HJ—SHG 
4XC—4 YB—4 BY 

BDA 
8ZE—8ZL— 8WY 
9LQ—9ZJ—9UU

8SP, Fairmont, W. Va.
Steadiest Loudest

1HAA—1AW—1XT
2RK—2EL— 2JU
3BZ—3EN—3GO
4YB—4FD—4XC
5DA—5YH
8r:L—8RQ—^8WY
9UU—9ZN—9JN

1HAA—1AW—1BBL 
2RK—2 JU—2EL 

SDH—3GO—3EN 
4YB—4XC—4FD 

5DA—5YH
8QJ—8ZL—8 FT 

9ZN—9UU—9JN
9DU, Dubuque, la.

Steadiest Loudest
5YH—5LR—5ZA BBR— BYH—5HL
SZW—8ZV—8OJ 8ZW—8ZL—8OJ
9YI—9OE—9LR 9YO—9YI—9OE

Steadiest 
1AW—ITS—IOE—1GBT 
2RK—2JU—2TF—2EL 
3NB—3DH—8HJ—3GO

SEN—3ALN 
4AC—4AG—4YB 
5 DA—5 ER—5YH 
8ZL—8XU—8ZW 
9ZL—9ZN

Steadiest 
Nil 
^RK—2EL—2BK 
SHJ—3DH—3EN 
4AG—4GN—4FD 
5YH—5YE—5JD

_ enp — 8ZY 
9 \AC—9UU

3EM, Baltimore, Md.

4XC, Atlanta, Ga.

Loudest 
1AW—1HAA—1BBL 

2RK—2JU—2EL

3NB— SDH—3GO 
4AG 
BDA 
8ZW
9ZL

Loudest 
1AW—1HAA—1RAY 

2EL—2RK—2BK 
3 GO—3EN—3HJ 
4BY—4FD—4GN 
BYE—5YH—5JD 
8DC—8HG—8ZL 
9Z.I—9AAC—9YI

9AHZ, Kansas City.
Steadiest Loudest

5YH—5HL—5LO BHL—6YH—5ZA
8QJ—8TT—8ZL 8QJ—8TT—8ZL
9JN—9OE—9YA 9JN—9OE—9YI

9LR, Anthony, Kansas.
Steadiest Loudest

2RK—-2JU—2ZL 2RK—2ZL—2JU
3DH--3VV—SEN 3DH—SEN—8W
4XC— 4AG—4XB 4XC—4XB—4AG
5ZA--5 ZAB—5LR BXB—BLR—5ZAB
6IG —6JD—6ZN 6IG—6 JD—6ZH
7ZG—-7KX—7YA 7ZG—7KX—7EX
8ZY--8ID—8ZL 8ZY—8ZL—8KP
9AEG—9EQ—9WU 9YI—9ZJ—9LA

9YB, Lafayette Ind.
Most Consistent Loudest

None 2RK
3DH—3YK SDH—8NB—8YK

4YB—4 AL—4DJ
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5YH—5DA—5YE 5DA—5YH—5YE
8ZY—BZA—8ZD 8ZY—8ZR—8ZA
•ZJ—9LQ—9QO 9ZJ—9ZQ—9LQ
Remarks: 
First District. No change. Few stations heard. 
Second District. 2RK much best, no others are 

good. 
Third District. SDH still in lead. 3NB very

QSA once or twice. A newcomer 8YK with 
a peculiar tone seems to work through all 
kinds of QRM and QRN.

Fourth District. All stations seem to have 
dropped off from the earth. Only a few 
stations heard and very irregularly.

Fifth District. Same stations doing the work. 
5DA roars in like a local station.

Sixth and Seventh Districts. No stations heard.
Eighth District. Toss up between many good sta

tions. 8ZY seems to have a slight lerd 
this month with 8ZA, 8ZD, 8ZR and 8XE 
pressing closely for the honors.

Ninth District. 9ZJ still the station heard loud
est but is not working very often. 9LQ still 
the station heard most often of any in the 
call book. 9OE and 9QO among the regulars 
and 9YA, 9YW, 9YY, 9ZC and 9ZQ among 
the specials seem to be in the air regularly.

The Resonant Converter
By Walter S. Lemmon

Presented before the Radio Club of America, Columbia University, Nov. 26, 1920.

rE many advantages accruing from 
the use of high musical tines ill 
radio transmitters of both spark 
and C.W. types has led to the de
velopment of a simple and effec

tive means of producing them.
The Resonant Converter is applicable in 

its present development to both types of 
apparatus and therefore may be particu
larly interesting to amateurs at this time. 
Before describing the device in detail it 
may be well to state that it has been 
used by the writer for many years dur
ing its development, both at his own 
amateur station and at others’.

No attempt will be made in this paper 
to outline the complete development of 
the device but some of the fundamental 
features will be given of the practical 
apparatus already produced. Essentially 
the Resonant Converter was developed ad 
a simple means of converting direct cur
rent into alternating current of any de
sired frequency. In practice this alter
nating current may be applied in the trans
former of a spark set or to the plates of 
vacuum tubes.

FIG. I
The component parts of the fundamen

tal circuit are illustrated in Fig. 1. Here 
D represents a revolving disc or controller 
containing alternate conducting and insul
ating segments which for the purpose of 

illustration may be assumed of equal 
length. A brush B and a collector ring 
O lead the current through the disc. The 
disc controls the admission of energy from 
the D. C. source to the resonant circuit 
LC. The speed of the disc is adjusted so 
that the number of makes or breaks per 
second is equal to the natural frequency 
of LC. (a complete cycle being produced 
by a complete make or break.) In order 
to control the energy admitted to the de- 
■wwww\?
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Output at Resonant Spud

vice and also prevent short circuiting the 
line, a control resistance R is inserted in 
the supply lead. Inasmuch as R is non- 
inductive it does not alter the tuning con
ditions of the resonant circuit.

The wave shape of the current produced 
by the machine when operating at reso
nance is shown in the oscillogram, Fig 2. 
This oscillogram was taken with the ma
chine adjusted to give 60 cycles and it 
will be noted that the wave shape is re
markably sinusoidal. With resonant ad
justment any sparking at the controller 
practically disappears. This adjustment, 
moreover, is not critical but the driving 
motor speed can be varied over quite a 
range before sparking becomes objection
able. While not attempting to dwell too 
much on theory in this paper, the action 
of the Resonant Converter may be roughh’ 
described as follows: During the period of 
break, the resonant circuit is charged from 
the supply line and then during the clos
ing of this contact the energy in LC is dis
charged at the same time period. The cur
rent upon discharge acts oppositely to the 
line current so that the break is accom
plished at a point of minimum current flow
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—hence no sparking. Due to the oppo
site direction of charge and discharge, and 
the regular repetition of this action, an 
alternating potential of pure wave shape is 
produced at the terminals of the trans
former.

If instead of supplying the resonant con
verter with direct current, an alternating 
current is employed, it is possible to mul
tiply the frequency of the source. For 
instance, from 60 cycles a 500 cycle tone 
may be obtained. This effect will be 
treated more fully later in the paper.

Now instead of using the resistance, R 
of Fig. 1, to control the power supplied, 
an effective resistance may be composed 
of the parallel inductance and capacity 
LjCj as in Fig. 3. When this circuit is 
tuned in a similar manner to LC it has 
the current limiting effect of a resistance,

i/WWWVWWWWV
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without seriously altering the other op
erating qualities of the machine. As a 
f arther refinement it was found that there 
was a circulating current in the parallel 
circuit, LjCp Therefore this circuit could 

e coupled to LC, thereby amplifying the 
output by a sort of regenerative action. 
Tn some experiments it was found that 
this amplification increased the output 
about 20%.

It may be interesting at this point to 
note that when the machine is operated 
above or below synchronous or resonant 
speed, we no longer have a sine wave out- 
nut but the distorted waves of Fig. 4 and 
5 respectively. When the Resonant Con
verter is operated from an A.C. source 
the resulting spark note is not exactly a 
pure tone but carries a 60 cycle undertone, 
which however gives a resultant tone read- 
;’y distinguishable through static. By ad
justment of the various circuits, however, 

the quality of the musical tone can be 
varied at will, and with certain refine
ments the lower frequency can be elimi
nated.

The Resonant Converter as a spark 
transmitter is shown in Fig. 6. Here the 
primary of the transformer is formed by 
the inductance L inserted in the resonant 
circuit. The condenser C is made varia
ble in steps, which for low power trans
mitters may be several 2 mid. telephone 
condensers (tested for 1000 volts.) The 
resonant control circuit LjC, may be 
formed of a similar set of condensers, and 
Li made either a part of the primary 
winding or a separate inductance. A small 
resistance R is inserted in the supply lead 
to vary the power.

While the transmitter will operate very 
satisfactorily with a quenched gap, it is

ideally suited for the use of a synchron
ous gap. The synchronous gap is mounted 
directly on the driving motor shaft and 
since the position of maximum voltage is 
readily found the gap functions very 
smoothly. Inasmuch as the resonant con
verter gives one alternation at make and 
another at break, the gap should contain 
a number of studs equal to twice the 
number of conducting segments on the 
controller disc.

A photograph of a model transmitter

Fir. 7
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built along these lines is shown in Fig. 7. 
The set is designed for 200 watts and is 
of the panel type. A puie musical spark 
tone can be obtained at any desired fre
quency from 300 to 500 cycles. The set 
operates from 110 volt D.C. and is simple 
and easy to operate, requiring but few 
adjustments.

Among the various applications of the 
Resonant Converter principle, perhaps the 
most interesting one at this time is that 
of a plate voltage generator for V.T. sets. 
Its inexpensive contraction and steady op
eration makes it particularly desirable for 
amateur low power work where a 500 cycle 
alternator or high voltage D.C. generator 
is not readily obtainable. Since the Reso
nant Converter gives a pure tone readily 
adjustable frqm 200 to 500 cycles it may 
be directly employed for modulated C.W. 
telegraphy or used with a suitable filter 
for telephony.

In Fig. 8 the use of the Resonant Con
verter is illustrated, together with a double 
self-rectifying circuit. The converter pro
duces directly at its terminals 1000 volts 
at a frequency adjustable from 200 and 
500 cycles. Taps may be provided on the 
transformer secondary to obtain other 
voltages for tube operation. In case only 
one tube is used the entire output of the 
transformer may be directly applied to 
its plate.

Using the model shown in Fig. 9 a 
plate voltage of approximately 800 volts 
and a soace current of 120 mils has been 
obtained from a 100 volt D.C. supply. 
This has been found sufficient to operate 
several 5 watt tubes in parallel. By using 
an A.C. supply and an A.C. driving motor 
(preferably synchronous) a clear tone 

closely resembling the old “Cape ’Cod” note 
can be produced. This tone nhs excellent 
carrying properties made famous hy old 
“WCC” in the days of long distance spark 
press. When using the Resonant Converter 
on A.C. cycle supply, the tube filamaents 
may be lighted from the supply line by

Fig. 9 
a small transformer. There are of course 
many other arrangements of the Resonant 
Converter circuits of which space does 
not permit the description.

In conclusion, it is believed that the 
development of the Armstrong super
heterodyne receiver will work hand in hand 
with a device such as the Resonant Con
verter for vacuum tube transmitters. Th’? 
receiver of high amplification reproduces 
the exact tone of the distant transmitter 
and the great value of a distinctive tone 
is not lost by heterodyning In traffic work 
over congested areas, which is the case 
with amateur or short range ship opera
tion, constant and easily distinguishable 
tones are a great advantage. It is here 
that the adjustable frequency and wave
shape of the Resonant Converter may be 
found of greatest value.

C. W. for the Amateur
By Franklin S. Huddy, HI

THERE is no doubt that C.W. is the 
coming thing in the amateur world. 
It fills every need as regards the 
law, and, when considered as a 
whole, is a great deal cheaper and 

more satisfactory than the spark system. 
The number of C.W. station^ going at this 
time is truly amazing, and the work that 

they do is even more so. Thanks to a 
well known concern, a very practical little 
power tube has been put on the market at 
a very low price. This is the greatest boost 
that amateur C.W. has had for a long 
while. The thought of paying some hun
dreds of dollars for a high power tube 
has kept many away from this new art.
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When you have mentally digested the 
above, and are convinced that it is true, 
you will want a C.W/ set, let us hope. 
Then you think of the maze of complicated 
hook-ups and the quantities of apparatus 
that you must have, and it seems hope
less. I think that the following will help 
make matters clear. There are several 
hook-ups adapted to every kind of situation. 
Surely one of them will be right for you.

Ct - Grid condenser 23 p/ate
C2 - 43 plate 7anipg done ^tec^andcj
C3 - 43 p/ate Condenser .
c* - Class p/ate or ^arrao/e condenser

FIG I

Here is scheme number one. It is I.C.W. 
and cannot be used for phone work. The 
source of high potential is our old friend 
the time-honored “squeak-box.” This little 
system works very well indeed and is worth 
trying, (Fig. 1). The inductance is made 
as follows: Twenty five turns of*insulated 
wire of any size between 12 and 20. B. & 
S. wound on a tube 5 % inches in diameter. 
Such a tube may be obtained from a pack
age of “Quaker White Rolled Oats.” The 
tap “T” is at the 16th turn from the bot
tom.

The circuit in Fig. 1 is a very good 
oscillator for use on a small antenna. Even 
with a fairly large one, a 200 meter wave 
may be obtained with C#. If a source of 
DC. is used for the filament, it should be

connected as shown, but A.C. from a step
down transformer may be used with equally 
good results A set like this using one 
Radiotron UV202 on a good antenna will 
put into the antenna 500 M.A.’s or higher 
if the tube be “crowded” a little. The grid 
leak is very important and must be care
fully adjusted. A resistance of around 
10,000 ohms is correct, altho it varies with 
every tube.

Scheme number two. Figure 2 shows the 
■'ime circuit used as a phone. The con
stants are the same as in Fig. 1. In this 

circuit a D.C. must be used on the fila
ment for best results. The battery “PB” 
will vary according to the type of trans
mitter used, but a regular Western Elec
tric transmitter takes about 18 volts.

There is no need of buying an expensive. 
modulation transformer. A Ford coil is 
very nearly as good in this circuit as any 
on the market and is preferable for two 
reasons. First; there is a very high volt
age-amplification which is necessary in 
this circuit or in any circuit employing 
grid modulation. Secondly; the low resist
ance primary permits use of a smaller mi
crophone battery with consequent lessened 
heating. The vibrator should be firmly 
short-circuited. The condenser across the 
secondary must be of at least .002.

Scheme number three. Figure 3 shows 
a circuit for a more advanced radio-phone. 
It is very stable, easy to adjust and very 
efficient. The inductance “L,” is wound 
on a tube 5% inches in diameter: 60 turns 
of number 14 D C.C. magnet wire tapped

every fifth turn for thirty turns. The coil 
should be impregnated with a good insulat
ing varnish, and, if possible, baked to ex
clude any trace of moisture. Tickler “T” 
is of 50 turns No. 18, tube 5 inches in dia
meter, tapped every 5 turns, and slips inside 
of “L”.

Altho these sets are very simple, real 
results may be had from them, and the 
writer hopes they will be of help to othef 
amateurs in getting a C.W. set on the air.
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The Chicago Plan
By R. H. G. Mathews, Central Division Manager

The admirable organization of the Chicago District is becoming known the country over and 
the plan has been applied with success in many other communities. In this paper Mr. Mathewa 
describes the system in detail in a manner that wll serve as a guide to its inauguration else
where. We commend these principles to A.R.R.L. men everywhere.—Editor.

IN a large city the population is always 
divided into sectional groups, each 
comprising individuals of differing 
racial characteristics, habits and in
clinations. Even though America 

is a “melting pot,” its heat is not 
always sufficient to blend together in 
one harmonious mixture the acid, oil 
and water of the temperaments of the 
various nationalities comprising the popu
lation of our large cities.

Single large radio clubs have always 
signally failed to secure perfect coopera
tion between the various groups and cliques 
of radio men found in our large commu
nities, partly for the reason just men
tioned, and partly because of perfectly 
natural sectional rivalry. If properly di
rected, this rivalry can become helpful and 
constructive competition.

In Chicago before the war several at
tempts were made to consolidate the sev
eral conflicting groups, which, because of 
local conditions resolved themselves into 
north, south and west side “gangs,” each 
having as a primary object the annihila
tion of the aerials of the others. Frankly, 
Chicago conditions before the war were 
the worst that the writer has ever seen 
anywhere. We can vividly the time 
when old 9IK was to partic* '»ate in one 
of Kirwan’s Washington’s Birthday Relays 
and the entire aerial was forcible and 
thoroughly removed thirty minutes before 
the scheduled time. Another antenna wcs 
hurriedly built which srved the purpose and 
the relay went through but in order to keep 
this one from following the first, two 
friends sat out under the mast with 38 cali
bre “cannons,” and chased away exactly 
eight individuals, each with his little side
cutting pliers.

If this condition had continued Chicago 
would have been the dead spot in regard 
to relay traffic that several other large 
cities are at the present time. Fortunately, 
however, there were in each of the already 
existing sectional “clubs” certain individ
uals having influence and with an unselfish 
consideration for the radio game as a 
whole. The writer and Mr. F. H. Schnell, 
then Chicago City Manager, called together 
these men and the Chicago situation was

♦A paper presented before the Third District Con
vention at Philadelphia, Feb. 26, 1921. 

discussed. As a result, the method of orga
nization now known as the “Chicago Plan” 
was evolved.

By this plan Chicago radio matters are 
regulated and administered by an Execu
tive Radio Council composed of the officers 
of each club affiliated with the council. 
All such clubs must be already affiliated 
with the A.R.RL. before application for 
affiliation with the Chicago Executive Coun
cil is considered. At the present time 
the clubs comprising the Council consist 
of five in the city of Chicago, one in 
Indiana just south of Chicago, one in Elm
hurst, just west of Chicago, and one in 
Milwaukee, north of Chicago. As each 
club becomes affiliated its officers auto
matically become members of the council 
which is presided over by the Chicago City 
Manager, appointed by the Central Division 
Manager. An elected chairman of the 
council is not desirable since better coop
eration with the League is secured by 
making this office one of appointment 
rather than election.

In order to control interference it has 
been found desirable not only to admit 
already existing clubs but in cases where 
there is territory where no clubs exist, 
but because of the number of radiomen 
in such territories the need of a radio club 
is *felt, the Council of its own volition 
sends out organizers for the purpose of 
forming an organisation which will be 
affiliated with the council in due course.

Being composed of elected officers from 
ell parts of the city, the Chicago council 
is a really representative body and this 
fact has added to the respect with which 
it is regarded by Chicago radio men. 
Traffic regulations adopted by such a body 
must of necessity be fair to all interests 
and accordingly little trouble is found in 
enforcing such rulings. No attempt is 
made by the Council to interfere in any 
way with the individual activities of the 
various affiliated clubs but the best of 
cooperation between them is secured 
through the friendly personal contact of the 
officers. Through regulation the dues and 
fees of all clubs are the same. Any 
radio man may belong to one or more of 
the clubs as desired, and meeting dates 
are arranged so that they do not conflict. 
The average active membership of each 
of the Chicago clubs is approximately 100, 
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making a total active membership for the 
city of 500. In order to keep this great 
number of men interested, the clubs pay 
considerable attention to the social and 
fraternal side of club life. We have found 
that in a radio club paying attention to 
technical matters only, the interest soon 
dies in the great mass of members and 
accordingly the Chicago clubs run raffles, 
dances, theater parties, etc., and have base
ball, football and basketball teams, com
peting with each other under the guidance 
of the Executive Council. All our efforts 
have been toward creating better friendly 
feeling and cooperation among the mass 
of Chicago radio men. In order to gain 
their cooperation we must have their active 
memberships in the various clubs and to 
get this we must make the clubs so at
tractive that membership is a privilege 
rather than a duty. On this rests the 
structure of our Executive Council. With
out the firm foundation of willing and 
interested cooperation with the individual 
clubs an Executive Council is without pres
tige and authority.

After all, the biggest moral force in 
the world is that of public opinion, and 
on this fact the Chicago Plan is based. 
In order to maintain this prestige, club 
members will not carry on radio communi
cation with outsiders and every effort is 
made on the part of club officers to set 
forth the advantages of membership to 
newcomers in the radio game. Individual 
attention is given every radio man who 
is not a club member and as a result 
there are no “outlaws” in Chicago.

A set of traffic regulations has been 
drawn up by the Council as follows:

Sec. 1. There shall be four divisions of 
operating hours as follows* 6 
a.m. to 7 p.m ; 7 p.m. to 10 p.m ; 
10 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.; 11:30 
p.m. to 6 a.m.

Sec. 2. Between the hours of 6 a.m. and 
7 p.m. stations may test, tune, 
transmit either locally or long 
distance without interruption.

Sec. 3. Between the hours of 7 p.m. 
and 10 p m. stations may trans
mit locally only.

Sec. 4. Between the hours of 10 and 
11:30 p.m. transmission can be 
made only to long distance sta
tions. Stations not having reg
ular traffic to clear should use 
this period. Those working be
tween these hours cannot dur
ing the next period; see section 
5.

Sec. 5. Between the hours of 11:30 p.m. 
and 6 a.m. transmission can be 
made only to long distance sta
tions. Those having worked 
during the previous long distance

Sec. 6.

Sec. 7.

Sec. 8.

Sec. 9.

Sec. 10.

Sec. 11.

Sec. 12.

Sec. 13.

Sec. 14.

Sec. 15.

Note:—

period (Sec. 4) cannot trans- 
m.t during this division 
All stations within the jurisdic
tion of the Council shall use the 
minimum amount of power nec
essary to carry on their com
munication.
All official Traffic Officers may 
communicate with each other at 
any time to assist in carrying out 
their work. They should be 
brief.
At no time shall any unauthor
ized person assume the duties 
of a Traffic Officer unless given 
such authority by the City Man
ager.
Stations commencing operation 
after any extended absence 
shall be permitted, after ask
ing “QRW?” to call “CQ” three 
times followed by his call three 
times in order to ascertain 
whether any long-distance is 
waiting for him. The abbrevia
tion “QRU?” may also be used. 
All radiophones and CW sets 
are considered as radio trans
mitters and come under these 
regulations at all times.
All stations desiring QSP tests 
will use the following form 
only: Call the station once, 
signal QSP, sign own call once. 
All stations within the jurisdic
tion of the Council shall be con
sidered as local to each other. 
Any irregularities of the above 
regulations shall be promptly re
ported to the local Traffic Man
ager who will report same to 
the City Manager so that action 
can be taken on each side, there
by stopping the trouble at once. 
The Traffic Officers shall be the 
only ones permitted to send out 
local “QST’s” for the City of 
Chicago.
Traffic Officers shall use the per
sonal sign “TO”; their assistants, 
“TR.”
No station should dispute an or
der given him by a Traffic Offi
cer, over the radio. If there is 
any misunderstanding or ques
tion, use the wire telephone or 
make your written report to 
the City Manager.

It will be noted that the evening is di
vided into three periods, one for local and 
two for long distance work. Originally 
it was thought that there were but two 
classes of radio amateurs, local and long 
distance, but a trial showed that there is 
a third class of operators doing long 
distance work but not interested in mes
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aage traffic. These operators wished to 
carry on conversations, test their sets and 
experiment and resented the “hogging” 
of the air for long periods by the stations 
handling message work. I believe this fact 
is the rock on which many a good set of 
traffic regulations has split up. By estab
lishing two long periods, the first for work 
ether than traffic and the second for traffic 
only, and providing that no station may 
work both periods but may choose which 
he prefers on any one night, all friction 
between traffic men and experimenters is 
eliminated.

The Chicago traffic regulations are en
forced by the City Manager and a corps 
of assistants. These assistants are elected, 
three by each club, to stand watch in 
order, and each one has authority over 
members of his own club only. However, 
a log of all violators is kept by each traffic 
officers and these logs are turned over to 
the City Manager weekly. The City Man
ager separates these violations and turns 
them over to the proper club, also weekly. 
The officers of the clubs investigate each 
-case and decide whether the violation was 
caused by ignorance, malicious action, etc., 
■and report to this effect on every case to 
the City Manager. The City Manager, in 
turn, presents these cases, as soon as re
ported back, to the Executive Council which 
places a fine for each offense, not on the 
-offender but on the club to which he be
longs, or, if he is not a club member, on 
the club in whose territory he is located. 
It is then up to the club to collect the fine 
from the individual if it can, and to see to it 
that further violations do not occur. In 
this way the Council has an organization 
to hold responsible for every violation and 
in addition, since the fines come out of the 
club treasuries, every club member feels 
a very personal interest in the violators, 
since the theater parties, etc., can only 
be run when there is money in the treasur
ies to run their. If 99 men feel that one 
other man is keeping them from having a 
good time by his persistent “ignorance” 
they are certainly going to assist personal
ly in his rapid and forcible education. An
other example of the force of public opin
ion properly harnessed and applied.

As a matter of fact, this plan has worked 
so well that very few fines have been 
necessary. Cards are mailed by the Traffic 
Officers to each violator when the violation 
is logged, these cards naming date, time 
and nature of the violation and request
ing the violator to get in touch with his 
club president at once regrding the viola
tion. This prevents the violator from pro
testing that he was never given notice of 
his wrong action and “knew nothing about 
it,” and also has an excellent psychological 
effect. I have known of instances when 

all the traffic men were on the job and 
each violator received 15 cards on the 
subject.

Traffic officers never argue over the air. 
If a violation occurs within the territory of 
any traffic officer, he calls the violator by 
radio, and merely states that he has violated 
a certain rule, naming it, and asks him 
to stop. If the violator is disposed to 
argue, the traffic man does not reply by 
radio but calls him by telephone at .once. 
A complete list of all Chicago calls is 
furnished the traffic officers by the local 
Radio Inspector as fast as they are issued 
and these calls are listed with phone num
bers by each Traffic Officer. Calling by 
phone also has a good effect in that the 
ringing of the phone generally wakes the 
violator’s family and he gets a paternal 
“razzing” in addition to the one admin
istered by the traffic man.

Seriously, however, the traffic officers 
are required to be very careful and diplo
matic in their work and every attempt is 
made to secure the cooperation of persist
ent offendrs by friendly methods and these 
usually win out.

In addition to the Traffic Officers, the 
Council has a “direction finder squad” sup
plied with a car. equipped with a loop, 
regenerative receiver and three-step am
plifier.

This squad exists for the purpose of lo
cating unlicensed or “mysterious” stations 
and cooperates with the radio inspector in 
every possible way.

The Chicago traffic rules are very care
fully observed by all traffic men and can 
only be set aside by direct order of the 
City Manager or the Central Division Man
ager for some special reason of extreme 
importance In this way criticism of the 
various traffic officers is avoided.

Our attempt has been, first, to draw up 
rules fair to the little fellow as well as 
the big one, and to have these rules drawn 
up in such a way and by such a representa
tive body that the little fellow knows they 
are fair; second, to administer these regu
lations in an absolutely fair and straight
forward manner, and in such a way that 
everyone knows the administration is fair; 
and, third, to secure compliance with the 
regulations by tactics of friendly coopera
tion and the force of public opinion rather 
than by individual threats or action. These 
methods combined with the loyal mutual 
cooperation of our big fraternal radio 
“club-families” have converted Chicago 
from a radio-Bolshevist community to what 
I now believe it to be, the best big radio 
city in the United States, and to prove 
this I ask you to note how few repeats 
Chicago long distance stations request be
cause of “local QRM.”
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The CQ Hound
By 7KX

HERE is an epistle that I have been 
trying to get off my heaving chest 
for the past thousand years. Who 
is not familiar with the CQ hound? 
I can not think of what specie to 

call him, maybe a Dachshund, as he sure 
is longer one way than the other 
when it comes to polluting the sacred ether 
with his long pleading wails for some other 
ham which he hopes to be at least fifty 
thousand miles away to come back at him 
“vy QSA OM”. I am stuck away out 
here amid coyotes, cowpunchers and sage 
brush, not all because I want to be but be
cause my nose led me here. Then being 
a pre-war ham I had to put up a set to 
listen to the quality of the post-war sigs 
Oh man, it’ sounded good to hear the old 
gang again and all went well until the 
newness of the game wore off again and 
I settled down to do some real receiving. 
Then it was that the CQ hound began 
to burn my ears like the hot solder burnt 
my face when I was trying to solder the 
aerial to the sky hooks. Men, I have stood 
it as long as I can and now to relieve 
some smouldering gun play that is sure 
to come off I must hasten this rattle 
eastward to the QST factory.

When it reaches the aforementioned 
place it will probably find its rightful 
place, the waste basket, but if it ever gets 
into print among the sacred pages of our 
good old QST let some of the newer of 
our set soak it in. Then when they go to 
bed that night let them ponder over it a 
while and before the sand man puts their 
lights out for the night, swear that they 
will never holler CQ again, and if the 
temptation is so awfully great, not to squeal 
it more than three times and then sign off 
and QUIT.

The climax came the night of the Wash
ington’s Birthday Relay (in capitals, men, 
as it made history) and as my chest was 
heaving so high that night as to break over 
the sea wall, I couldn’t refrain anv longer. 
I put the fones on at 6:10 P.M. M.T., the 
time here that the msg was to start from 
our far famed 1AW, the start of the East
ern half. That these CQ hounds were on 
the job was at once noticeable. I didn’t 
lay the fones on the table until 10:22 P.M. 
when I received the complete msg, and dur
ing that time I added the blackest page to 
my call book that the history of my radio 
play has ever brought forth. If I could 
put that page into print many of the CQ- 
slinging hams would see their calls listed 
as outlaws in the amateur game. Two 
stations who are in the state where many 
good amateurs reside, the state where the

Dalton Bros, robbed the coffee store, the 
state where the sun-flowers wither in the 
hot sun in the summer time, are among 
the most prominent of the black page out
laws. They kept the ether so fluttered up 
with QRM that any non-suspecting novice 
who might have happened to be listening 
in with the “Town Ham” couldn’t help but 
say “who is that miking all that noise?” 
During the time that one of our good sta
tions in this same state was doing all his 
Benwood and Dubilier would do for him, 
trying to get the first words of the west 
half of the msg to the Windy City, these 
other birds were chirping off at “bug” 
speed, jamming all who we*c straining 
every nerve in their bean to get the first 
whimper of the west half of the msg. One 
of these stations was listed in a recent issue 
of QST as reiching out and he is, but why 
in the name of amateur radio doe* his cill 
have to clutter up my black Pst as a b id 
actor? I am out here on what ' ou nrght 
call the jumping off pl ice as traffic hoTp at 
times bumps up against a wall of QSS ,:11 
working is nil. I have only one bulb L t. 
man, it gets more CQ’s into my fones than 
it does intelligent sigs. My sympathy goes 
out to the fellows that live right among the 
CQ hollering, the “legislation agitating” 
hams, and if we could peek into the radio 
shack of some of these old timers we would 
certainly find a book lying around handv in 
which there would be at least one black 
page. A lot of us could cast our glim
mers ever that page and find our calls 
listed there with the rest of the outlaws 
of amateur radio.

We talk about the so-called little fWlow 
with the spark coil, we have w n at him, 
put him in print as the real cutlaw of the 
radio game and have branded him with 
the skull and cross bones. But mark my 
word, these “little” fellows will have a seat 
in the place we all want to go to and there 
won’t be one * ngic CQ hound there to 
bother him with their plea “how do you 
receive me?” I have heard a few of our 
good stations crying CQ but always fol
lowed with east, west, north or south msg. 
letting us know he has a msg. for some 
one in that direction. Here is where the 
CQ helps our game, but the bird that hol
lers it to see how many cards or letters 
he can get is the one this trash is directed 
at.

We hear you, CQ hounds. Open your 
dreamy eyes and look at the calls heard 
in QST and see how far you are getting, 
but on bended knees, CQ hounds, please 
put that call where the Allies put the 

(Concluded on page 28)
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Another Poindexter Bill.

ON Tuesday, April 12th Senator 
Poindexter reintroduced his radio 
bill in the new Senate and it now 

has a new number—S-31. At this writing 
our Legislative Committee has not yet 
secured a copy of the bill to examine it 

but it is suspected that it is the same 
document that was before the last Con
gress under the number S-4038. News
paper clippings just before us today in
dicate that still another bill has been in
troduced in the House, by Representative 
White of Maine, and it seems that it must 
follow somewhat the same lines as Senator 
Poindexter’s bill except that the committee 
of representatives of various radio inter
ests is to be an advisory body in Repre
sentative White’s bill, whereas S-4038 
would have empowered it with the forma
tion of all the technical regulations govern
ing radio in this country.

Eternal vigilance seems to be the price 
of safety in any field where there are so 
many different interests, more especially in 
such a one as ours. It looks, fellows, as 
tho if it isn’t one radio bill it’s another! 
These bills have just been introduced and 
as yet we don’t know what they are, but 
if Mr. Poindexter’s is the same as his 4038 
it must be opposed. Certain interests in 
the east who would seem to have some
thing to gain by the passage of such a bill 
have recently given much publicity to a 
letter signed by the then acting secretary 
of the Navy stating that it will be the 
policy of his department to further in 
every way practicable the interests of the 
amateurs and that the Navy will advocate 
the freest practicable development of ama
teur activity. We earnestly hope for the 
establishment of cordial relations with the 
Navy Department, yet Senator Poin
dexter’s S-4038 was patterned on a draft 
gotten up by naval officials and it was not 
the kind of a bill we could support, for it 
would give control of all radio into the 
hands of a committee over which the navy 
would have the balance of power and would 
give no assurances of fair dealing with us 
amateurs. The Navy Department and 
Senator Poindexter must realize that 
American Citizen Radio will not be con
tent with legislation that, instead of 

definitely allotting certain fields to ama
teur work, arbitrarily gives over its 
destiny to the hands of “a little group of 
willful men” who are answerable to no
body and from whose decisions there can 
be no appeal.

Use Your Wave Meter!

WAKE up, fellows, and find out what 
your wave length is! Buy or 
borrow a wave meter and take some 

readings, and if she reads above 200, by 
the Lord Harry cut ’er down!

We are insistent on this subject the last 
few months because we know there is sure 
trouble ahead if the situation isn’t 
remedied. There are thousands upon 
thousands more amaturs than ever before 
in the history of the art and the chances 
for infringing upon the rights of other 
interests when we begin to overstep our 
bounds are just that much greater. The 
other night we heard three naval stations 
pipe down four different amateurs for 
QRM. No doubt part of this trouble was 
due to the way Jhe average naval operator 
tunes a set, but it is likewise probable 
that the amateurs in question exceeded 
the legal 200 meters or they would not 
have been the only ones picked upon. All 
this stuff gets written down in government 
logs, you know, and when there becomes too 
much of it, thru our ever-increasing num
bers, the fur will surely fly. If you get 
your license revoked because you operate 
above 200 meters will you expect the A.R. 
R.L. to help you? N.D., O.M.—we can’t 
support a violator of the law. You’re 
having your chance right now—mark our 
words: it will pay you to stop operating 
until you get your station in conformity 
with its license as regards decrement, 
power, and more particularly wave length.

Help us in “the return to normalcy”— 
USE your wave meter! In turn we’re 
going to help you. Our Operating Depart
ment is appointing listening-in stations who 
are going to give the Traffic Manager lists 
of stations * heard on waves above 200. 
Those of you who are reported are going 
to get a nice letter telling you just what 
your wave is and asking you to help pre
serve Amateur Radio by getting down 
where you belong. Of course this will be
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. a strictly intra-orgahization matter, and 
its sole object is to help us better our
selves. Saw off Work long enough to re
tune that station of yours so a report on 
you won’t be coming in here to Head- 
quarters*

Our Bonds.

AS we write this our Treasurer’s office 
is busy making out checks and our 
Secretary’s office is busy making out 

envelopes to mail those checks, to reim
burse the good amateurs who two years 
ago lent their A.R.R.L. the hard coin to 

purchase QST and resume the publication 
of the little magazine we all love so much.

Our bank balance when we get thru is 
going to be as low as a sixty-cycle growl, 
but just the same we’re going to do it. 
We’ll be cramped financially for quite a 
While, as it’s taking every penny we can 
rake and scrape, but the bonds shall be 
paid, and will be by the time this QST is 
mailed. And we’ll get by, and gradually 
as we accumulate a little reserve we’ll be 
freer to undertake new work.

One of the things we want to do first 
is to publish a real textbook on radio; a 
book different from any other now in ex
istence, dealing with the basic theory of 
amateur radio in a way that will give 
every amateur operator a clear theoretical 
understanding of how his apparatus 
functions so that he may experiment in
telligently and not haphazardly; and a 
book that will likewise serve as a text for 
the non-technically trained individuals who 
in increasing numbers a»e taking up the 
study of Citizen Wireless.

The CQ Party

SOMETIME in listening in on a particu
larly good night it has seemed to us 
as if all the amateurs of the country 

were transmitting at once. But now we 
know we were wrong. In the CQ Party 
only one district transmitted at a time, 

but man, dear, did you ever hear anything 
like it? Such QRMMM surely was never 
heard before and we hope it never will be 
again. We suppose O.M. Baldwin will be 
busy the next two years replacing cracked 
micas from that one half-hour’s foolish
ness.

The party seems to have been enjoyed 
universally, and there were almost as 
many “Hi’s” floating around as there were 
“CQ’s”, showing that most of the gang 
appreciated the spirit of the*thing. Lots 
of new records undoubtedly were made. 
9ZN, we know, copied a flock of 4’s that 
never had been heard there before; and so 
it went. A number of Canadians were 
heard all over the eastern and central 

states. 9ZN sent out its first and last CQ 
that evening. 8KK wins the handsome 
single-slide tuner for having crammed 
more CQ’s into his three minutes than any
one else, ripping them out at lightning 
speed with a bug key. But wouldn’t it 
have been wonderful if all of these birds 
had stayed on schedule? Why did a few 
stations have to work clear thru the party? 
Don’t they ever read QST? (But, say, 
gang, can you imagine the sensations of 
the benighted brethren who hadn’t read 
QST and who all by chance got an earful 
of our party? They must have thought 
it unwontedly queer that so many stations 
were simultaneously indicating their will
ingness to chew the rag with anybody so 
inclined!)

But the CQ Party wasn’t intended al
together for diversion. It had a serious 
purpose—to show up the foolishness of 
the unholy amount of CQ-ing that has 
gone on every night all over the country, 
causing untold interference that is so un
necessary. Persistent CQ-ing is nothing 
less than a bad habit, accomplishes nothing 
good whatever, and merely breaks up com
munication in nearby states. Relay sta
tions know with whom they are supposed 
to work in handling traffic without having 
to sear the heavens with a CQ in order to 
pick up enough business to get fun out of 
the game. We refer, of course, to oper
ation in DX relay hours; if during “con
versation” hours one wants to CQ, it’s 
excusable if he doesn’t know a soul to call 
by call-letters. But for the love of Mhy. 
let’s keep CQ out of relay hours.

THE CQ HOUND 
(Concluded from page 26)

Kaiser. I beg you to do this, and “I” 
means the whole A.R.R.L. and if you satis
fy my wondering whims by doing so you 
will satisfy about as many other hams as 
you have hair on your old CQ hollering 
pate. I have a sneaking idea that this 
will start a rumpus that will be harder to 
stop than it was to stop Daniels from 
trying to get our game under the old sea 
dogs, but I have it off my chest and am 
ready, bulb lit, fones on and aerial switch 
in, ready for all the nice language you want 
to throw at me. If you can’t get at this 
QRM problem by pleading like good men do 
we will have to hit you with a little hot 
stuff and then see if you can pipe down 
for at least a couple of hours in the night. 
I am out here where I can take to the 
mountains if you come after me but re
member I will take a portable set with me 
and after your attack has subsided I will 
come back at you with a CQ story that will 
burn worse than this one.

So-long, CQ hounds, never to CUL.
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F. H. SCHNELL, Traffic Manager 
1045 Main SL, Hartford, Conn.

IN spite of the coming of QRN our 
reported messages reached a total of 
8840 for the month of March.

The New England Division lays claim 
to the individual honor position this 

month when “Amateur Number One” 
rushes to the front with this report:

♦ MR. I. VERMILYA, 1HAA t 
x Marion, Mass. SU 608 messages. w

New England Division g 
+ a? te tr ae er ar Or Op Or Or

This is the greatest number of messages 
yet credited to a single station in any one 
month, and we congratulate Mr. Vermilya, 
not only for his remarkable piece of work, 
but also for reporting it in time. Many of 
our members handle more than a hundred 
messages each month but fail to report 
them. Help your division, fellows, and 
send in a report of your work on time.

Southern Stations.
Our persistent efforts to work thru to 

Florida have borne fruit. Traffic is now 
moving from 4YA, Atlanta, to 4FD in 
Midville, Ga., and 4BY in Savannah, Ga. 
These stations QSR to 4DL, 4AM, and 
4BI. While this route is only fairly con
sistent, improvements will be made. QRN 
in that part of the country is the greatest 
handicap with which southern amateurs 
have to contend right now.

C.W.
Perhaps the scarcity in reports this 

month is due to the fact that many spark 
stations are being dismantled in favor of 
the onrushing C.W.—our members are too 
busy making the change to spare the time 
for writing reports. We hope this assump
tion is true, as next month we will be in 
the midst of the QRN season and C.W. 
will be our only means of reliable communi
cation over great distances. C.W. station 
owners are requested to communicate with 
their Division Managers for appointments 
on the C.W. routes which will be in oper
ation next fall. We want C.W. trans
continental routes open for traffic just as 
soon as stations are available.

Reports this month are missing from 
the following divisions: Delta, J. M. Clay
ton, Mgr.; Central, R. H. G. Mathews,

Mgr.; Rocky Mountain, M. S. Andelin, 
Mgr.; and St. Lawrence, A, J. Lorimer, 
Mgr. The other reports follow:

CENTRAL DIVISION, 
Ralph Mathews, Mgr.

No detailed report received.
Total messages 1710. Busiest station 

9YAD—143 messages.
ATLANTIC DIVISION. 

C. H. Stewart, Mgr.

Just at the present time this Division 
is undergoing a state of reorganization, 
with the result that reports are lacking. 
It is hoped that the changes recently made 
in personnel will result in improved con
ditions in the future, both as regards 
monthly reports and other traffic matters.

Mr. John DiBlasi, owing to pressure of 
his own business matters, has resigned as 
A.D.M. Northern Section, and the Division 
was fortunate in finding a successor who 
we have every reason to believe will make 
good as soon as he has had time to acquaint 
himself with the traffic affairs of the 
Northern Section. Mr. Clifford J. Goette, 
(2JU), 1624 Hamilton Avenue^ Woodhaven, 
L. I., N. Y., has been appointed A.D.M, 
for the Northern Section, which comprises 
the States of New York and New Jersey. 
As Mr. Goette’s appointment was only made 
on the 18th of March it was obviously im
possible for him to acquaint himself with 
the affairs of the Section in time to make 
a report this month, but we will expect a 
good report from him for the coming 
month. There are some remarkably good 
stations in this Section and there is no 
reason why with proper co-operation the 
best of operating results should not be 
achieved, and the Division Manager earn
estly hopes that he can count upon the best 
of co-operation with Mr. Goette from all 
amateurs located therein.

Mr. E. B. Duvall, who was recently 
appointed A.D.M. in charge of the Southern 
Section, which comprises the States of 
Penna., Delaware. Maryland and the 
District of Columbia, has appointed Mr. 
George L. Deichmann, Jr., (3HG), Park 
Heights & Bancroft Park, Baltimore, Md., 
D.S. for Eastern Maryland, and Mr. Roger 
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W. Clipp, (3ABC), 112 Broadway, Hagers
town, Md., as D.S. for Western Maryland. 
These appointments have been approved by 
the Division Manager. Both of these 
gentlemen are well known in their sections 
and in outlying territory, owing to the 
DX work they have carried on. The 
Division Manager is particularly glad to 
know that the League will be properly 
represented in the Western part of Mary
land, as he has desired to see the develop
ment of the projected Southern route of 
Trunk Line B, through southern Pennsyl
vania and western Maryland either to 
Washington, Pa., or Pittsburgh and other 
western points.

Attention is invited to the creditable 
work accomplished by the station of Mr. 
J. K. Hewitt—2RK. It has been brought 
to my attention that an operator on a 
transatlantic vessel, enroute New York to 
London, reported that he heard the signals 
of 2RK QSA and steady every night. On 
the eastbound trip this operator copied 
many amateurs up to 1730 miles from N. Y. 
but lost all but 2RK on the next night 
approaching London. Receiver used on 
vessel was a Navy SE 143 and SE 1000 
amplifier. English ships also heard sig
nals of 2RK while inside of Gibraltar, a 
distance of over 3000 miles. This station 
has also been reported consistently by 
coastwise steamers running in the Gulf 
of Mexico, and has actually worked 37 
states and has been heard in 40 states. 
Mr. Hewitt believes these results to be a 
world’s record, and in any event it shows 
what may be accomplished by careful and 
painstaking attention to details. There is 
no particular reason why such perform
ances cannot be duplicated by other 
stations in the Division, and we expect to 
hear of this being a fact in the near future. 
(2RK handles hundred of messages each 
month, but Gawdnose, he does not report 
them as he should.—Tfc. Mgr.)

The Benzee Bros., Acting D.S., Western 
New York, reported in the latter part of 
January that the relay work in their sec
tion was going along nicely, and that a 
total of 176 messages had been handled as 
follows: Buffalo—8SL, 2; 8LB, 21; 8MF, 
1; 8KU, 3; 8FE, 24;—Lockport—8IL, 14; 
8AHV, 7;—Rochester—8GI, 38; 8AMQ, 
14;—Oakfield—8AMZ, 32. They report 
that 8MF and 8AD are again working. 
The Radio Association of Western New 
York has been affiliated and every 
member is working for the betterment of 
radio and the prompt handling of traffic. 
Tests have been under way with Erie and 
Toronto, but have not been successful. Mr. 
R. D. Haire, 8GI, of Rochester, has been 
appointed City Manager for that place, 
with the object in view of getting the local 
organization to control QRM which has 
been hindering the advancement of radio 

there. Benzee Bros, call attention to the 
fact that at present there are no routes 
running into the southern and south
western part of N.Y. State, and they would 
be very much pleased to hear from stations 
in the vicinity of Jamestown, Olean, Dun
kirk and Syracuse. Benzee Bros address 
is 196 Keystone Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

Mr. Harry S. Collins, D.S. Northern 
Section of Long Island, Babylon, N. Y., 
also reported late in January that the 
station of Mr. Tremaine Hulse, of Bay 
Shore (2BGR) will be on the job every 
night between 9:30 and 10. At present he 
states that the best route through his 
section is via 2JU, 2ZL, 2OE, 2FS, 2AJW 
and 2BCR then across the Sound to 1HO, 
1FW,1HAA, etc. 2BGR and 1HO have a 
regular schedule. Some spark coil QRM 
is being experienced, but much QRM is also 
being had from WSE and NDD.

In the Southern Section Mr. Duvall, the 
A.D.M., states that some of the D.S. are 
slow to send in their reports. D.S. Central 
Penna., Mr. H. M. Walleze, reports that 
3ABD of Danville, Pa. is doing fine work. 
Station 8XE at State College has been 
active, but QRN has been bad the past 
month. 8XE does not seem to be able to 
work Pittsburgh in a satisfactory manner. 
During the past month 63 messages were 
handled by this station. Mr. Walleze 
states that 8BQ has not been changed to 
8AJB, but that this call has been assigned 
to a portable set.

D.S. Eastern Pensylvania, Mr. S. W. 
Place, reports that due to the fact that 
the antenna and mast of his station 3BH 
were recently wrecked by a storm he has 
been unable to keep in touch with the 
activities of his section or handle any 
traffic. His A.T.M., Mr. R. C. Ehrhardt, 
of Dunmore, Pa. reports that 8ACS of 
Scranton, Pa., is getting lined up for DX 
work.

Mr. Duvall, who was still acting D.S. 
Eastern Maryland Dist. during the past 
month, reports stations 3HG, 3AHK, 3UC, 
3OU and 3EQ doing good work handling 
traffic through Baltimore. 3HG and 3AHK 
seem to be running a race in the matter 
of handling traffic. 3EQ is reaching out 
with a C.W. set and when some further 
improvements are made it is believed that 
it can be counted upon as a reliable DX 
station. The latter named station is 
operated by J. Q. A. Holloway and C. E. 
King. The station of the A.D.M., 3EM, 
has been in operation for some time, but 
so far no DX work has been done, his 
station principally being used for control 
work in Baltimore. The station of SAN, 
Yearly, which has been out of commission 
during the present season, will soon be in 
operation again, as his wrecked mast has 
been re-erected, and he has also added to 
his equipment a CR-3 and 2 step amplifier.
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Doubtless Yearly will soon win back his 
laurels as one of the most reliable stations 
in Baltimore. While no reports have been 
received from the Dist. of Columbia, the 
A.D.M. states that he is personally aware 
that the stations in that section are very 
much alive, and that 3XF, 31W, 3KM and 
3ALN are consistently heard, and that a 
fairly reliable schedule has been arranged 
and is in operation between Baltimore and 
Washington. Conditions between Phila
delphia and Baltimore are reported still 
unsatisfactory. Perhaps by means of C.W. 
this section will be bridged before long. 
There are a number of stations working 
on C.W. sets in Philadelphia, and as soon 
as it is felt to be practicable stations of the 
same class should arrange for tests and 
schedules with similar stations in Balti
more.

What was without doubt the most succes- 
ful Convention yet held by amateur radio 
men was that which was promoted and 
managed by the Second District Radio 
Council. This Convention was held in New 
York at the Hotel Pennsylvania during the 
four days of March 16, 17, 18 and 19, the 
affair ending up with a Banquet in the 
Ball Room on Saturday night at which 
nearly 600 radio enthusiasts were present, 
including a number ^from distant points. 
It was well worth 'while to attend, and 
the Division Manager felt much pride in 
the knowledge that the radio enthusiasts 
of Northern Section of his Division were 
able to carry out their plans in such a 
successful manner. The exhibits of Radio 
apparatus in the Roof Garden made it 
well worth while to attend, if for no other 
reason, although the pleasure of meeting 
so many of his fellow amateurs was the 
most attractive feature of it all. To Mr. 
J. O. Smith and the other members of the 
Committee of which he was Chairman 
much credit is due for the hard work done, 
and the nerve required to carry it out upon 
the large scale attended. It was a great 
thing for amateur radio in that section.

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION. 
G. R. Entwistle, Mgr.

A.D.M. Robinson, (1CK) reports that 
the air is full of C.W. now-a-days and 
anyone with a bulb receiver can get in on 
this and the best part of it is that you 
are just as likely to hear a DX station as 
a local, more so in fact, because there are 
more DX-C.W. sets than local.

A very noticeable piece of real citizen 
radio was heard on March 4th at 2:20 a.m. 
when 1HAA shot fourteen messages to 
ITS without stoping, with a bug key at 
the rate of about thirty words per minute, 
and at the end of it all Mix came back 
with a laconic “dit dah dit”.

1HAA handled 608 messages during the 
period between Feb. 20th and March 20th.

1DY handled 160 messages, ICY 240; 
1CK has been too busy to get in on the DX 
stuff lately and only handled 100 messages.

Johnson (1DY) of Lynn, has been doing 
fine work in his district, but does not re
ceive reports from the relay men as de
sired.

A.D.M. D. H. Mix, (ITS) reports that 
1AW has been on but two or three nights 
during the past month and this accounts 
for some of the decrease in activity. 1NAQ 
has just put in a C.W. set and putting out 
1 amp. ITS handled a total of 77 msgs, 
during the past month.

D.S. H. E. Nichols, reports IBM handled 
58 msgs, and 1HO handled 79 msgs.

A.D.M. H. W. Castner (1UQ) reports 
that 1RAY is doing some fine work. They 
are in communication with many Canadian 
stations and aside from some local in
duction that bothers at Burlington, they 
can work many of them. Bowdoin College 
(1NBJ) is now operating and in Portland 
1FV, IRAS, and 1UQ are on most of the 
time. IVY and 1UL in Bath are on most 
of the time but beyond that in the other 
cities of the state, there are no stations 
that are able to handle relay traffic at 
present.

Portland has formed a C.W. Club.
Let us try to get the reports in on time 

instead of none at all as in the past.
Total msgs., 1322.
Busiest station 1HAA—I. Vermilya, 

Marion, Mass., 608 messages.
ROANOKE D1V1S ION. 
W. T. Gravely, Mgr.

Old Man Static has been on the job 
incessantly during the past month, with 
only an open night here and there. This 
has caused a slowing up in traffic through
out the Division but even under this handi
cap a number of messages have been 
handled. However, as the warm weather 
approaches there will be less and less 
activity, unless stations link up so as to 
make daylight operation practical. This 
can be done, but it means efficient plants 
at distances not exceeding 100 miles, and 
before this Division can hope to cover the 
territory, considerable work must be done. 
We have strong hopes of developing a day 
route from northern West Virginia on 
down into Roanoke, Va., and thence on 
down to Charlotte, N. C., through Lynch
burg, Danville, Winston, Salisbury, and 
Greensboro, with an alternative of Winston 
or Greensboro.

Operations will continue all summer. 
There is no “next season” any more, and 
if conclusive proof is desired on this sub
ject, just keep your ears to the phones, 
and there will be surprises. Especially 
will the C.W’s. shine during the warm 
months, but the old familiar sparks may be 
heard, too.
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Every D.S. is requested to bend his 
efforts towards creating day lines, so come 
on, fellows, and let’s put the job across.

Mr. Wohlford D.S. S/W Va. is still 
trying to work out a route to the West, 
through Bristol, and intermediate points; 
also a reliable line up through West Vir
ginia, in conjunction with Dist. Supt. Heck 
who is still hammering away on the West 
Virginia situation.

8SP is still doing the “star” work in 
Northern W. Va., and is clearing a con
siderable amount of traffic.

D.S. Bunker of North Carolina, with 
the assistance of Mr. Gluck, is clearing up 
the North Carolina situation. There are 
three good stations at Winston, N. C., all 
capable of clearing considerable traffic, 
4AL, 4CK, and 4CX. 4CC at Greensboro 
promises to take hold in the near future.

Mr. Blair, 3ZL, D.S. Central Virginia, 
reports great activity in their radio club 
and a membership of 85. He also intro
duces this month Mr. R. R. Chappell, 3ZP, 
who will assist him in the handling of 
Richmond Traffic. 3ZP will use C.W.

Mr. Blair reports about 30 stations oper
ating in Richmond now, which number in
cludes spark coils and other types.

Mr. T. C. White, Jr., C.M., Norfolk 
District, reports his vicinity has been 
seriously handicapped since last report by 
the terrific static almost every evening 
after dark.

Messrs. Hopkins and Buskey of 3GO 
have handled a good part of the traffic, 
having three operators, and maintaining a 
watch every evening.

Sgt. Blair of XF-1 at Langley Field de
serves a great deal of credit for his 
assistance m clearing traffic North and 
West. S^t. Blair is looking for a good 
C.W. station south so that he may clear 
his southern traffic in the same easy man
ner in which he clears North and West. 
(Southern stations please note, and write 
Sgt. R. H. Blair, Radio Headquarters, 
Langley Field, Hampton, Va.)

Sgt. Blair works Washington and New 
York in the day, with ease.

The C.M’s. station, 3EN, has handled 
quite a number of DX messages since last 
report. His spark has been reported QSA 
in Tela Harbor, Honduras, by an operator 
on one of the Tropical Radio Telegraph 
Co’s, ships. His greatest desire, at 
Sresent, is to find a daylight route to 

>anville and Washington, also South, in 
order to clear in the day those messages 
which are hung up at night. Mr. White 
has established day communication with 
Elizabeth City, N. C., 4EY.

No change in the QRM from NAM’s arc 
set and three spark sets.

Total mesages, 275.

EAST GULF DIVISION. 
E. H. Merritt, Mgr.

About half of March was ‘spoiled’ for 
radio work in this Division by very heavy 
QRN of regular mid-summer intensity that 
kept us from doing as much work as was 
expected. 4XC experimented with an. 
underground aerial and by using it had 
more success handling traffic than any 
other station reporting.

4XB has been doing fine work with C.W. 
4YA has been giving concerts twice a week 
but power is small and they have not yet 
been reported over 50 miles.

Supt. Gulledge (4ZN, ex-4 AT) reports 
that he expects to be connected with Key 
West soon. THE ROUTE TO FLORIDA 
IS AT LAST A REALITY, traffic going 
thru 4FD and 4GN easily. Both are in 
Midville, Ga.

Supt. Mcllvaine reports nothing new in 
Alabama during the past month.

4AG has been testing with 4YA and 5XA 
but has been unable to connect with 5XA. 
There is at last good connection between 
4YA and 4AG (50 miles) with 4YA using 
250 and 700 meters. 4YA would like to 
arrange for tests with other stations to 
listen for the long wave. A radiofone set 
was mounted on a truck and started in the 
direction of 4AG during the month to try 
to get a line on the QSS and other peculiar 
conditions between the two stations but 
all attempts were ‘busted’ by severe QRN 
from storm clouds. Connection was made 
with 4YA up to about 30 miles but 4AG 
never did get any sigs. More of these 
tests are being planned later on and 4FD 
is planning a similiar test between his 
station and Savannah.

4XC reports 88 messages for the month 
and 4YA reports 26 for about ten days, 
operation. Total messages 114. 4FD re
ports 22 msgs, to be added to the Feb. re
port. Only two stations reported for 
March. Let’s hear from the East Gulf 
men on this each month.

DAKOTA DIVISION. 
Boyd Phelps, Mgr.

In spite of the apparent early coming of 
summer the message total for the month 
of March is larger than for any previous 
month. There are still many stations that 
do not send in a monthly report of their 
total messages sent and received. We 
should receive credit for the work we are 
doing so please, everyone, send in your 
report in time to reach your District 
Superintendent by the 20th of each month, 
or if delayed after this date mail it direct 
to the Division Manager.

Mr. Harold Larson, 9KG, has been so 
busy with business that he has been unable 
to devote the necessary time to the District 
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of South Dakota. Because of his love for 
the A.R.R.L. he has resigned in favor of 
Mr. N. H. Jensen, who has shown his 
ability as City Manager of Sioux Falls 
and will undoubtedly push South Dakota to 
the front Mr. N. H. Jensen, Box 894, 
Sioux Falls, has been appointed District 
Superintendent and has prepared and 
mailed a circular letter to every amateur 
in the state that he knows of in the effort 
to organize branch and summer routes in 
his district. Mr. Charles Norton, 9AIF, 
521 West 11th St., has been appointed 
City Manager of Sioux Falls. Mr. Nortonr 
and Mr. Jensen have done much to make 
the local Y.M.C.A. club (affiliated) one of 
the liveliest and peppiest in this Division 
by staging contests and events of all sorts.

D.S. E.- S. Leavenworth, 9WU, Ellen
dale, N. D., has been spending most of his 
time moving traffic over the Northern 
Route in a most commendable fashion. 
Station owners to the west and northwest 
of him should write him and find out his 
plans for the branch and summer routes 
now being laid out. Mr. Chas. D. Curtis, 
9YAF, at Pembina, N. D., has been work
ing with Winnipeg stations 4AU and 4BG 
at 5 P.M. every afternoon and at the same 
time with 9AGN at Fargo and 9ZC at 
Baudette, Minn.

Mr. J. A. Gjelhaug, 9ZC, Baudette, 
Minn., has been corresponding, visiting and 
working with the Winnipeg fellows, getting 
them enthused over A.R.R.L. traffic. In 
Duluth and Superior, according to latest 
reports, there has been a rapid spread of 
the disease called “CWitis” and spark sets 
are being sold by the pound. We will have 
Mr. Bridges, 9DBT (ex “BQ”) at Superior 
to handle traffic for the Twin Ports.

In the District of Southern Minnesota 
9X1 has handled the most traffic but during 
the previous months 9HM has been in the 
lead. Of the 193 messages handled at 
9X1 60 per cent were on C.W. Mr. C. M. 
Jansky in charge of the University station 
has computed curves showing the percent
age of calls completed on C.W. and spark 
and curves showing the reliability of each 
during varying periods of static based on 
the log of 9X1. Mr. H. R. Hall, 23 Merriam 
Place, St. Paul, Minn., has prepared a 
circular letter in the form of a question
naire that he has been mailing to stations 
he hears in sourthern Minnesota. 9 A MH 
at Northfield is regularly worked in day
light by 9X1 and 9ZT.

Several good summer routes are in view, 
the best of which wi’.l be from the Twin 
Cities to North Dakota via 9SV, 9ABB, 
9RJ, and 9LW. From 9LW at Wahpeton, 
N. D., the prospects look fair for a route 
west to Bismark but from there west to 
the 7th district the scarcity of stations 
makes it doubtful. A good summer route 
can be maintained from 9LW north via

9AEJ, 9AGN, 9YAF, to 4BG. Also south 
from 9LW there a good chance for a route 
to Sioux Falls, S. D. The places where 
stations are sorely needed are in the west
ern part of North Dakota, central part of 
South Dakota, northern Minnesota especial
ly between St. Cloud and Duluth, and in 
the southern part of Minnesota south of 
Northfield. The División Manager would 
like to hear from anyone that has or knows 
of any stations in the above mentioned 
territories.

Total messages 1262. Busiest station 
9WU—225 msgs.—E. S. Leavenworth, 
Ellendale, N. D.

MIDWEST DIVISION. 
L. A. Benson, Mgr.

The Division Manager requests that all 
stations in the Mid-West Division oper
ating C.W. communicate with him at once 
regarding a proposed C.W. route through 
the respective territories. This route will 
do away with the interference now ex
perienced by spark stations throughout the 
Division.

9HT reports that many stations in and 
about Omaha are considering the installa
tion of C.W. equipment. 9APA of Omaha 
has started his installation. Anderson, 
9EW has been operating at 9HT during 
the past month. Tests are being con
ducted to determine upon the best method 
of handling traffic during the coming 
season. The following DX Omaha stations 
will alternate in carrying traffic, 9HT, 
9SC, 9EW, 9DIT, 9VE. Local QRM prob
lems are being handled by the Aksarben 
Radio Club of Omaha. 9EL reports that 
he is sending circular letters throughout 
his territory to gather information regard
ing day-light routes through Kansas. In 
addition to the circular letters he is getting 
in touch with all district Superintendents 
of bordering states for connecting routes 
in all directions, so that throughout the 
summer months traffic can be handled in 
short jumps.

Stations that are doing excellent work 
in Kansas are 9SZ, 9OE, 9PS, 9ALG, 9LB, 
9AQE, 9AIZ, 9ALU, and 9AZB. The 
following appointments have been made in 
Kansas. 9AEG., Ira Graham, Eldorado, 
Kansas, second assistant district superin
tendent; 9OE, Paul Willis, Wichita 
(Kansas) city manager. 9HI, Bert Von- 
Wolf, Topeka (Kansas) city manager. 
9JA of Iowa reports the following stations 
doing excellent work in handling traffic: 
9MS, 9IY, 9JL, 9DBS, 9AMU, 9YA, 9DAU, 
9OA. 9DBS located in the western part 
of Iowa forms a long-needed link in the 
Western line. 9AEQ, 9JN and 9ZQ con
tinue to work DX. All stations in Iowa 
are to report to 9JA regarding the number 
of messages handled and also signals 
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heard. The North route to the' coast is 
working to perfection. The short jump 
route to Chicago and around East never 
fails. It runs from the central part of 
the state to stations 9YI, 9JN, 9 J A, 9JL, 
9YA and 9MS.

9DU of Independence, Mo., reports that 
daylight routes through the state of 
Missouri are working to perfection. He 
reports two new stations in Kansas City 
who are working on schedule from noon 
to 2:33 P.M. the latter clearing to 9QO, 
9EX, 9FL, 9AAG, 9MW, and 9YN. 9XAB 
of Kansas City will prove a very valuable 
relay station. 9LR proves to be the main 
linking station between this territory and 
the west coast.

Total number of messages handled, 3,120.
WEST GULF DIVISION.

R. L. White, Asst. Divn. Mgr.
D. S. Dill reports: “Traffic in Oklahoma 

is on the jump despite QRN. As the sta
tions of Oklahoma become known traffic is 
intrusted with them.”

A.D.S. Poor of The McAlester Territory 
states that his section has continued in a 
slump this month. He is changing from a 
half to one K.W. 5KW is installing a 
C.W. set, also 5HF at Oklahoma City.

A.D.S. Selby of The Muskogee Territory 
informs us that there are several good sta
tions at Muskogee. Among them is the 
famous station 5BR who has been reported 
QSA in New York and Pennsylvania states. 
Muskogee is proving to be a very important 
point and much traffic is being handled, 
being located on Trunk Line F. 5LO of 
Miami is installing some new equipment. 
A new station has sprung forth at Enid, his 
call being 5JR.

5HL and 5HK have consolidated as sta
tion 5HL and will afford two operators, 
maintaining a better watch than hereto
fore.

D.S. Falconi of Roswell failed to send 
us a report. (S’matter, Louie?—White).

D.S. Harold P. Heafer reports The Waco 
Texas Territory has had very little activities 
account heavy QRN. A.D.S. Martin of The 
Amarillo Texas Territory reports he has 
received confirmation that his station (5IF) 
has been heard in 14 states, and his en
thusiasm is greatly increased. A.D.S. Pierce 
states activities in The Corsicana Texas 
Territory are slow, as many stations are 
being remodeled and QRN heavy.

No reports were received from A.D.S.’s, 
Dorsa of The Dallas Texas Territory, and 
Butcher of The Greenville Texas Territory.

A.D.S. Guy Neel, pro tern, of Dublin 
Texas, reports traffic going through. From 
December 15th until Feb. 10th he handled 
a total of 190 messages which were not 
included in our report of previous date.

Due to the fact that the original plan 
of assigning territories has out-grown it

self, it has been decided to make changes 
in the entire North Texas District in the 
line-up of A.D.S. These changes have been 
carefully considered at a meeting of the 
D.M., A.D.M. and the D.S., and were ap
proved and adopted as official, effective 
April first. For the information of those 
concerned we present our plans. Let us 
say that one point we desire to bring out is 
the appreciation and admiration we want 
to express for the valuable assistance and 
co-operation shown by the old A.D.S.’s, of 

.the entire Northern Texas District. We 
feel sure that the A.D.S.’s whose offices 
expire will readily see that the change 
is made solely for the purpose of benefit- 
ting the League, and that they will con
tinue to lend their co-operation to the new 
A.D.S.’s.

After April the first, The Northen Texas 
District will be divided into three territories 
only, namely: (1) EASTERN, (2) CEN
TRAL, (3) WESTERN. (1) The Eastern 
Territory will have headquarters at Dallas, 
with Mr. John Dorsa as its head, and this 
Territory shall consist of all Counties west 
from the boundary line of Louisiana to the 
western boundaries of the following Coun
ties: Cooke, Denton, Tarrant, Johnson, 
Bosque, Coryell and Lampasas, extending 
the entire length north and south of the 
District. (2) The Central Territory will 
have headquarters at Dublin, Texas, with 
Mr. Guy Neel as Asst. Dist. Supt., and this 
Territory will consist of all counties west 
from the boundary of The Eastern Terri
tory named hereinabove to the western 
boundary lines of the following counties: 
Hardeman, Foard, Knox, Haskell, Jones, 
Taylor and Runnels, extending the entire 
length north and south of the District. 
(3) The Western Territory will have head
quarters at Amarillo, Texas, and Mr. J. L. 
Martin will be in charge of this Territory, 
and it shall consist of the counties west 
from the Central Boundary Line named 
herein, to the extreme eastern state line 
of New Mexico.

The southern boundary line of The 
Northern Texas District is considered as 
the southern boundary of the following 
Counties: Andrews, Martin, Howard, 
Michel, Coke, Runnels, Coleman, Brown, 
Mills, Lampasas, Bell, Milam, Falls, Lime
stone, Freestone, Anderson, Cherokee, Na
cogdoches and Shelby.

Mr. Ye well Cornelius, President of The 
Fort Worth Radio Club, informs the A.D.M. 
that internal disputes which have been num
erous with his club have been thrashed 
out and, their Club is more encouraging 
than ever before.

There are two 1K.W. stations, one 
%K.W. station, one %K.W. station and 
about a dozen spark-coils in Fort Worth.

The Club at Ft. Worth has made appli
cation for affiliation with our League, and 
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they are installing a radiophone set this 
summer. They are situated like the Dal
las Radio Club, they meet in a church 
building. Their permanent headquarters 
are located in the Sunday School building 
of the First Baptist Church of Fort Worth.

D S. Tilley, of The Southern Texas Dis
trict reports Radio activities in Austin and 
vicinity have been an impossibility for tne 
last month on account of the terrific QRN. 
The Austin stations have about quit for the 
season except 5ZU who is getting lined up 
in the new location for the summer run.

A.D S. Alfred P. Daniels, of Houston re
ports as follows: It is with regret that the 
report from this territory, will of necessity 
be very uninteresting this month, for the 
reason of the fact that practically all high 
powered stations have been shut down since 
February 19th. QRN has been playing with 
us, and if he calls it a visit, it resembles a 
visit of our country cousins and other rela
tives. The only DX work possible is with 
stations located within the adjoining coun
ties.

This territory has lost a good station, 
5EO, located at Freeport, Texas. Operator 
John Whitworth has moved to Waco, Tex
as, but promises a good station there.

Much C.W. is being heard in Houston. 
Most of the experimenters are still in the 
heterodyne stage, but are having good re
sults with that arrangement.

Port Arthur, Texas has organized a Club 
with L. W. Hatry as President, and will 
be ready for affiliation shortly.

5HV and 5IF are being heard regularly 
at all Houston stations.

Re our monthly report in March issue of 
QST please be advised that all A.D.S.’s, 
monthly reports must be in the D.S.’s hands 
not later than the fifteenth (15th) of each 
month and not the eighteenth (18th). 
This report is very important so please 
see that these instructions are followed 
out. Total messages 369.

NORTHWESTERN D1VIS ION 
J. D. Hertz, Mgr.

QRN is coming boys, but along with it 
seems to be coming better working condi
tions. Most of the fellows report that 
while Old Man Static is stirring.up more 
or less of a fuss, etill they seem to be 
having less trouble with QSS.

A.D.M. Cutting, reporting from Mon
tana, says there are now three routes for 
traffic over the great Northern trunk line, 
the trunk which proved itself the most 
consistent, and most consistently speedy 
during the recent A.R.R.L. Transcons. 
These routes are: via 7CC to 7EX to 9WU 
or 9EE; via 7YA to 9YW; via 7CC or 
7ZH to 7ZG to 9YW, 9WU, or 9EE. There 
seems to be a preference for the last two, 
due to QSS trouble between 7EK and 
7CC.

Satisfactory daylight tests have been 
conducted between 7ZG, 7LU and 7DH. 
Others are being arranged between 7ZG 
and 7EX and 9WU.

Cutting’s own station, 7LY, is now on 
the job and doing good DX work. He is in 
direct communication with 7HS, 7YA, 7ZG 
and 6OT.

We are promised a new station, 7LM, 
at Yakima, Wash. This station is under
going extensive overhauling for the relay 
work, and will be on the job to help keep 
trunk “A” open during the summer.

Mason reports that Seattle has been a 
pretty dead place during the past month, 
even tho Seattle stations have been handl
ing the bulk of the Tacoma outbound traffic. 
Most of the business thru this city has 
been going via 7AD and 7BK, tho 7IY and 
7CA have been doing good work. He also 
says that there seems to be a CW craze 
raging there.

7CC is busting in a second op. This will 
help a lot toward keeping Moscow on the 
map as a most reliable radio relay center. ' 
Woodworth reports that there is every pros
pect that Trunk “A” will be kept open this 
summer, for the “Nines” are now rolling 
in even better than ever during the winter. 
And with 7EX and 7ZG in Montana doing 
their best to keep things open there is 
no reason why things should get “‘gum
med up.” 7FI and 7BQ of Pullman are 
also doing commendable relay work.

At Portland 7DS, 7ED, 7BP, 7ZI and 
in Vancouver 7CU, 7BJ and 7ZK are keep
ing traffic for this district moving well. 
Difficulty is still encountered in working 
north to Puget Sound points, and some 
trouble is experienced working 7CC now 
on account of QSS, but traffic south con
tinues to move without delay to innumer
able sixth district stations.

Total messages 407. Busiest station 7CC. 
Jack Woodworth, Moscow, Idaho.

PACIFIC DIVISION. 
E. G. Arnold, Asst. Mgr.

Things have been getting pretty bad 
around San Francisco Bay. It is almost 
an impossibility to do any work on a wave 
of 200 meters. We are glad to report 
that several new names have been added to 
the list of special license stations in 
this district.

By carefully placing these special licenses 
in the hands of the people most fitted to 
handle the work it has made it possible to 
handle the work in a more reliable and 
efficient manner.

6ZM, Mr. Wilson of Salt Lake City, 
Utah, has proven himself of valuable im
portance in our A.R.R.L. work. Traffic 
has been handled with him from the coast 
fairly regularly at a speed that is sur
prising, as 30 words is slow for Mr. Wilson.
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6ZY, Mr. Roebuck of Santa Barbara, 
Cal., will have his 375 wave in operation 
shortly and then we are assured of a relay 
station for southern traffic eliminating long 
unnecessary jumps. The set will be in the 
hands of a man who is a real operator.

Old 6EJ now 6ZX reports that he has 
handled 300 msgs, during the month.

Routes are open to the East via South: 
6ZZ ex 6IG of Douglas, Ariz., and 5ZA, 
of Roswell, New Mex.

Routes open to East via North: 7YA, 
7CC.

We are practically assured that it will 
be possible to keep the line running in 
full blast the entire summer.

7YA is easily worked, in fact has been 
worked by 6ZR of Burlingame, Calif., in 
broad daylight.

6OH of Ukiah, Calif., reports that he 
has handled 36 messages for this month, 
which is very good considering his loca
tion.

The A.R..R.L. QRX period originated by 
our manager Mr. Bessey, the purpose of 
which is to listen for eastern and other 
distant stations, is being observed around 
the Bay District, due to the strenuous ef
forts of the men in charge, 6ZR and 
6AT. It is rather a big job due to the 
number of junior operators now on the 
ether, as well as the numerous ambitious 
CW and fone stations, who are always 
anxious to have the world in general hear 
their latest jazz piece on their fony-graph. 
QRN has been interfering with this plan 
and unless it abates to some extent the plan 
may temporarily be abandoned. This is 
a big job and requires the co-operation of 
all concerned, and it would be greatly ap
preciated by the men in charge if everyone 
would help them in this matter.

ALASKAN DIVISION.
Roy Anderton, Mgr.

Practically every town in Alaska has a 
Commercial or naval radio station, the 
power of which varies a great deal. Never
theless it is always sufficient to cause a 
great deal of QRM and it probably has a 
tendercv to discourage amateur radio, al
tho there is no reason why it should if 
the amateur has a genuine interest in the 
game But that is just it. They have no 
incentive. They have no one with whom 
fhey can communicate. They have no 
fellow amateurs, and they have no organi
zation. That is where the A R R L. will 
figure should the manage” of this division 
be successful in rounding up such amateurs.

As regards QRN very little trouble is 
experienced, especiallv in southeastern 
Alaska This is probably due to the fact 
that it is situated in the temperate zone.

Naturally there is some, but not enough 
to seriously hinder the handling of amateur 
traffic. There is, however, SOME trouble 
experienced from induction, but it is very 
seldom that it becomes necessary to take 
off the phones and turn off the bulb. The 
only thing that necessitates that is sleet, 
being driven around the aerial by wind in 
such a manner that one is able to get a 
gretty good spark on the lightning switch.

Therefore, the writer believes that com
munication by means of amateur radio, in 
Alaska, is possible, if the right kind of sta
tions with the right kind of operators are 
put in. Patience, to a certain extent, will 
count a whole lot in the handling of such 
traffic, but we should grin and bear it, for 
amateur QRM in the “states” is probably 
a whole lot worse than can ever be caused 
by Alaskan stations handling commercial 
traffic.

Let’s hear from Alaskan amateurs.

ONTARIO DIVISION 
A. H. K. Russell, Mgr.

Citizen wireless in Ontario is much as 
usual, with progress slow but steady. Inter
city traffic is increasing and Toronto Dis
trict is at last in touch with Brantford 
and Napanee. A new station in Peterboro 
gives us promise towards Ottawa, in Mr. 
Sherwood, SMB.

Caton, Napanee, is hoping to install a 
power C.W. set soon, and mentions com
munication by C.W. between, Napanee, 
Kingston and Belleville. One way traffic 
is at present carried on between 3FE and 
3AB, Toronto.

In Toronto, a veritable epidemic of QRM 
has burst forth, and it is almost impossi
ble to work through to American stations 
thru the interference barrage. However, 
a fair number of messages have gone thru 
via 8CG and 8ANJ. 3AB has established 
communication with 3BA in Brantford, and 
has been copied in Chatham by XEM, the 
Training School Station, (which already has 
worked 8ZR and other stations to the 
south), on both C.W. and voice. Wm. 
Gray in Chatham, 3FM, has a DeForest 4 
bulb transmitter with which he is doing 
good work. In Kitchener station 3DS is 
beginning to reach out, and is remodeling 
his aerial in the hope of making Toronto 
traffic regular. He has at present a one 
way schedule with 1HAA, which has had 
good results, several messages having.been 
forwarded in that way. Total messages 
22.

Do you want an appointment on a relay 
route? Write your Division Manager and 
give him a description of your station.
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Who’sVho
iiv AMATEUR WIRELESS

F. Clifford Estey
Is there anyone who doesn’t know Estey, 

whose fame has been sung up and down 
the country as the able president of the 
Essex Cpunty Radio Association, with 
headquarters in Salem, Mass.?

Born in Middleton, Mass., June 5, 1893, 
he moved to Salem in 1906 and has since 
called that place home. He had to start 
in the radio game some time, of course, 
so chose an early date—about 1906—and 
struggled thru the days of coherers and 
decoherers, carborundum and electrolytic 
detectors, and once even saw a Marconi 
magnetic detector. He had his first trans
mitter before he knew there was a code; 
it was a pair of those awful “transformer 
coils” with electrolytic interrupters; later 
he hot a 1 k.w., closely followed by 2 k.w. 
and then by 3 k.w., using a wave length of 
1600 meters, and only the radio law of 1912 
saved him from bankruptcy. During 1911 

(Concluded on page 46)

Don I. Bailey
Operator “DA” of Radio Station 9CS, 

Clinton, Iowa, was born in Luverne, Rock 
County, Minnesota, moving with his folks 
to Iowa at the age of 11 years. There, 
after experimenting with different voca
tions—automobiles, motor boats, cartoon
ing, drafting and Morse line telegraphy— 
he finally became a disciple of Marconi.

He was then a reader of “The Open 
Exhaust” (a motor-boat publication) and 
happened to be looking over the classified 
ads. one day when he noticed the Missis
sippi Valley Power Boat Association had 
two complete wireless sending and receiv
ing sets for sale for $25.00, used only a 
half hour in timing the mile-against-time 
dash. He wrote the secretary of the M.V. 
P.B.A. to hold the sets for week and he 
would take them off his hands. The 
secretary didn’t wait, but shipped them 
at once. The sets consisted of two pairs 

(Continued on page 46).
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Amateti! Radio 
Stations

4BQ—A Southern Station
From time to time the A.R.R.L. has 

wished there were stations in the East 
Gulf Division. What we meant was more

stations like this one, 4BQ, owned by Mr.
G. L. Hight, of Rome. Ga.

Taking up the antenna first, Mr. Hight 
has a steel tower of 125-
ft. over-all height. The 
height of the tower 
proper is 85 ft., with an 
extension of two 23-ft 
lengths of 2-inch galvan
ized pipe welded together 
and reinforced at the joint 
with 4 ft. of shafting 
turned to a driving fit. 
The 85 ft. part cost $145, 
and Mr. Hight considers 
such an aerial support 
the cheapest and best in 
the long run. The aerial 
at present used is a cage 
of eight stranded wires 
90 ft. long, running al
most vertically. It has 
one hoop at each end, 
8% ft. in diameter, with 
the lower end of the cage 
coming directly to the 
lead-in bushing immedi
ately over the trans
mitter. The ground sys
tem is quite a conglomer
ation, consisting of several 
hundred driven rods, 
several charcoal pits with 
water connections for 
moistening, chicken wire, 
copper ribbon in radial 
ditches, all the usual 
piping systems, and an 
iron fence.

The transmitter is the 
old-style Clapp-Eastham 
Hitone, and with 4 am
peres antenna current 
and a pure 200-meter 
wave, 4BQ has been 
heard several times in 
North Dakota, a distance 
of 1300 miles.

As to the receiving 
equipment, on the
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left is a DeForest unit set using honey
combs for waves over 600 meters, and on 
which most of the European stations are 
copied with one bulb. A Chicago Radio 
Laboratory regenerator in the foreground 
is used for amateur work, while the two- 
step amplifier immediately over it can be 
used on either set.

4BQ is fixed up with lots of little con
veniences. Note the stationary cabinet 
and the Corona on a sbding drawer under 
the table, the electric stove, Tungar recti
fier, the cabinet for tools and spares. The 
radio headset may be connected to the 
city phone, shown on the extreme left, 
so that land-line communication can be 
had without removing the headset, while 
in addition the phone line can be con
nected to the receiving set so that Mr. 
Hight can call up his friends and let them 
listen to radiophone concerts he receives. 
This is done by the simple expedient of 
running one side of the main line of the 
telephone thru the primary of an Acme 
modulation transformer and connecting the 
secondary in series with the radio head
set, which is the most satisfactory way 
discovered and in no way interferes with 
the operation of either the telephone or 
the receiving set.

3XM, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
3XM is probably better recalled to mind 

by the call letters it had until recently, 
3DH.

Perhaps the main feature of the whole 
3XM equipment is its simplicity and lack 
of the usual myriad of switches and what
not that one sees in the average amateur 
station. The receiving set and control 
room is in the Science Building and con
sists a Paragon RA-6, four pairs of phones 
in series, and detector-two-step-amplifier 
unit mounted on a long table. The only 
remaining things on the table are two keys, 
power relay, and a switch for the rotary

gap. The receiving aerial is one wire going 
up over the roofs to a tower 120 feet high. 
It is two hundred feet from the sending 
aerial and sending set, which is located 
across the street in the pump room.

The sending set consists of a specially 
built American constant-voltage (40,000) 
transformer, which complete weighs 500 
pounds. The condenser is of three units of 
50 plates each, of 10" by 14" double thick
ness window glass, oil immersed. The 
three units weigh together about 400 
pounds. The oscillation transformer and 
connections are all three inch brass ribbon. 
The rotary is a specially built quenched, 
the disc having fourteen points and four 
stationary electrodes. It is directly coupled 
to a 1/6 h.p. 1750 r.p.m. induction motor, 
giving a rather peculiar note.

The transmitting aerial is an inverted 
L, one hundred feet high and seventy-five 
feet long, the horizontal part having four 
wires on ten foot spreaders. A steel eable 
bears the strain, the aerial hanging about 
two feet below it. There is 60 feet of one 
inch rope on each side of the antenna in 
place of thé usual cable, preventing un
necessary absorption and giving much 
better insulation. The aerial is supported 
by a 100 foot steel stack sixty feet from the 
east end where the lead-in is, and by a 
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steeple 120 teet high and 150 feet from 
the west end. The lead-in is spread for 
thirty feet down, and then is bunched 
loosely the rest of the seventy feet. This 
keeps the capacity high up in the air. The 
ground is connected to three eight inch 
steam pipes running directly under the

.antenna in an underground passage across 
the street.

3XM employs a very simple break-in 
system in which the receiving set is al
ways working, a % megohm resistance on 
the detector tube preventing the bulb from 
paralyzing and a needle gap across the

5EJ, AUSTIN, TEX.
Here is the station of Mr. W. L. Gilfillan, 

Austin, Tex. The aerial is a 4-wire in
verted L, 55 ft. long, supported on two 
masts 92 ft. and 55 ft. high respectively. 
TEe spreaders, which are 16 ft. long, are 
a truss construction giving great strength 
with light weight. The • transmitter con
sists (Si a United Wireless transformer, 
Benwood gap direct-driven, home-made 
oil immersed condenser and home-made 
pancake O.T. 5EJ had a new idea in 
distant control, pull cords operating the 
gap and transformer switches and so 
eliminating any A.C hum in the receiving 
room. The handles for these cords may be 
seen high up in the picture of the re
ceiving equipment, which comprises a pre

aerial and ground keeping the absorbed 
energy from sparking in the receiving set. 
The sending set is controlled by relays. 
This system works perfectly, and there is 
no such thing as a change-over switch 
employed; in fact the only switch used 
controls the relay starting the rotary.

The call 3XM is used for the spark set, 
and 3DH is still used for the bulb set 
(phone, C.W., and I.C.W.).

The owners of 3DH and 3XM, shown 
in our photograph, are, from left to right, 
Don Murray (DM), Sam Grandin (SG), 
D. W. Richardson (DR), and Ted Sisson 
(ES). Folger Frost (FF) is also an owner 
but must have been on watch when this 
photograph was taken.

3XM has been copied in all but eight 
states, in the English Channel, in the Pa
cific ocean off Mexico and in the Atlantic 
South of Pernambuco, Brazil. The best 
actual working records are 9LA; LG, three 
nights running from Havana to Tampico; 
HK, from New York to Cuba; DZ, five 
times while lying at anchor in Tela, Hon
duras, S. A.

war Paragon RA-6, a Grebe detector and 
(Concluded on page 62)
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Calls Heaid^
HEARD DURING MARCH 
Unless Otherwise Specified 

Instructions to reporters:
(1) Typewrite or neatly print the calls, 

“double-spaced,” on a separate sheet of 
paper, running them across the sheet, not 
d^km a column, and writing on but one 
side of the paper.

(2) Arrange alphabetically thru each 
district, from 1 to 9, with no break between 
districts, using commas to separate items 
and putting parentheses around calls 
of stations also worked—all as per the lists 
below.

(3) The period covered by the report 
shall be from the first of one month to the 
first of the following month. All lists 
must be received by us by the 10th of the 
second month, for publication in the next 
following QST.

9QR. 9TJS’ 9TWA, 9TXU. 9TZX C.W. 9UH 
9UK, 9WE, 9WN, 9XM, 9YA. 9YB, 9ZL, 9ZN^
If ZiM.

((1AK), 
(ICY). 
(1DY). 
HEP). 
(1FBF),

1HAA, MARION, MASS.
/VAY*- (1BBL). 1BBX, 1BAB.

HEARD AT SEA.
*‘DZ” while in port 976 miles south 
from January 29 to March 111th.
2EL, 2JU, ^RK, 2UC. SDH, SEN, 4AG. 4AM 4ai, 
4BK 4EK, 4XC, 4YE, 5BI, 5CG, 6DI, 5DW, 5EJ, 
5 ER. 5EW, 5FL, 5HL, 5HW, 5 J A, 5 JE, 5LA. 5LS. 
5XA 5XB, 5XC, 5YE, 5YH, 5ZA, 5ZC, 5ZD, 5ZF, 
5ZP, 5ZR, 5ZU, 5ZV, 5ZX. 8ADE, 8AN, 8BO, 8FT, 
8ID. 8IK, 8KP. 8ML, 8WY, 8XS, 8ZA 8ZC, 8ZJ, 
8ZL. 8ZR, 8ZX, 8ZY. 9AAC, 9AAF. 9 AAV, 9AC, 
9AEG, 9AEQ, 9AEY, 9AFX, 9AGY, ¿AKC, 9AMK. 
9AON, 9AT, 9AU, 9BW, 9CA, 9CP, 9EL, 9EQ, 
9FU, 9HI, 9HN, 9HT, 9JN, 9JQ, 9KD, 9KL.
SLA, 9LB, 9LC, 9LQ. 9LR, 9 MC. 9NQ, 9OE, 
SPS. 9PV. 9PW, 9QO. STV. 9UU, 9VC,9VZ. 
9WO 9WW. 9XM, 9XT, 9YA, 9YC, 9YM. 
9ZB 9ZE, 9ZJ, 9ZL, 9ZN. WL2 C.W., NSF

New Orleans,
2EL.
4BK, 4AT,

(1CZ), 1CAG, ICG, (1CM), 
______ 1DAV, 1DAC, 1DAP, (1EAV), 
(1EK), (1EBS), 1EAT, (1FB), (1FV), 

__ (1FBV), 1GY, (IGM), (1GZ), (1GBT), 
IHA, (1HAL). (1HO), IIS, HE, (1JBT). (1JAR) 
(1NAQ), 1NBW, (1OE), 1OBE, (1OAD), 1PY, 
1PAW, 1PB, (1QP), (IRV), (IRAY), 1RU, 1RBD, 
1SU, ISN, 1SZ, (ITS), 1TBA, (1UQ), 1UAG), 1UN, 
1VAA, 1WAD, IXT. 1XX, IXE, (1YB), (1YA), 
2AFP, 2ALK, 2AID, 2ABM, 2ACG, 2AHS, (2BO), 
(2BK), (2BGR), 2AZP, 2ANZ, (2BM), 2CY, (2DA), 
(2DI), 2DR, 2DK, (2EL), 2FG, 2FD. 2GB, (2JU), 
(2JZ). 2MME. (2OM), (2OA), (2RK), 2KY, (2TF), 
(2VA), (2VH), (2ZC), (2ZL), 2ZV, 2WZ, 2XE. 
(2HN), (8AIC), (SALN), (SACS), 8ABC, (8BG). 
3CG, 8CM, (SDH), 8DE, (8GX), (3HJ), 3HG, 3HX, 
8IB, 8LS, 8NB, 3OU, 8OF, (3PU), SQW, 3XF, 
(8ZA), 4AT, 4YE, (8AMZ), (8AGK), 8ANJ, 8AOT, 
8ANT, 8AAZ, 8AM, 8ANG, SANK, 8AAM, 8AKJ, 
8BC, 8BO, 8BP, 8CD, 8DR, 8FN, (8GI), 
(8HP), 8HF, 8HQ, 8IZ, 8 JU. 8KZ, 8LM, 
(8ML). 8NZ. 8LH, 8PL. 8PQ. 8QM. 8QE. 
8RG. 8RW, (8SP), 8SH, 8TB. 8TZ, (8WY). 
(8XE), (8XU), 8ZA. 8ZW. (8ZL), 8ZV, 8YV, 
9EL, 9FN, 9HM, 8MN, 9OC, (9ZN).

(IDA)

8GB. 
8LQ, 
8QQ. 
8XH. 
9CA.

,»A» *MD’ DORCHESTER, MASS.
JvAR,nl9PG’« ^.AJ, 1OE, 1QP, IRAY, ITS,

8ZL.

9FF, 
9KO. 
9OX. 
9WI, 
9ZA. 
C.W.

JXS’ 2AJW, 2AXB C.W., j2CT, 2DA, zuw 
o2£’ «SJ*' 2FG* 2JJ» 2JU, 2OA, 2OM, 200, 2RK* 
2RM, 2SZ, 2UC. 2VA, 2XQ, 2ZL C.W.. 2ZM C w ’ 
J™* ^CM’ 3AD« 3ALN, 3CC. 8DH. 3EH SEN 
xÆPr VÍ?’ 8O% 3HX’ 3KM’ 3NB’ 8OU» 3pU, 8XF¡ 

8AI°’ »AKA. 8AL, 8ALS, 88AOT’ 8AWX, SBC, 8BO, 8CCT, 8DR 

^7kT81gfb^
8ZY.’ 8ZD- 8ZU 8ZR:

2DN,

C.W., 2ZM C.W..

$Pr”.JS* S* **Ctty Flint”: Ja.n 18, off 
Florida Coast, 8X1, 8ZR. Jan. 22. 100 miles

¿?aAY;«8PU- Jan‘ 24- 750 miles
Norfolk: ITS, 1HAA. 2AX, SDH.

east 
east 
east

2BZ aboard S. S. “Virginia”, 1000 miles east of 
Newport News: 1JB, 1AW. (up to 1600 miles)

¿UD’2RK’ 2OM’ 2TF- "AHK 3NB,’ 
8BP (Canadian), 8PU, 8DH (up to 2000 miles) 
«MF, 8ZL, 8XE, 8RQ. 9DBT, 9MH, 9ZL, 9DV: 
(Time when heard unknown—Ed.)

z, CANADIAN, 3AB, TORONTO, ONT.
All C. W.—2AJF, 2BML. 2ZL, 2ZM 3AAO 3ABI

<8ANJ). 8AGZ. 8IB, 8IK 8KM. 8JM 
8PJ, 8UK, 8VM, 8VS, 8ZG, 8ZW, XF1.

CANADIAN 3CA, TORONTO, ONTARIO. 
March.

1AW, 1HAA, 2BGM C.W., 2EL, 2RK, 2XX fone, 
2ZM, Canadian threes too numerous, 8DH, 3EN, 
SXF, 8YK, 4XB C.W., 5JD, 8AAW, 8ABZ, 8ACF, 
8AGD, (8AGK), SAIB, (8ANJ), 8ARO, 8BG, 8BO, 
(8BV), 8CAN, (8CG), 8DP, 8FC, 8FI, 8FK, 8FO, 
8GI, SHA, 8JL, 8KP, (8KZ), 8LV. 8NQ C.W., 8NZ, 
801, 8OM, 8RQ, 8SP, 8TN, 8X1 C.W., 8ZE, 8ZL, 
8ZR, 8ZX. 8ZY, 9AAW, 9AAY, 9ABL, 9AOJ. 9AP, 
9AR, 9AWX, 9AYE, 9DIW, 9ET, 9FG, 9FS, 9GP, 
9HK, 9JA, 9JT, 9KF, 9LQ, 9OE, 900, 9QO,

1HO, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
1AW, 1BBL). 1CZ, 1CAZ. 1EAV, (1FL), (1FY), 
(1GAT). 1GBT, IHA, (1HAA). 1HAF, (1NAZ), 
1OE. IPG. IRAY, 1UL, (1QN), C2AID), (GC), 
(2AJW), 2BG. (2BGR), 2BML, 2DK, 2DN, 2DR, 
2DS, 2EL, (2HJ), 2JU, (2OA), (2OW), 2RB, 
(2RK), 2SS. (2UA), 2VD, 2XX fone, 2XAC fone, 
2ZL fone. 3AC. 3CC, 3EN. 3FB, 3FJ, (SFR). 8GO, 
3HG. 8HX, 8IX, 8KM, 8NB. 8OU. 8PU, STS, 3TK, 
3VV. 8 AI (SAAZ), 8ACF, 8AGD. 8AGK, 8AIO, 
8AMJ. 8AMM, 8AMQ. (2AMZ), 8OT, 8AWX, 8AXC, 
8BB, 8BC, 8BO, 8BV, 8DC. SDR. 9DZ, 8FE, 8HP, 
8HR, 8HY, 8IN. 8IP. 8JE, 8JQ, 8MZ. 8RP, (8RQ), 
8SP, 8TT. 8WY. 8XU. 8ZN, 9ME.

ITS, BRISTOL, CT., one tube.
1ABI, (1AW), 1BAB, 1BBL. (1BV C.W,). 1CBT, 
1CK. ICM, 1CP, ICY, 1CZ, 1DAP, 1DH C.W.. 
(1DR), IDT C.W., 1DY, 1EAV, 1EBW, 1EP, 
1FPB, (1FBK spk. & C.W.), 1FBV, 1FU, 1FV, 
(1AI), 1GAN, 1GAY, 1GBC. 1GBT, IGM, (1GY), 
1GZ, (1HAA), 1HAF, (1HBP C.W. & fone), 1HO, 
HA. HAO, 1IAP. 1IBD, (1IBJ C.W.), UAP, 1JAU, 
(IJBFí, 1JQ, (1JX), (1KAZ C.W.), (1KBL C.W.), 
1KBM. (1LAP). ILAS, 1LBR, IMAD, IM AU, 1MX. 
(NAQ spk. & C.W.), 1NAT, 1NBJ, 1NBS C.W., 
(1OAA). 1OAD, 1OBE, 1OE, 1OT, 1PAW. (1PBA), 
IPG, 1QN, (1QP). 1QR C.W., (1QT). (IRAS), 
(IRAY), IRD C.W., 1RZ C.W. & fone, (1SAZ), 
ISN. (1SZ). 1TBA, 1TBJ, 1TL, (1UJ), 1UL, 1UN,
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spk. & C.W., (1UQ). (1VAA), (1VAK). 1WBL 
C. W., 1WR. 1XM. 1XV C.W. & fone, (1YB), 1YK, 
2ABM, 2AFP, 2AJE, 2AJF C.W., 2AJW, 2AKO 
C.W.. 2ALD, 2AQF, 2AR, 2ARD C.W., 2ARY, 2AVR, 
2AXB C.W., 2BCC, 2BEH, 2BGH. 2BGN, 2BGR, 
2BK. 2BKT, 2BL, 2BM, 2BML C.W., 2BPL, 2CL, 
2CT, 2DA, 2DN, 2DR, 2DX, 2EL spk. & C.W., 2FG, 
2HC, 2HI C.W., 21G, 2JB C.W., 2JJ, ^R, 2JU, 
2KP, 2LO, 2MJ, 2MP, (2NN), 2OA, 2OM, 2OX, 
2PL, (2RK), 2RM C.W., 2SK, 2SQ, 2SS, 2,SZ, 2TB, 
(2TS), 2UA, 2UC, 2UK, 2VA, 2XG C.W., 2XK C.W., 
2XQ spk. C.W. & fone, 2XX C.W., 2ZC, 2ZL C.W., 
2ZM spk. & C.W., 8AAE C.W., 3AAG, 3AAN, 
3ABD, SABI C.W.. 3ACD, 3ACM, 3ACQ, 3AFE, 
3AHK, 3AIC, (SAN), 8ATZ, 8BA, 3BK, SBZ, 3CC, 
8DH, SDM, 3DS, 3EH, 8EN, 8EX, 8FB, 8FG, 8FJ, 
8FR, (SGO), SGX. 8HJ, 8HX, 8IB, 8IF, SIM. SIX, 
(3KM). 3LP, (8NB), 8OU, 8PS, 3PU, 3QF. (3RW), 
SUF, SVV, 8XK C.W., 8XM, 8YE, 3YK, 3YV, SZA, 
3ZS, 4AL, (4CX), 4EY, 4FD, 4GN, 4XC, 5XA, 5YH, 
8AAV, 8ACF, 8AD, 8AEE, 8AGD, (8AGK), SAGO, 
8AGZ C.W., 8AHZ, 8AIO, 8AIS, 8AJW, 8AL, 
8AMM, 8AMQ. (8AMZ), 8ANJ. 8ANO, (8ANT), 
8AOT, 8AP, 8APB. 8APH, 8ARW, 8AWX, (8AXC), 
8AVD, 8BB, 8BBW, (8BC), 8BO, 8BV, 8CF, 8CG. 
8CH, 8CS. 8DC, 8DI, 8DR spk. & C.W., 8RT, (8DV). 
8FC, 8FK, 8FN, 8FO, 8FT, 8FQ. 8GI, 8HA, 8HP, 
8HR, 8HY. (SID). 8IK spk. & C.W.. 8IN, 8JE, 8JQ, 
8KM spk. A C.W.. (8KK), 8KP, (8KZ), 8LF, 8LQ, 
8 LX, 8MF, 8MG, 8ML. 8MM, 8MT, SMZ, 8NI, 
SOI. 8PJ C.W., 8PN, 8PT, SQC, 8QE, 8RQ, (8RU). 
8SH. 8SP, 8TJ, 8UK spk. & C.W., 8VM C.W., 
(8VQ), 8VS C.W., (8VW), (8WY). 8XE, 8XK C.W. 
& fone, 8XR C.W., 8XU spk. & C.W., 8YG C.W., 
8ZA. 8ZD, 8ZE, 8ZG C.W., 8ZL. 8ZR, 8ZV C.W., 
SZW, (8ZY), 9AAC. 9AAW, 9AB, 9ACM, 9AGR, 
9AOH. 9AON, 9AWZ, 9BP, 9CA, 9CP, 9DBT, 9DV, 
9EQ, 9FG, 9FS, 9HJ, 9HN, 9HR, 9JN. 9KB, 9KC. 
9KF, 9M, 9KV, 9LF, 9LQ. 9PV, 9UH, 9UU, 9VZ, 
9XAC C.W.. 9X1 C.W., 9XM spk. A C.W.. 9YA, 
9YB, 9YI, 8ZB, 8ZJ, 9ZL, 9ZN, Canadian: 8AB 
C.W., 3BP, (3EI), NSF C.W. A fone, WWV C.W.

2RK BROOKLYN, N. Y.—February 15 to April 13 
(1AE), (IAS), (1AW), (IBB). (1BBL), (1CK), 
(1CM), (ICY), (1DR), (1DQ), (1DY), (1EP), 
(1EAV), (1EBW), (1FV). (1GY), (1GBC),
(1HAA). (HA), (1JAP), (1JQ), (1MAU), 1OBE, 
(IOE), (1QM), (1QP), (1RAD), (IRAS), (1RAY), 
(1VAA), (1WQ), (1XM). (1XT), (1YB), (8ABD). 
(3ACI), 8ACT, 8AHK. (8AIC), (8ALN), (8BG), 
(8BH), (8BZ), (3CC), (3DC). (8DH), (8DS),
(8EN>, (3EV), (8EZ), (SFG), (SGO), (SHG),
(SHJ), (8HX), (8IW), (8KM), (8NB), (8OB),
SOU, (3PU), (SSX), (SVV). (3XF). (3ZA), (8ZE), 
(4AG), (4BY), (4CC). (4DL). (4DM), (4GN),
(4RT). (4XC), (4YA), (4YB), 5DA, BEJ, SJD, BJE, 
(5XA), (BXH), (BYH), 5ZA, (BZL). 5ZP, (8AL), 
(8ACF), (8ACY), (8ADE), (8AJD), (8AGK),
8AGO, (8AIO), (8AJW). (8AKH), 8ANJ, (8ANT), 
(8AWX), (8AXG), (8AYN). (8BC), (8BO), (8BP), 
(8CB). (8DC), (8DI), (8DP), (8DR), (8DV),
(8FK), (8FT), (8FQ), (8GI), (8GX). (8HP),
(8HR). (SHY), (8ID), (8IK), 8IN, (8JJ), (8JL), 
(8JS). (8JE), (8KK), (8KO). (8KP), (8KZ), 
(8LF). (8ML), (8MM), (8MT), (8NI), (8OJ), 
(8OZ), (8PN). (8QJ, (SQM). (8RQ). (8RU), 
(8SH), (8SP). 8TN, (8TY), 8VW, 8WV, (8Wt), 
(8XE), 8XH), (8XK), (8XU), (8YW). 8ZA, (8ZB), 
(8ZD). 8ZN. 8ZR. (8ZW). (8ZY). (8ZZ), (9AAC). 
(9AAO). (9AAV), (9AAW). (9ABL), (9ACJ), 
(9AD), (9AEQ). (9AFB), (9AGR), 9AHO, (9AJI). 
(9AKC). (9AMZ), (9ANV), (9AT). (9AU), OCA). 
(9CD). (9CN). (9CP), (9CS), (9DV), (9EL). 9FF. 
(9FG). 9FJ. (9FN), (9FU), OGC), (9GN.) 9GP. 
(9HG),9HJ. (9HN). (9HR). (9HT). (9HY), (9JN). 
(9KB), (9KF), (9KO), 9XM, 9XW, (9ZJ). (9ZN). 
(9ZQ). 9ZT. (9ZV), 9ZX. (NSF) C.W. A fone. 
(WWV), XF1, Canadians (3BP, (3EI).

2AOS, MONTCLAIR, N. J.
1CK. ICY, 1CZ. HA, 1JQ, IOE. ITS, 1YB. 1XM, 
1BAB, 1BAO, 1BBL, 1HAA, 1HBZ, 1GBC. IMAD, 
1AW. 3AB. 3AD. 3BG 3BZ 3CK. (3CV). 3DH, 
8DS. 3EN 3FJ. 3GO 3HG. SHJ. 3TW. 3KM. 3NB, 
3OU 3PS 3PU 3TN. 3VV 3YV 3LY 3ABG. 
3ACM. 3ALN 3XF 4AG 4AT. 4BY. 4CK. 4FT>. 
SAD, SAL, 8BC. SBO. 8CD. 8CF, SDR *DZ. 8EK, 

8FA. 8FQ, 8FK, 8GB, 8HG, SHY, 8ID, 8IG, 81K, 
8IN. 8JJ. 8JL. 8KE. 8JE. 8KK. 8KM. 8KP. 8KT. 
8KZ, 8FT, 8LF, 8LO, 8LU, 8LX, 8MF, 8NL 8PL 
8PT, 8OZ, 8QJ, 8RW. 8RU, 8RQ, 8TN, 8TT, 8VQ. 
8WY, 8XE, 8XQ, 8XU, 8YN, 8ZA, 8ZD, 8ZE. 8ZL, 
8ZW, 8AAZ, 8AAU, 8ACF, 8ADQ, 8ADZ, 8AGIC 
SAGO, 8AGZ, 8AJU, 8AKJ, 8AMQ, 8AMZ, 8AVD. 
8AXC, 8TK, 9AG, 9BP, 9GP, 9KR. 9KV. 9ME. 
9OE, 9PC, 9UH, 9UU, 9WE, 9ZN, 9AAW, 9ANC, 
9AWL. NSF, XB1 C.W., XFT C.W., BHL Phones:— 
(2RF), (2GF), 2IA, 2JZ, 2MC, (2Q0), 2QR, 2RB, 
((2RU), 2XB, 2XK, 2XJ. 2XX, 2XAC, 2ZM, 2ZD, 
2ABZ. 2ACI. 2AJF. 2AKO, 2ANX, (2BGM), 2BIV, 
2BND, 8XK, WGAD.

2TT. NEW YORK CITY.
1AW. 1BBL, 1CBT, 1CK, ICY, 1CZ, 1DAK, 1DY. 
1EBW, IBC, 1GBT. 1HAA, HA, 1JAP, 1JQ. IOE, 
1VAA. IWA, 1WQ, 1XM, 1YB, 2AR. 2OA. 2SZ, 
2XQ. 3ABG. 3ACM. 3AHK. 8AK. 8ALN, 3AQ, 3AS. 
SBZ. 3DH. 3XM, 8DS. 3EN, 8FW. SGO, 8GX, 3HJ, 
8 MX. SIW, 3KM. 3KV. 8LY. 3NB. SOU. 3»U, 
3W, 3XF. NSF. WWV. XF1, 4XB C.W., 4XC. 4YA. 
5XA. 8AAV. SAAZ. 8ACF. 8AGB. 8AGD. 8AGK, 
SAGO. SAMZ. SAIB. 8AIO, 8AJW. 8AL. 8ALY C.W. 
(QRA? QSC terrible) 8AXC, 8BC, 8BO, 8CD, 8CF, 
8DR, SEV, 8FK, 8FQ. 8FT, SGO. 8GM, 8GW, SHG, 
8IB C.W.. SID. 8IK spk. & C.W., 8JL, 8KF, 8KK. 
SKM. 8KP. 8KZ, 8LF, 8LQ. 8MG. 8ML. 8MM. 8NZ. 
8OE. 801. 8OZ. 8PU. 8QR. 8RQ. 8RU. 8SP, 8VQ 
8WY, 8XE, 8XK, 8XU. SZA. 8ZD, 8ZE. 8Z C.W.. 
8ZL. 8ZN, 8ZR. 8ZT, 8ZW spk. & C.W., 8ZY. 
9AAW, 9AGR. 9 ANY. 9AWZ. 9DV, 9EL, 9GP, 
9KF, 9LF, 9LQ. 9MS. 9NQ. 9OX. 9X1 C.W. & spk.> 
9XM C.W. & spk., 9ZJ. 9ZL, 9ZN, Canadian 8EI.

2RM BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Feb. 17 to April 5. 
1AE, 1AW. 1BBL. 1CK, 1CM, ICY, 1CZ, 1DR. 
(1DY). 1EBW, 1GM (IGBC).IGBT, 1HAA (dalite) 
1HAF, 1JAP, 1LAX, 1LWU, 1MX. IMAD, (IOE), 
1QP, 1QT. (1RAD), IRAS, 1RAY, 1VAA, 1XM, 
(1YB). 2DA. fone? 2FG. 2OA, 2SZ. 2UA, 3CC* 
3CK. SEN. 3FG, SGO. 3HG. SHJ, 8HX. 8JR, SML, 
3OU. 3XF, 4DJ, 4FD, 4XC. 4YA. SAD, SAL. SAAV, 
SAEE. 8AGK, 8AGO. 8AHZ, (8AIO). 8AMF. 8AXC, 
SBC, 8BO, 8DC. 8DG. 8DR, 8EV. 8ETX, 8FK, 8FQ, 
8FT. 8GO, 8GW, 8GX, 8HG. 8IB C.W., 8ID. 8IV 
C.W., 8JE. 8KK. 8KP. 8KZ. 8LF, 8LQ, 8LV, 8LX, 
8MF. 8MG, 8MH. 8MM. 8MR. 8MZ. 8NG, 801, 
8OZ, 8QJ. 8RG. 8RQ. 8RU, 8SP, 8TK, 8TN, 8TT, 
SUK, 8VQ, 8WY, 8XK. 8XQ, 8YN, 8ZD, 8ZE, 
SZG C.W., 8ZR. 8ZV C.W., 9AP, 9AAW. 9AEQ, 
9AGR, 9AON. 9CA. 9GN. 9GP, 9HD, 9HN, 9JN. 
9JQ. 9KL. 9LF. 9LQ. 9PK. 9UH. 9UU, 9WU, 9XM 
C.W., 9ZB, 9ZJ, 9ZN, NSF. XF1.

3QF, ARDMORE, PA.
1AW, 1CF C.W.. 1CK, (1EBW), ?BC. 1GBT. 1HAA* 
(1IA), 1JAP. IMAD. (IOE). 1PAW (1SBZ), ITS,. 
(IUD), (1XM). (1YB), 2BG, 2BK, 2DA. 2DK, 
2DN, 2FG, OJU). (2OA). 2RK, (2SZ). 2TUQ, 2XQ, 
(SACS), (8AFE). 3BZ, (3DH). 8EN. (SGO), (SIW), 
(8KN). 8NB, 3PU, 3QE, (3QW). SW, (3XF). 3ZL, 
3ZV, 4AG, 4AU. 4CK, 4EY, 4MI. 4XC, 4YA, 4YB, 
5XA, BYH. BYHA. 8 A AZ. (8ABZ). 8 AD. 8 ADY 
C.W., SAEE, (SAGK), (8AIO). 8AJW. 8AKV, 8AL, 
(SAMZ), 8ANF. 8 AU. 8AYY, (8AXC). 8AXK, 
(SBC). 8BO, 8CD. 8DC. (8EV), 8FE, 8FK, 8FN. 
8FQ, (8FT). 8GX. 8HG, SHY. (SID), SIN, 8JE, 
(8JL), (8KK), (8KM). 8KP. (8LX), 8MF. 8MH. 
8ML, 8MM. 8MR, (8OH). 80J. 8OZ. (8PN). 8QE, 
(8RQ). (8RU). 8SG. 8SP. (8TN). (8TT). (8TY), 
8VQ. 8ZA, 8ZN, 8ZR, 8ZW, 8ZY. 9AAC. 9AAF, 
9AAW, 9AAZ. 9ANV, 9AON, 9AWY. 9AWZ, 9BP, 
9CA, 9CP. 9EQ. 9GP. 9HM. 9HT. 9KB. 9KF. 9KL, 
9LQ. 9LR, 9NQ, 9OE, (9OX). 9PV, 9UF. (9UH), 
9UU, 9ZB. 9ZE. 9ZL. 9ZN. NSF XF1. XK1, Cana
dian 3BP, (QSA VY), 3EI. All on one bulb.

3AIC, READING. PA.
(1BZ), 1FV. HA, (IOE). 1QP, 1RZ. ITS, 1XE 
C.W.. 1YB. (1EAV). (1GBC), (1HAA), HAT, 
IMAD. 1MAW, 1NBS, 1RAY, 2BB, 2DA. (2EL). 
2JU. 2OA, 2SZ. 2XQ spk. A fone, 2ZM. 2BGR, 
3AW. 3BG. SBZ, 3CC, 3DH, (8EI). SEN. 8FJ, 
(3FR), 3G0, 3XM, 3YE, 3ZA, SACS. SAHK. (XF1), 
4AU. «AR, SBC. SBG. 8BO, (8CH). 8HA, 8HY. 
SJQ. 8KK, SKP. 8MF, 8MN, 8RQ, 8SH. 8SP, 8WY, 
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8XE, 8ZL, 8ZW, 8ZX, 8ZY, 8AEE, 8AGD. 8AGK. 
8AKV. 8AMZ, 8ANJ, 8APB, 8ARW, 8AWX, 9EQ, 
9KF, 9LC, 9LQ, 9ZQ.

3AGF, BRIDGETON, N. J.
1AW, 1BAB, 1BBL ICG, 1DY, IEP, 1FU, 1GBC, 
1GBT, 1HAA, 1HO, 1JAP, IMAD, 1NBS. 1OBE, 
1OE. 1OY, 1QP, 1RAY, 1RZ, ITS, IVA, 1WQ, 
1XM, IXT, 1YB, 2AQF, 2BB, 2BM, 2CC, 2CI, 2CM, 
2DA. 2DN, ÄDR, 2EL, 2FG, 2JR, 2JU, 2KR 2OA, 
2OM, 2RB, 2RK, 2SZ, 2UC, 2UE, 2UK, 2XK, 
2XQ, 2XX, 2YB, 2YM, 2ZL, 2ZM, 8AAE, 8AAN, 
8AAO, SAB, 8ABM, 8ACM, 8AK, 3A$E, 8AS, 8ASF, 
3BA, 8BE. 8BG. 8DDS, SDH, 3DR, 8DS, 8EH, 8EL, 
SEN, 8GO, 8GX, 8HG, 8HJ. SIC, 8KKM, 3NB, 
SOB. SOU, SOW, 8PB, 8PU, 8QF, 8SM, 8SZ, 8UC, 
8UQ. 8X1. 3XM. 3YK, 8ZA, 8ZG. 4AL, 4YB, BDA. 
5XA. 8ACF. 8ADQ, 8AEE. 8AGK, 8AGO, 8AHU, 
SAIO, 8AKJ, 8AL. 8AMM, 8AMZ, 8AOT, 8AP, 
SARK, 8ARW, 8AVL. 8AXC. 8AYA, 8BC, 8BO, 8BT, 
8BV. 8CG, 8DT, 8FC, 8FK, 8FO, 8FP, 8FQ. 8GI, 
8HR, 8IL, 8IN 8JQ. 8KM. 8KZ, 8LY. 8LQ. 8MF, 
8ML, 8MM, 8NI, 8QE, 8RP, 8RQ, 8RU, 8SH, 8SP, 
8TT, 8TY. 8VW. 8WY, 8XA, 8XE, 8XK, 8XU, 8ZA, 
8ZD, 8ZE, 8ZG, 8ZL, 8ZQ. 8ZV, 8ZW, 9AAC, 
9AAW, 9AWX. 9FJ, 9LQ, 9RP, 9XM, 9YB, 9ZJ, 
9ZL, 9ZN, 9ZW.

-XF1, WING RADIO STATION, LANGLEY FIELD, 
VIRGINIA.

1AW. 1BBL, 1CF C.W., ICY. 1CZ, 1HAA, (1OE), 
(1QR C.W.), 1WQ, 1XM, 2ARA, (2BK), 2DA, 2DN, 
2DR, 2EL, 2 JU. 2LN, 2OA, 2RK, (2SZ), 2UK, 
2XK, (2XX), (2ZLC.W.), 2ZM C.W., (3AAEC.W.), 
3AD, 8ALN. 3CC, 3DH, 8IW, (3NB), 8PU. 8XQ, 
4CK. (4CX), 4DJ, 4HT, (4XB C.W.). 4XC, (4YA). 
(4YB), SER, BXA, (5XB C.W.), 8AGK. (8AGZ 
C.W.), 8AMZ, 8AIO, 8AL. 8AXC, 8AZ, 8BC, 8BU, 
8CF, 8DC. 8DP, 8DZ, (8FA), (8FT), 8GX, 8HG, 
(8IB C.W.). 8ID, (8IX), 8JL, 8JQ. 8KK, (8KM 
C.W.), 8KP, 8KQ. 8LJ, 8LV C.W., 8OJ, 8ON. 
8PJ. 8QJ, 8RQ, 8RU, 8TT, 8VQ. (8VS C.W.), 8XC. 
8XE. 8XU, 8ZA, 8ZD, 8ZG C.W., 8ZL, 8ZQ, 8ZR. 
9AAW, 9AU, 9EQ, 9FG, 9GP, 9KV, (9OX), 9SU, 
9WW, (9X1 C.W.), 9XM C.W., 9YB, 9ZJ, 9ZN.

4YA, ATLANTA, GA.
2RK. 2EL. 8ALI, 8DH, 8EN, (8GO), (3IW). 3XP, 
(8YK), (XF1), 3XP, 4AC, (4AG), 4BK, (4BY), 
4EY, (4FD), (4GN), 4XB ione & C.W., 4YE, 5BM. 
BDA, BEH, 5EW, SHL. (5HW), 5IB. 6IF, 5 J A, 
(BJD). 5LS, BMC, 6MY, (5XA), 5XC, BYE, (5YH), 
BZA, BZAB. 6ZK. 5ZX. 8AAW, 8AGK, 8CD, 8DC, 
8FT. 8IK spk. & C.W., 8KD, 8KK. 8KM, 8KP, 
8PN, 8RQ. 8TT. 8XE, 8ZA, 8ZJ. 8ZL. 8ZW, 8ZY. 
9AAC, 9AAG, 9ACN, 9AIZ, 9AO, 9AON, 9AP, 
9ARG 9CA. 9CP, 9EL, 9EQ, 9GY. 9LF, 9LQ, 9MC, 
9MMC. 9NQ. 9OE. (9OX). (9PS, dalite). 9RQ, 
9TV. 9UU. 9VZ. 9XM, 9YA, 9YM, 9YN, 9ZA, 
(9ZB), 9ZD, 9ZN.

4DL, WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
IAA. 1AW, IDA C.W., 1DY. 1HAA. (1HAB), 
(UAP). 2DR. 2EL. 2RB, 2RK, 2RL, 2ZL C.W., 
3BQ. SEM, 8EN, 8HX. (8HJ), 8KM, 8VV, 4AG, 
(4AM), 4AQ, (4BY), 4CD, 4CK, 4CG, 4EY. (4FD), 
(4GN), 4XA, 4XC, 4YA, (4ZC), 5DA. 5HR, 5HW, 
6XA, BYH, 5ZP, 8AGK, 8AG, 8DR, 8ID, 8JE, 
9MX. 9HI, 9CA, 9OK.

4EC, WILMINGTON, N. C.
1AE. 1AW. 1BBL. IDA, 1DN. 1DY. 1GBT, 1HAA, 
IMAD, 1QP. IME, 1RAY. 1RU, 1UN, 1XM, 1YB. 
1YK. 2AAE, 2AJE, 2AR, 2AB, 2ALK. 2AYR, 
2BGM, 2BK, 2BM, 2BQ, 2DN, 2DR, 2EL, 2FG, 
2HA, 2JZ. 2KY, 2PL, 2QR, 2RK, 2UC, 2UK, 
2XF. 2XQ. 2XX, 2YM, 2ZC, 2ZL. 2ZM. 8AAG. 
8ACE. 8AC8, 3ACS, 8AHK. 3AHW, 3AIC, 8BG,
8DB. SDF. 8DH, 3EN, 8FG, 8GO, 8HG, 3HJ,
3KM, 3PU, 8W, 8XF, 8YE. 8YG, 8YK, 3ZM,
4AG, 4AM, 4AN. 4AU, 4BK. 4BY. 4CG. 4CK,
4DZ, 4EK, 4FD, 4GL, 4GN. 4XB, 4XC, 4YA, 4YB, 
4ZC, BDA, SER. 5JE, 5XA. 5YE, 5YH. 5YI. 5ZAB, 
5ZE, 8AAZ. 8ACF, RAGK, 8AGO. 8AIO. 8AL, 
8AMQ. 8ANJ. RAPB. 8ARW, 8AWX. 8AXC. 8BD, 
8CF. 8DP, 8DR, 8DZ. 8FAA, 8FG. 8GB. 8GQ, 
8GW, 8HG, 8IK, 8IS. 8JE, 8JQ. 8KK. 8KP, 8LH, 
8LY, 8OP, 8QJ, 8RG. 8FQ. 8RW. 8SH. 8SP, 8UO, 

SVQ, 8XA. 8XE, SXH. 8XK, RXS, 8XU. 8ZA, 8ZD, 
8ZE. 8ZL, 8ZR, 8ZT, 8ZV, 8ZW, 8ZY, 
*ZZ, 9ASJ. 9AMT, 9AWX. 9DC. 9EQ. 9HY, 9KR, 
9LA, 9LQ, 9OX, 9UK. 9UT. 9UU, 9WO, 9WY, 
9XF, 9XM, 9YB, 9YI, 9ZD, 9ZJ, 9ZL, 9ZN.

5ZA, LOUIS FALCONI, ROSWELL, N. M.
2RK, 2ZL C.W., 3DH, 4XC, SAI, 5AO, (BBI), 5BM, 
5BO. (5BW), (5CA), 5CC, 5CD, (5CG), (SCI), 
5CL. (5DB), (5DD), (5DW), (SEA), (5EF), (5EJ), 
5FA, 5FL. SHA. (SHF), (SHL), (5HV), (5IB), 
5IC. (5IF). (5IS), 5JA, (5JE), (5JS), (5JX), 
5KA, (5LR), (5MF), 5XA, (5XB spk. and C.W.), 
(SXD), 5YE, (5YH), (SZC), 5ZD, (SZF), (5ZG), 
5ZK, (5ZL), (5ZP), (5ZR). 5ZS, (5ZT), (5ZU), 
5ZV. (5ZW), (5ZX). (5ZZ), 6AE. (6AK), 6BA, 
(6BJ), 6BM, (DF). (6DP), (6EB), (6ED),
(6EF C.W. & fone), (6EJ), 6EL, (6EN), (6ER), 
6FA, 6FI. 6FS, (6GE), 6GF, (6GI), (6HH), (6HY), 
(6IF). (6IG). (6JD), (6JJ), (6JM), (6JT), (6KA), 
(6KP). (6MK C.W.), 6MZ, (600, (6PQ), (6SK), 
6TL, (6TX), (6WH), (6WV), 6XM, (6XZ), (6ZA), 
(6ZB). 6ZC, 6ZE, (6ZH), 6ZK, (6ZL), (6ZM), 
(6ZN), (6R), (6AAK), (6ABP), (6ABW), (6ADL), 
6AMP, 6ADX, 7CC. (7DA), (7DH). 7EX. 7FL, 
(7IM), 7IN, 7KX, 7LU, (7YA), (7ZJ), 8ML, 8ZL, 
8ZR. (8ZY), 9AK. (9BW C.W. and buzzer), (9CA), 
9DU. (9EE), (9EL), (9EQ), (9FB), 9FK, 9FP, 
(9HI), (9HN), 9HM, (9HT), (9IF), (9JN), (9JQ), 
(9KV). (9LC). 9KO, 9LE. (9LR). 9LW. 9MS, 9NQ, 
(9OE). (9OR). (9PI). 9PS, 9PV, 9QM. 9RG, (9RY), 
(9TI). (9UT), 9UU. (9WI), (9WU), (9WW), 
9X1 C.W.. 9XT, (9XM), 9YA, (9YI), (9YM), 
(9YW), 9YY, (9ZB), 9ZC, (9ZJ). 9ZL, (9ZN), 
(9ZT, 9ZG. 9ZL. (9ZV), (9ZX), (9ABX), 9AAJ, 
9 A BI. 9AED. (9AEG), 9AEP, 9AEQ. 9AEU, 9AEZ, 
9AEY. 9ACV, (9AMB), 9 AMR, (9AFX). 9ALG, 
9AJD, 9AON, 9APC, 9AVQ, (9AU0), NSF C.W. 
buzzer, fone.

L. W. HATRY, PORT ARTHUR TEXAS—March. 
4AG. 4DJ, 4XA ione, 4XC. 4YA, 5CA. SEK, 5EW, 
5FL. 5HL, 5HV, 5IB, SIF, 5JD, 5JE, 5JI, 5M0, 
5MY, õXA, 5XB C.W. spk.» 5YE, 5YH, 5YI, 5ZA, 
5ZAA, 5ZAB. SZC. 5ZE fone, spk.. 5ZF. 5ZL, 5ZP, 
5ZR. 5ZS, 5ZT ZZU, 5ZW, BZX, 6WV C.W., 8AEE, 
RAIO. 8DC, 8EB, 8HG, 8IK. 8KP, 8XK I.C.W., 
8YG C.W., 8ZG C.W., 8ZL fone and zpk.. 8ZY, 
9AAC. 9AAG, 9AAW, 9ABL, 9AEG, 9AEQ, 9AEY, 
9AFX, 9AHS. 9AIZ. 9ALG, 9ANV. 9ANP, 9AOH, 
9AON, 9AOX, 9AP, 9ARJ. 9ARP. 9ATF C.W., 
9ÄVO. 9AV. 9AZN C.W., 9AZX C.W., 9BW, 9CA, 
9CP, 9DE, 9DIW, 9DV, 9EL, 9FU, 9HI, 9HM C.W. 
spk., 9HN, 9HT, 9JA, 9JG, 9JN. 9JQ. 9KF, 9KV, 
9LC C.W. and spk., 9LF. 9LR. 9MC, 9NQ, 9OE, 
9OX, 9PS. 9PV. 9QO, 9RY. 9TI. 9UF, 9UK, 9UT, 
9VZ, 9WL 9WU, 9X1 C.W., 9XM. 9YA, 9YM. 
9ZAC, 9ZL, 9ZN, 9ZV, XF1 C.W., NSF I.C.W. and 
fone.

SJY, DALLAS, TEX.
(5AI), 5AJ, (5AU), 5BV, 5BJ, 5BI, SBM, (5CE), 
(5C), (SCI). (5DW), 5EA, SER, 5ES. (SEW), 
5EL. 5FE, 5FB, 5FA, (5GU), (5HF), 5HU, (BHV), 
5IB. 5IC, (5IE), 5IF, (SIH), (SIS). 5JA. 5JD, 
(5JG), (5JL). (5JU), 5JE. (5KK), (5LC), (BLR). 
5LS. (5LT), 5ME. 5MR, 5MC. BMF, (5MM), 
(5ML). 5NG. (5NC). SXA, 5XB. (5XG), 5XJ, BYH. 
5YE. 5ZA, (SZC). SZF, (5ZG C.W. & spk.), SZL, 
5ZP, SZU. 5ZW. 5ZX, SCO. 8KP, 8HG, 8KK, 8MR, 
8AKV. 9AAC. 9AAV, 9AEY, 9AWO, 9AEQ. 9AEG. 
9AFX. 9A0N. 9AOU, 9BW. 9CA. 9EL, 9FF, 9FU. 
9HI-.9HT. 9JA. 9JN, 9LA. 9LR. 9MM, 9NQ. 9OE, 
9Q0. 9UT, 9WU. 9WN, 9WW, 9XM C.W., 9ZL, 
9ZQ.

6QR. RENO, NEVADA.
SZA, 6AAD. 6AAK, 6AAW, 6ABM, 6ABP, 6ACA, 
6ACR. (6ACY). (6ADL), (6ADQ), (6AFN), 6AFW. 
6AFY. (6AGF), 6AID, 6AJH. (6AJR), 6AJX, 
6AKH. 6ALA, (6ANK). 6AOR, (6AE). (6AH), 
(6AK), (6AR). 6AT, 6BB C.W.. 6BX C.W.. (6CH), 
(6CZ). 6DA, (6DP). (6EA). (6EB), (6ED). ( 6EF 
fone & C.W.), 6EJ. (6EN), 6ER, (6EX). 6FH, 
6FI. 6FT, 6GI. (6GP), 6GR, 6GY. (6HC) (6HH), 
6HY. 6IC, 6ID. (6IF). 6IG. 6IR. (6IS), 6IT C.W., 
6IV. 6JI. 6JM. (6JR). 6JT. (6KA). 6KI. 6KL. 
6KM, (6KP), (6KS), 6LC, 6LU, 6MH, 6MK, 6MZ, 
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<SOC). «OH, <SOL), SOT. SOW, SPC. 6PQ. 6PX 
SQS, í«QY>, <SRN). 6RU), <6SK). (STL). «TO, 
«TV. SUK. «VX. «WH. í6XZ). («ZA), ÍSZH). 
•ZX «ZM. íSZN>. (6ZO). 6ZR. («ZU;, (SZY). 
<7AD), <7BC), Í7BH), (7BJ/, 7BX (7BP), <7BQ). 
7CE. 47CIJ). <7CW). 7DH. 47DS). 7ED). 7EX 
Í7FI), <7FL), 7GA 7GI. 7HN. 7ID. (7IN). <7JW>. 
7JX 7LN, 7LU, 7LY. 7MB, 7NN. (7YA). 7YS. 
7ZG, (7ZI). (7ZJ), (7ZM). 9YW.

RAYMOND ZIMMERMAN, 
2318 K ST^ SACRAMENTO, CAL.

5ZA. «AE, SAF. 6AG, «AH, SAJ, 6AX «AL, 6AN.
«AO, «AR, «AT. «BA «BJ, 6BM, 6BN, «BP. «BQ.
6BX «CC, «CF. «CH. «CL, 6CO, «CP, 6CR. 6CV.
«DA. SDH. SDK. «DP, 6DW, «DY. 6EA 6EB, 
6EC, «ED, SEJ, 6EK. 6EN, «EP. «ER. 6EX, «FB.
«FE. «FH. «FI, SFJ. 6FT, «GF. 6GI, 6GX 6GX
•HH, «HY, 6JA, SJC. 6JD, SJI. 6JJ. 6JN, 6JR. 
«JT. «KA «KM, 6KP. 6LO, 6LT. 6NC. 6NH, SNL,
SNY, «OC, «OH. 6OL, «OM, 6OT. 6OW, BOX «PH,
«PJ. 6PM, 6PQ, «PR, 6QL, 6QN. 6QX 6RP, SRQ,
6RT, SSK, «SR, 6SU. 6TC, 6TF, «TV. «TX. «UM, 
SVQ. «WG, «WJ, 6WZ, «XZ. 6ZA. 6ZB, 6ZH, 6ZJ. 
6ZK, 6ZM, «ZR, 6MZ, «CZ. «IC. 6ID, «IG, «IX 
«IP, «IF, «IX «IU, «TL, 6VM. 6ZO. 6AF, «IY, 
SIQ. SIL, «GM, 6SG, «IM. 6GA. «DJ, «TO. «LL, «IV. 
«GP, «BH, SAAB, 6GX 6AAF. «AAG, SAAX 
«AAJ, «AAM, «AAT, «AAW, SABX 6ABM, 6ABP, 
•ABT, SABW, «ABX «ACA 6ACB, «ACF, «AGL. 
«ACM, 6ACP, «ACW, «ACY. 6ADL, «ALW, 6AEA, 
6AFN, «AFD, SAGA, 6AGF, 6AGP, 6AIL, 6AIM, 
SAIN, SAIW, SAJH, 6AJT, «ADA 6ADX 7AD, 
7DA 7CU, 7CC, 7CW, 7IN, 7BP, 7GO. 7GY, 7BQ. 
7ZI. 7DF, 7ED, 7CQ, 7HN, 7IU, 7ZJ, 7DQ. 7YA 
7BA, 7ZH, 7LW, 7HS, 7BH, 7LU, 7CN, 7EX 
7GA. 7HD, 7CE. 7KB, 7LN, 7BJ. 7BR, 7DH, 7FB, 
7BK, 7DR. 7ZK, 7GK, 7BC, 7FH, 7FL 7IX 7LY, 
7FL, 7KX

•BF, SANTA PAULA CAL.
SEA BIF. BZA. SAAH. 6AAK, 6AAT, 6AAY, «ABM, 
•AC. «ACA. «ACM. «ACR, 6ACS, 6ACY. 6ADA. 
SADU, «AE, «AEF. 6AER, 6AEW, «AF. 6AFN, 
SAFU, SAGC. SAGF, 6AGH. SAHB, 6AHQ, 6AID, 
•AIK, SAIL, SAIT, SAIW, 6AJT. 6AJV, 6AK, 6ALU, 
SAOM, SAR, 6AT, «AY. «BX C.W., 6CC, «DD, 
«DF, «DK. «DP. 6DR, 6EA, 6EB, 6EC. 6ED, 6EF.
SEJ, SEN, «EP, 6ER, SEW, «EX, 6FH, «FI, 6FR,
SFS, «GP, 6GR. 6GY, 6HH, 6HX, «IF, 6IY C.W.,
«IZ, 6JD, 6JE. SJF, 6JM, 6JT, «KA. SKI, «KM,
6KN, SLC, SLE, «LT, SLX, 6MK, 6MZ, «OC, SOH, 
SOL, 6OP, SOW. 6PE, 6PQ, 6PR, 6QR, 6QS, SSK, 
•TC, STG, 6TH, STV, (6VZ), 6XZ, 6ZA 6ZE. SZH, 
SZK, SZN, SZR, SZS, 6ZT, SZU, 6ZX «ZY, 7FI, 
7HN, 7IN, 7ZG.

«AE, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, CAI- 
BZ A, SADL. SAID, SEB, (6ED), SEN, SEX SGP. 
(6ID), (SIG), (SIS), SJT, (SKA), SOT, 6PX SQR, 
(SRN), SXZ, (6ZA). SZH, SZM, (SZN), 7BC, 
7BJ, 7BK, 7BP, 7BQ. 7DH, 7FI, 7FL, 7IN, (7LN), 
(7YA), 7YS, 7ZK, 7ZJ, 9YW, Canadian 8BX

•ED, SANTA ANA, CAL.
BIF, (BZA), (6AE), SAH). (6AK), (SAN), (6AR), 
(6AS), 6AT, SBB, 6BJ, 6BN, «BQ. (6BX), 6CO, 
(6CP), «CS, (6CV), (6DK), 6DH, 6DP. (SEJ), 
(SEX), (6FH), 6FI. 6FN, (6HH), (SIC), SIV, 
• IY, (SJJ), (6JR), (6JT), (SKL), (SMZ), (SNH), 
(6OC), (6OH), «OT. (6OW). (6PR), (6PW.) 
(6QR), (6QS), 6WZ, 6XW, (6XZ), 6ZA, (6ZB), 
SZE, (6ZH), (6ZK), 6ZM, (6ZN), (6ZO), 6ZR, 
SAAB, 6AAK, (6ACM), (6ACR), (6AGF). (6AJT), 
(6AJH), 6AIK, 6AIW, 7AD, 7AF, (7BT), 7BK. 
(7BP). 7GI. (7BQ), (7CC). 7CE, (7CU), 7CW. 
TDA. 7DK, (7DS), (7ED), 7EX, 7FL, 7FI, 7FN. 
TEX. 7G0, 7YA. 7YB, 7ZB, 7ZG, (7ZI), 7ZR, 
7IM, (7IN). (7ZJ), 7FX, 9AEQ. 9WU, 9OE, 9RR 
(?) 9YW, 9ZN.

«VS. OGDEN, UTAH,—February.
BZA. 6AD, 6AH. 6AK, 6AN. 6AT, 6BA C.W., 6BQ, 
SCV, 6DK. 6DP. 6DW, 6EA, 6EB, BED, 6EJ, 6EN, 
SER, 6GF, 6HH, 6IF, 6IG, 6JD. 6JJ, 6JR. (6JT). 
SKP, (KDEH). 6MK, 6NQ. 60H. (6OT), 6PE, 6PQ. 
6PR. 6QR, 6SJ, 6UK, 6XZ, (6ZA). (6ZH), SZK. 
(6ZM), 6ZN, 6ZP. 6ZR, 6ZS. 6ZU. 6ZX. 6ABM, 
SABP, 6ACA, 6ACD, 6ACR, 6AFN, 6AFD, 6AGF, 

6AIL. 6AIW. SAJT. 7AD. 7AN. 7BC. 7BX 7BP, 
7BQ. 7BX 7CC, 7CU. 7CW. 7 DA. (7DH), 7DX 
7DS. 7DV, 7EX 7FB. 7FH. 7FL 7GA. 7GQ. 7IF. 
71M. 7IN. 7JX 7KX (7KX). 7 LX 7LN, 7LU. 
7LW. 7LY. 7MO. 7MB. 7OX 7XB. 7YA. 7ZA, 
7ZG. 7ZH. 7ZL 7ZJ. »EL. »HL »IF, 9LW, »PL 
9QO. 9UT. 9WL 9YW. »ABX »AID. 9AIF. 9ASF, 
9DCG.

7HN, EUGENX OREGON.—Feb. to March 11.
6AN, 6AX 6EC. 6EA. SCO. SCU, SDP. SEX SEJ. 
6FI, (6FH). 6GF. SGN. 6GU. «IC. SID. SIF. SIX 
6IY. SGP. 6JM. «KM. SLX «MZ, SOC, SOX SOW. 
6KP. «PX «QS. «TC. «VX «ZX «ZX SZX «AAX 
«AAD, «AAX SACA, «AID, «AAW. 6AFN. SAFM, 
(6AGF). 7AD. TBC. 7BX 7BQ. 7CB. 7CC, 7CW. 
7L 7FL (7IY). 7IU, 7LU, 7LX 7YS, 7IN.

7LN NAMPX IDAHO.
5IF. 5ZA. 6AC. (SAE). SAX «BX C.W., «CV, SDD. 
6DH. 6DX 6DM. 6DO. («DP). «EX SBB, SED, 
6EJ, 6EN, SEX «EX 6FX («GF), «GY, «HH. 
(6ÍC), 6IG, 6IV, 6IY C.W., «JM. «JX «KA, «KM. 
«LA, 6LB. 6LC. «LH. «LX SLX «LT, 6LX 6MX 
6MZ. 6OX 6OW, «PO. (6PR), 6QX «RN. SSX 

•6TC, 6TO. 6UX 6UM. «VX «WV C.W.. «XL, SZA, 
6ZB fone. «ZX «ZX (6ZP), «ZX 6ZS, («ZU), 
6ZX 6Y, «AAX 6ABM, «ABP, SABX SACA SACD, 
6ACX 6ADA, SADL, 6AFN, SAGF. SAGU, SAID, 
6AJT. 6AJX 6AOM, 7AD, 7BC. 7BH. 7BJ, 7BX 
(7BP), 7BQ. 7BZ, 7CB, 7CM. 7CU, 7CW, (7ED), 
7EX, 7FG. 7FI, 7FL, 7FO. (7FT), 7GA. 7GI. 
(7HJ). 7HS. 7IN, 7IY, 7JX 7KX 7LM, 7LU. 
7LY. 7NN. 7OF. 7XB, (7YA), 7YS, (7Z6), 7ZI. 
(7ZJ). 7ZX 7ZM, 9BW. 9ER 9EL, 9LX 9LW, 
9PL 9WL 9WU. 9WV, 9AFJ, 9AFX, 9AID, 9AIW. 
9ARJ, 9ASX 9AWD, 9XAE.

CHAS. F. BURDICX CASPER, WYO.
5BM, 6EW, 5HD, 5HF, 5HL. 5IB, 5IF, 5IT. BJS. 
5ZA. 6AJX 6EF, 6EJ, «IG, 6PU, SSX SVS. SZX 
6ZH. 6ZK, 6ZU, 7DH, 7EX. 7FL. 7HS, 7KX 7LY. 
7MO. 7YA 7ZG, 7ZN, 9AAG, 9AEG, 9AEY, 9AFX 
9AOH. 9AON, 9AOO, 9ASF. 9AUO, 9AVZ, 9BW, 
9DB, 9DO, 9DCE, 9DCG. 9DGP, 9DIW, 9DJD, 
9EL. 9ET, 9HI, 9HM, 9HN, 9JN, 9LX 9LW, 
9OE, 9PS, 9QO, 9RY, 9SZ. 9TI, 9UT, 9WI, 9WU, 
9VAE, 9XL. 9X0, 9ZC, 9ZN, 9ZO.

8GX, OBERLIN, OHIO.
1BZ, ICK, 1OE, IPG. ITS, 1XM, 1BAB,
1BBL, (1GBT). (1HAA). IRAY, (2BK),

1AW, 
1BBD.
(2DA), (2DN), ÄFG. 2EL, (2JU), (2OA), 20M, 
2PL. 2SZ, (2AER), (2ARD), (2BGH). (8BP), 
8BZ, (8DH), 8EN, 8GN, (8G0), (3HJ), (3HG), 
(3IW), (3KM), 3NB, (8PU). (SW), (3XF), 8XM, 
3ZP, 3AHX Can (8DH), (SEI), (3BP). (4AG), 
(4XC), 4YB. 6DA. 6EA. BJD, 5JE, 6L0, 5SV, 
5XA. 5YE. (5YH), 6ZA. BZC. 5ZE, 5ZP, 6ZAB, 
6KA, 8AY, (8BU), (8CD). 8FE, 8FI, 8FT, 8GW, 
8HA, 8HG, 8IB, (8ID), (8IN), (8IZ), 8IW (8JL). 
(8JP), (8KK), (8KM), (8LM), (8LQ). (8ML), 
(8RB). (8R), (8RU), (8TN), 8TW, (8TY). 8UK, 
(8VS), (8WV). 8XE, 8XX 8XU, 8ZA. 8ZB, 8ZD, 
8ZL, 8ZN, (8ZR), 8ZT, 8ZW. 8ZY. 8AAT, 8ABZ. 
8AGK, 8AHX 8AIO, 8AKV. 8AMP, 8AMW, 
(8AMZ), 8AXC, 8AYL, 8AYN, 8BBC. 8BBW, 9AC, 
9AX 9AV, (9CA), (9CP), (9DC), (9DV), 9EE. 
(9FF), (9FU). 9GP. 9HI, 9HM. 8HT, 9HY, (9JN), 
(9KB), 9KF, (9KL), 9KN, 9LA. (9LC), (9LQ), 
9LX »MS, 9NQ, 900, (9OE), (9OX). (9PS), 
(9PV), (9QJ), 9QO, (9UHL>9UT, (9UU), 9VC, 
9WU, 9XA, 9XM, 9YM, (8®B). 9ZJ, 9ZL, (9ZN), 
(9AAC), (9AAV), (9AAW), 9ABL, 9ACJ, 9AEG, 
9AEQ, 9AEY, (9AFX), 9AGK, (9AH0), 9AJX 
(9ANV), (9AOH), 9AOK, (9ARG), (9AWZ), 
9DCW, (9DGP).

8NB, ROCHESTEX N. Y.
ICK, ICY, 1CZ, 1DY, 1GB, HA, 10E, 10Z, 1QP, 
1QR C.W., 1RZ C.W. & spk., ITS, 1XM C.W., 
1YB, 1BBL, IG AN, 1GBC, 1GBT, 1HAA. 1HAF, 
HAP, IMAD, 1MAU. 1RAD, IRAS, IRAY, 1SBZ. 
2AK, 2AR, 2BG, 2BK, 2BM, 2CT, 2DA. 2DI, 2DN. 
2DR, 2DS, i2EB, 2EL, 2FG. 2HI C.W., 2JX Hü, 
2KX C.W.. 2NQ, 2OA, 2OE, 2PL. 2RK, 2RL, 2RM, 
2SZ, 2UK, 2XK C.W., 2XQ. 2XX C.W. A fone, 
2ZC, 2ZL C.W., 2ZM C.W. & npk., 2AEX 2AID, 
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2ALD, 2ARD, 2AXB C.W., 2BML C.W., 8BP, 8CC, 
SDH, 8DP, SEN, 3FB, 8GO, 3HG, 3HJ, 8NB. SOU, 
SPU, 8XF, 8XM. 8YK, SAIG, 4CB, 6DA, SER, 7CC, 
SAL, 8AT, BBQ, 8BV, 8CD, 8CG, 8DR, 8DV C.W. 
A spk., 8DZ, 8ED, 8FE, 8FM, 8FQ, 8HJ, 8HP, 
8HR, 8ID, 8IK, 8IL, 8IN, 8JQ, 8JU C.W., 8KP, 
8KZ. 8LF, 8LQ, 8ML, 8MM, 8MT, 8PI, 8PN, 8PQ, 
8PW, 8QR, 8RQ, 8RU, 8RW, 8SH, 8SP, 8TK, 8TN, 
8TY, 8VQ, 8WY, 8XE, 8XK C.W. A ione, 8XS, 
8XU, 8ZA, 8ZD, 8ZL, 8ZT, 8ZW, 8ACF, 8ADR, 
8AFZ, 8AGK, 8AHU, SAIO, 8AMZ, 8AND, 8ANJ, 
8AOT, 8APB, 8ARW, 8AXC, 9AV, 9GP, 9HJ, 
9JN, 9KF, 9KV, 9LQ, 9MT, 9OE, 9TV, 9UH, 9YB, 
9YI, 9ZL, 9AWZ, 9BBL, NSF C.W. A ione, XF1 
C.W., XK1 C.W., WL3, NAI.

8ZG, SALEM, OHIO.—All C.W.
Heard at 8ZG; 1AE, 1QR, 1XM, 1XX. 2CS, 2AJF, 
2XE, 2XF, 2XK, 2AXB, 2BB, 2ZM, 8 A AO. 8MBL, 
4ZB, 4GL, 8IK, 8DR, 8ALY, 8KM, 8ACC, 8LF, 
8PJ, 8IB, 8ZL C.W. and voice, 8ZW. 8YG, 9YM. 
9ZT, 9AZX, XF1, XB1, NQT, KDKA. 8ZG worked 
following C.W. stations: 1RU, 2ZL, 8AAE, 8AGZ, 
8IB, 8UK, 8VS, SIB, 9 XL 9XM, 9ATF, NSF. 
Handled 68 msgs. during March. Longest dis
tance—700 miles, 9XL (on 10 watts).

SEB, NORWOOD, CINCINNATI.
1AIA, 1AW, 1BBL, 1HAA, 1QN, 1XF, 1XM, 1YB, 
2AHK, 2ALN, 2J)I. 2DN, 2DR, (2EL), 2EN, 2OU, 
2QR, 2RK, 2SZ, 22XX, SAL, 3BP Canada, SDH, 
8EN, 8GO. (3HG), (SHJ), SJW, SKM, 3NB, 8XF, 
4AG, 4BY, 4KA, 4XC, 4YA, 4YB, 6DA, 6HL, 5IF, 
5JD, (5XA), 5YH, 5ZD, 5ZE, BZL, 5ZK, 5ZO, 
8AAV, 8AL, 8ADE, (8AGK), 8AGO, 8AIB, 8AKJ, 
8AN, 8ANJ. 8AOA, 8ARK, 8ASU, 8BC, 8BF, 
(8BO), 8BQ, 8BV, 8CD, 8CF, 8CG, 8CV, 8FQ, 
8HR, 8IB, 8 ID, 8IK, 8JE, (8JJ), 8JL, 8KK, 8KM, 
8KZ, 8LH, 8LV, 8MF, 8MM, 8NG, 8NI, 801, (8OJ), 
8PM, 8QA. (8RQ), 8RU, 8SP. 8TT, (8UK), 8WY, 
8XE, 8ZK. 8XS, 8XU, 8YI, 8YN, 8ZD, 8ZN, 8ZR, 
9 A AG, 9AAW. (9ABL), 9ABZ, 9ACB, 9ACJ, 9 ADS, 
9AGK, (9ANV), 9AON, 9AOX, 9AP, 9AR, 9ARO, 
9AV, 9AWX, 9AWZ, 9BP, 9CA. 9DB, 9DDW, 9DIW, 
9DV, 9DW, (9EL), 9EZ, 9FG, 9GP, 9HI, 9HM, 
9HN, 9HT, 9JD, 9JQ, 9KF, 9KN, 9KO, 9KV, 9LF. 
9LQ, 9LU, 9LR, 9LW, 9MC, 9MS, 9NO, 9NQ, 9OE, 
900, 9PN. 9PV, 9QJ, 9 RY, 9TI. 9TV, (9UF), 
(9UU), 9VC, 9VF, 9WI. 9WW, 9X1, 9XM, 9ZB, 
9ZJ, 9ZN, 9ZV.

8XN, PITTSBURGH, PA.
1AR, 1AT, 1AW, IBM, 1HAA, 1KN, 1OE, 1QR, 
1XM, 2AQ, 2ACM, 2BK, 2CC, 2GO, 2GR, 2GY. 
2NC, 2RK, 2WP„ 2XM, 2ZL, 2ZR. SAW. 8AIC, 
3CC, SEN, 8HG, SNV. SMI, SOU, 3XF, 3YK, 4KC, 
8 AL. 8AP, 8AAJ. 8AAL, 8ABG, 8 ABH. 8ACF, 
8ACP, 8ACQ. 8AEE, 8AGD, 8AGK, 8AGX, 8AGY, 
8 AHL, 8AHZ, SAIF, 8 AIN, 8AIO, SAIU, 8AIV, 
8AIX, 8AJC, 8AJM, 8AJT. 8AJW, 8ALD, 8ALV, 
SAMM, 8AMQ, 8AMZ, 8ANJ, 8ANZ, 8AOI, 8AOO, 
8AOP, 8AOW, 8ARA, 8ARU. 8ASF, SATS. 8ATX, 
8AWA, 8AXV, 8CI, 8CF. 8CG, 8CU, 8CW, 8DC, 
SDQ, 8DR, 8DZ, 8EA, 8ED, 8EH, 8EW. 8FQ, 
8FM, 8GI. 8HC. 8HS, 8IN, BIIQ. 8JQ. 8KI, 8KQ, 
BKP, 8LF, 8LH, 8LX, 8MD, 8ML, 8NI. 8NN, 
NT 8NV, 8OC. 800. 8OW, 8PA, 8PL, 8QE. 8QQ, 
8RP. 8RQ. 8RU. 8RV. 8SG, 8UK, 8UP, 8UQ, 8VQ, 
8VX. 8WD. 8WS. 8XC, 8XH, 8XK, 8XM. 8XU. 
8YI. 8ZD, 8ZQ, 8ZR. 8ZV, 8ZZ. 9AP. 9AAW, 
9ANV, 9AOH, 9DF, GET, 9GP, 9KF, 9KR, 9LQ, 
9QR, 9NW, 9UK, 9WE, 9ZN.

8AWX, HIRAM, OHIO.
1AW. 1HAA. 7MA, 1QR, C.W., 1XR. 1XF C.W., 
2BB, 2BM. 2FK, 2JU. 2OE. 2OM. 2QB, 2RK. 2SZ, 
2TJ. 2UK. 2ZD C.W.. 2ZL C.W.. 2ZM. (SAD), 
3BG. 3BP, BBQ, 3BZ. SDH, 3EL. 3EN, 3FK. (3G0), 
3HB, (3HG). 3KM, 3NB, 30U. 3PU, 8XC. 3XF, 
3XQ. SYE. 3YK, 8YV, 4AL, 4CK 4XC. 4YB, 5YD, 
SYE. eights too numerous, 9AAF, 9AAW, 9ABL. 
9AHO. 9ALS, (9ANV), 9AON, 9AOX, 9AP, 9ARK, 
9AWX. 9CP. 9DBE. (9DV), 9ET, 9FI, (9GN), 
9GP, 9HI. 9HM, 9HN. 9HR. 9IP, 9JA. 9JN, 9JT, 
9KF, 9KO, 9KP, 9KR. 9KV. 9LA C.W.. (9LQ). 
9LR. 9MC. 9MH.. 9OE (9OX). 9QN. 9QO, 9UF, 
SUH. 9UK, (9VC). 9WE. 9WW, 9ZB, 9ZJ, 9ZN, 
9ZO, 9ZV.

9AHC, ELLENDALE. N. D.
2RK, 4XC, 5DW, 5HL, BHV, SIB, 5IF, 5JD, 5JR. 
5JS, 5YH, 5ZA, 5ZC, 6AAM. 6AJX, 6ED, 6GP, 
6IG, 6JT, 6TH, 6WV, 6ZH, 6ZX, 6BQ, 7DH, 7EX,
7FI, 7FL, 7HS, 7KX. 7LU, 7LY, 7MO, 7ZG, 7ZM.
8BO. 8CD, 8CF, 8CG, 8DC, 8DP, 8DR, 8DZ. 8FG.
8FT, 8GC, 8IB, 8ID, 8IK, 8IP, 8JJ, 8JM, SKM,
8KP, 8LQ, 8LU,* 8NI, 8NZ, 8OJ 8QJ, 8TT, 8VY, 
8XC, 8XK, 8XS, 8YG, 8ZA. 8ZL, 8ZR. 8AAK, 8ACC, 
8ADE. 8AGK, 8AIB, 8AIO, 8ALY, 8ANA, 8AOL 
8AYF, 9AAC, 9AAE, 9AAF, 9AAG, 9AAJ, 9AAO, 
9AAP, 9AAW, 9ABH, 9ACD, 9ACL, 9ACN, 9AEG. 
SAEJ, 9AEN, 9AEQ. 9AEY, 9AF0, SAFX. 9AGN. 
9AHO, 9AHS, 9AHZ, 9AID, 9AIF, 9AIS, 9AIY, 
9AIZ, SAJI, 9AJN, 9AJS, 9AKC, SAKX, 9ALG. 
9ALH, 9ALK, SALO, 9ALS, 9AMQ, 9AMS, 9ANF. 
9ANP, 9ANV, 9AOH, 9AOJ, 9AON, 9AOU, 9AOX. 
9AP, 9APQ, 9ARJ, 9ARX, 9ASF, 9ASK, SASL. 
9ATO, 9ATV, 9AUO, 9AUU, 9AVS, 9AWG, SAWK, 
9AWX, 9AWZ, 9AXU, 9AYE, 9AYS, 9AYU, 9AYW. 
9BM, 9T, 9BW, 8CP, 9CS, 9DAT, 9DBT, 9DBU. 
9DCG, 9DCN, 9DCO, 9DDS,( 9DE, 9DF, 9DFC, 
9DFT, 9DGP, 9DIW, 9DKS, 9DO, 9DV, SEC, SEL 
9EL, 9EQ, 9ET, 9EW, 9FF, 9FG, 9FJ, 9FN, SFQ. 
9FX, 9GC, 9GP, 9GY, 9HI, 9HK, 9HM, 9HN, 9HT. 
9IF, 911, 9IY, 9JA. 9JK, 9JL. 9JN. 9JQ, 9KA, 
9KF, 9KK, 9KL. 9K0, 9KR, 9KS, 9LC, 9LF, 9LQ, 
9LR. 9LW, 9MC, 9ME, 9MH, 9MS, 9NQ, 9 NR. 
9OE, 9OM, 900, 9OX, 9PN, 9PS, 9PV, 9QP, 9QR, 
9RG, 9RY, 9SQ, 9TH, 9TI, 9TV 9TW, 9UK, 9UT, 
9UU, 9UV, 9UY, 9VB, 9VC, 9VE, 9VR, 9WC. 
9WL 9WW, 9XXAE, 9X1, 9XL, 9XT, 9YA, 9YAC, 
9YI, 9YM, 9YW, 9ZB, 9ZC, 9ZJ, 9ZL, 9ZN, 9ZQ. 
WC1, WL2.

9OE, WICHITA, KANS.
2BK, 2RK, 8FT, (3IW), SNB, 4AG, 4YA. (4XC), 
4XB C.W., 5BM, (5DW), 5EA. 5EJ, 5EK, (SER). 
5ES. (5EW), 5GR, 5HL, (5HV), 5IB, (5IF), (5IS), 
(5JD), (BLR), 5MX, (5XA), (5XB), BYE, (5YH), 
(BZA), SZC, BZD, 6ZG, BZF, (6ZS), BZT, BZU, 
(BZW), BZX. BZAA. BZAB, (6EN), 6IB, (6IG). 
(6JT), (6KA), (6WV C.W. A fone), 7BP, 7DH. 
7EX, (7LU), (7KX), (7YA), (7ZG), 8AE, 8B0. 
8CF, (8DC), (8FT), 8GB, (8GX), 8HA. 8HG, 8ID, 
(8IK), 8JJ, 8JL, (8KP). 8KM C.W., 8MH, (8ML). 
8MM, 8MR, 8NI, 8OJ, 8QJ, 8RI, (8RQ). 8RU, 
(8TN), 8UY, 8VJ, (8VS C.W.), 8YN, 8ZL spk. A 
fone), (8ZN), (8ZY), (8AEE), (8ACF), 8AFS. 
8AGD, 8AIB, 8AIO, 8AKV, 8AMV, 8ARS, (NSF 
C.W. A fone), WWV C.W., 9X1 C.W., (9XM C.W. 
A fone), 9’s too numerous.

9DIN, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
(9ABD), 9ARJ, 9ACV. 9ACK, (9ACD), 9AEQ, 
9 AFX, (9AFA), 9AGC, 9AHL, (9AJP). (9AJL). 
9AJQ, 9AKU, 9AMH, 9AMC» 9AMI. 9AMU, (9ANP). 
(9APV), 9APN, (9AQV), (9AQT), (AQN), 9ARL, 
9ASC. (9ASL). 9ASN, 9ASQ, 9 ATM, (9TV), 
(9AUL), 9AWL, (9AWS), 9AXU, 9AXW, (9AYO), 
9AYG, 9AZN, 9BT, 9BP, 9BR, 9BV, 9BF, 9CZ, 
9CT, 9DGM, 9DM, 9DDG, (9DDL), 9DX, 9AL, 
(9DIH fone), (9DGV), (9DR), 9DQ, (9DFU), 
(9DHS), 9DG, 9DA. 9DK, (9DOK), 9DP, 9DL. 
9EE, 9FB, 9FK, 9FP, 9FC fone, 9GC, SGD, 9GZ. 
9GN, 9HL, (9HM), 9HK. 9HT, 9HC, 9IP, 910, 9IQ. 
9IZ, 9JL, 9JI. 9JH, 9KL, 9KV, 9KS, 9KK, 9KN, 
9LR, 9LM, 9LT, 9MD, 9MS, (9MB), 9MC, 9MI. 
9MO, 9MZ, 9NL, 9NA, 9NC, 9NK, 9NR, 90N, 9OE, 
901, 9PA, 9PC, 9PB, 9AN, 9ST, (9SV), 9SN, 9SU. 
9SL, 9SK, 9TT, 9TS, 9TW, 9TI, 9UU 9WS, (9WM). 
(9XD C.W. A fone, 9XM C.W. A fone, 9XL, 9X0, 
9YI. 9YW, 9YL, 9ZB, 9ZV, 9ZU fone, (9ZT), 
9ZW, 9ZR, 9ZG, 9ZY, 8AFD, 8ALV, 8CL, 8CV, 
8CF, 8IK, 8LM, 8LN, 8MJ, 8NN, 801, 8QJ, 8QR,
8QL, 8RS, 8VL, 8UU, 8ZK, 8ZW fone. 7AM, 7CT,
7FL. 7EX, 7GC, 7KV, 7PV, 7PT, 7TK, 6LT. 6RA.
55AR, BFT, 6JS, BOS, BOL, 6RS, SAL, 2RK, 2JJ,
2DL, 1AL, 1HAA.

COLO. WIRELESS ASS’N. (Y.M.C.A.), DENVER. 
5BH, 5BI. 5EJ, BEX, BFL. 5HK. BIF, BJG, BXB, 
BXD. 5YH, BZA. BZC, BZM, 5ZU, BZZ, 6AK, 6EA 
6EJ, 6FS. 6IG, 6JD. 6XZ, 6ZA, 6ZD, 6ZH, 6ZM, 
7DM, 7EX, 7IM, 7KX, 7YA. 7ZG. 7ZH, 9BW. 
9CU, 9EE, 9EL, 9HT, 9IF. 9JN. 9JQ. 9KQ. 9KV. 
9LA. 9LR, 9LW. 90E, 9PS, 9VF, 9WU, 9YI. 9YM. 
9YN, 9YW, 9YY, 9X1, 9XL, 9XM, 9ZL. 9ZN, 9ZV.
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9ZX, 9AAC. 9AEG, 9AEQ, 9AEY, 9AJI. 9ARJ. 
9DIJ.

9FD, LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.
NSF, 1AW, 2AF, 2AH, 2BK, 2DA. 2DN, 2DR, 
2EL, 2FJ, 2GO, 2RK. 2ZL, 3AMP, 3BP, 3BZ. 8DH, 
3FJ, 3G0, 3HG, 8HJ, 3HX, 3NC, 3RJ, 3YE. 3ZA. 
4TLE. 4AG, 4BA, 4DP, 4EX. 4FD, 4GN, 4XB, 
4XC. 4YA, 5BY, 5DA, 5EK, 5ER, 5IB, 5JD, 5LX. 
5XA, 5YH, 5ZL, 5ZS, 7HS, 8AAD, 8AAL, 8AAZ. 
8ACF, 8AFB, 8AGD, 8AGK, 8AIO, 8AMQ, 8AXC, 
8AWX, 8ICO, 8IDF, 8IIZ, 8LIM. 8PTE, 8USZ, 
8UYE, 8AA. 8AE, 8AF, 8AG, 8AI. 8AL, 8AR, 
8BA, 8BQ. 8CE, 8DJ, 8DP, 8DR. 8FI, 8FM, 8IB, 
8ID. 8IK, 8IL, 8IN, 8JE, 8KP, 8KR, 8LC. 8MF, 
8MM, 8MY, 8OM, 8RU, 8SV, 8TE. 8TN, 8TT. 
8VJ, 8WR, 8WY, 8XA, 8XE. 8XM, 8XR, 8XW, 
8ZA, 8ZD, 8ZG. 8ZL, 8ZM, 8ZN, 8ZR, 8ZV, 8ZW, 
8ZY. 9AAC, 9AAF, 9AAW, 9AAZ. 9ABL, 9ACB, 
9ACE. 9ACB, 8ACU, 9ACL, 9ADN, 9ADX, 9AEC,
9AEG. 9AFO, 9AGR. 9AHI, 9AMH, 9ANV, 9AOH,
9AQE. 9AQG, 9ARK, 9ASL, 9AST, 9AUC, 9AWG,
9AWR, 9AWV, 9AXE, 9AYH. 9AZE, 9AZX, 9CAF, 
9DBX. 9DCN. 9DCU, 9DEN, 9DGX. 9DHZ, 9DIW,
9DKT, 9E0N, 9FDH, 9KXR, 9MAJ. 9MA0. 9STZ,
9TQZ, 9WAA, 9ZAC. 9AA, 9AP, 9BW, 9CA. 9CP. 
9CR, 9DB, 9DC, 9DF, 9DK. 9DV. 9EC, 9FF. 9FH, 
9FK, 9FR, 9FN, 9GU, 9HT, 9HM, 9HN, 9HV, 911, 
9JL, 9JM, 9JQ. 9KA. 9KC, 9KF. 9KL. 9KR. 9KJL, 
9LA, 9LL, 9LO, 9LP, 9MC, 9MF, 9MU, 9 MY, WOT? 
900, 9OX, 9PE, 9PP, 9QH, 9QJ, 9QO, 9QR, 9RL, 
9SP, 9SQ, 9UJ, 9UK, 9UO, 9UQ, 9UW, 9VC. 9WE, 
9WO, 9WW, 9XM, 9XT, 9XW. 9YA, 9YB. 9YC, 
9YQ. 9YW, 9ZC, 9ZE, 9ZJ. 9ZL, 9ZQ.

9DCO, LAWRENCE, KANSAS.
5BM, 5HK, BHV, BIF, BLA, BSF, BYE, 6YS, 5YW, 
5ZA, BZE, 6LR, 8AP, 8ARK, 8QJ, 8ZR, 8ZV, 
9ACN, 9AEG, 9AEQ, 9AJN, (9AHZ), 9AMS, 9AON. 
(9AQE), (9ARP), 9AWU, 9AWX, 9BM, (9BT), 
9BW, 9DN, 9DU, 9DBS, 9DIW, (9EL), 9GN, 
(9HI), 9HN, 9JN, 9KD, 9KI, 9KY, 9LE, 9LL. 9LQ. 
9LR, 9MC, 9NQ, 90E, 900, 9PS. 9QL. (9QO). 
9QT, 9RB, (9RY), 9RU, 9SZ. 9TH. 9UT. (9WI). 
9YB, 9YI, 9YM, 9YO, 9YW, 9ZA, (9ZH), 9ZL, 
9ZN, 9ZQ, 9ZV. 9ZY, 9ZZ.

9KF, CHICAGO.
1XM, (2AR). (AARK), 2XQ radiophone. 2ZL C.W., 
(SDH). (3NB), 8XF, (8XM). 3XU. 8YK, 4XB. 
4XC C.W.. 4YB, BAL, BDO, BHL, SIB. BIS. BJD. 
BTW, BYH, BZC, 6ZD, BZAB, 8AW, 8AEE, (8ACF), 
8AGD. (8AGK 255 cycle), 8AGO. 9ANJ, 8ARS, 
8ARW, (8BB), 8B0, (8CD), 8CP, (8DZ), 8EB, 
8EL. (8FI), (8FT), 8GI, 9GX, 8HI, 8IB C.W., 
8ID, (8IK), (8JL), 8LQ, 8LV, 8MM, 8NZ, 8QE. 
(8RQ), (8RU), (8TN), 8TT, 8VS C.W.. 8WA, 
8XK C.W., 8XU, (8YN). (8ZA), (8ZD), 8ZG C.W., 
(8ZL), 8ZT. 8ZW, (8ZY), 8ZX, 9AP, 9AAC. 
(9AAP), 9 ABZ. 9ACB, 9ACN, 9AHZ. (9 AHO). 
(9AIP). (9ATY), 9AJN, 9AKC. (9AMQ), 9ANV, 
(9AON), 9AOH. (9AQT), 9ARJ, 9AWW, 9AWX, 
9AXE C.W., 9AYE. 9CA, 9DIW. 9EQ, 9FS, (9FQ), 
(9GP), 9HM, 9HN, (9JN). 9KL. 9KO, (9KY). 
(9LF), 9LR, 9NQ. (9OE), 900. 9OX. 9PS, 9QJ. 
(9QO). 9QR, (9TII), 9UH, 9UU. 9UW, 9VC, 
9WE, 9WU, 9X1 C.W., 9XM C.W. and radiophone. 
9YB. (9YI), (9YM). (9YAD), (9ZB). (9ZJ). 9ZV.

F. Clifford Estey
(Concluded from page 73)

and '12 he operated at the “Evening News” 
station at Salem as manager and chief 
operator. This old station, “FBD”, always 
sent the baseball and football dope, and 
during its day sent out many an interesting 
story of the world’s series baseball games. 
The old timers remember this station for 
the speed and accuracy of its operators.

By trade Estey is really a mechanic and 
not a salesman. After serving a four-year 
apprenticeship in mechanics he had a year 
at tool-making and a year at die-making, 

gradually working up to assistant foreman, 
foreman, department manager, and finally 
factory superintendent and production 
manager of the Dalton Electric Heating 
Appliance Co. During the war he was 
with the General Electric Co. at Lynn on 
the development of special instruments, 
and instructing draft army classes in wire
less at Beverly of evenings. In May, 1920, 
he was elected president of the Essex 
County Radio Association and was the 
originator of the plan inaugurated there 
whereby the club became truly a County 
Association with sections in every city in 
the county and a prodigious total mem
bership. Under his extremely energetic 
leadership the club has prospered and has 
become known as one of the most active 
organizations in New England with “some
thing doing all the time.” Mr. Estey has 
clear-cut and progressive views in club 
.activities, and has been much sought as a 
speaker on radio club organization. About 
a year ago his abilities came to the atten
tion of the American Radio & Reasearch 
Corpn. and he became a member of the 
Amrad sales force, traveling the length 
and breadth of the country giving talks 
on club work, promoting organized amateur 
activity, and incidentally increasing Amrad 
sales.

With the removal of the Amrad offices to 
Medford Hillside, Mr. Estey has become 
manager of their Sales Division, succeed
ing Mr. G. Kenneth Thompson, and so is 
again located in Salem, where plans have 
been made for the construction of a new 
amateur DX station that give great 
promise for the decrease of the difficulties 
now experienced in getting western traffic 
into Boston.

Don 1. Bailey
(Continued from page 37) 

of Brandes Superior phones, two Ferron 
detectors, two buzzers, two keys, 2 
spark coils and two pint Leyden jars. He 
then visited Woolworth’s and purchased 
a rolling pin, then ordered some wire and 
sliders, and got started on his career as an 
Amateur Radio Operator. After he got 
his little rolling pin tuner and coil 
going he could hear lots of stations but 
was unable to get in touch with them. 
Finally his father became interested and 
together they put in a % k.w. Winger 
transformer and a dock of Murdock 
moulded condensers and stepped out for a 
while, until the Murdocks started popping. 
So efficient did they become at popping 
condensers that they claim the champion
ship. After the Murdocks had almost 
bankrupted them they tore them apart and 
built an oil condenser using the copper 
plates, which finally turned the trick.

(Concluded on page 53)
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The Second District Convention.
HE convention and exhibit held 
under the auspices of the Executive 
Radio Council of the Second District 
at the Hotel Pennsylvania in New 
York City, March 16, 17, 18 and 

19th, was the biggest affair ever held in 
amateur radio and a very definite contri
bution to the advancement of Citizen Radio. 

On the hotel roof a wonderful exhibit of 
amateur apparatus was displayed for four 
days, with most of the prominent manu
facturers of America exhibiting their pro
duct. Technical talks by prominent radio 
men were held every 
afternoon and even
ing in the adjoining 
Butterfly Room, and 
on the last night a 
most successful ban
quet was held in the 
grand ballroom of the 
hotel with an attend
ance that eclipsed 
all amateur records. 
Special events and 
stunts added to the 
interest thruout the 
four days, and every
one is agreed that a 
new high-water mark 
i n amateur affairs 
was set by the meet. 

This was the first 
amateur undertaking 
in the east in which 
a serious effort was 
made to attract the 
interest of the gen
eral public and so 
increase the prestige 
of Citizen Wireless.
This exhibit was managed in a splendid 
and professional-like manner from start to 
finish, ‘publicity was secured in the New 
York newspapers, and the public responded. 
The total attendance during the four days 
was 5165 of which 2765 were paid ad
missions and the remainder “repeaters” on 
“season tickets”. It is impossible in our 
limited space to go into any detailed de
scription of the exhibits, but certainly they 
were a thing to bring joy to the heart of 
every radio man. Our foremost manu
facturers spared neither time nor money 
to bring the best and newest of their pro

President Sends Greetings 
to Second District Meet

President Harding sent the 
following radiogram to the New 
York Convention. It was sent out 
by NAA after time signals on the 
opening day and was copied direct 
at the Convention hall. The 
President said:
“Citizens Radio Operators Con

vention,
Pennsylvania Hotel, 
New York City.

Greetings and good wishes to 
an organization whose members 
have always been leaders of inter
est in development of the radio 
science and whose service during 
the war and since have been of 
real public benefit.

Warren G. Harding.”

ducts to the show for all to inspect, and 
the roof was a maze of aerials which led 
to the various booths where loud-speakers 
on receivers vied with the sparks of trans
mitters in noise making. Among the ex
hibitors of apparatus were Acme, Adams- 
Morgan, American Electro Technical, 
Amrad, Burgess, C.R.L., Clapp-Eastham, 
Continental, deForest, Doolittle, Federal, 
Grebe, Mesco, Murdock, Pacent, Lehigh, 
Radio Corporation, Radisco, Ship Owners’, 
Shotton, Super-Radio, Tuska, Westchester, 
Westinghouse, and the Army, Navy, and 
Department of Commerce, and it took the 

good radio men the 
full four days to soak 
in all the dope that 
could be gathered by 
circulating thru the 
hall and studying 
the displays, a s k - 
ing questions, collect
ing literature, and 
getting acquainted.

The series of im
promptu talks and 
lectures on various 
radio subjects was an 
interesting feature of 
the convention. Mr. 
H. C. Gawler de
scribed the new C.W. 
tubes of the Radio 
Corporation ; Mr. L. 
M. Clement displayed 
the Western Electric- 
Bray movie of the 
inside action of a 
vacuum tube in il
lustration of an ex
cellent lecture on that 
subject; Mr. R. A. 

Heising, also of the Western Electric, 
talked on the constant current system of 
modulation commonly associated with his 
name; Mr. G. J. Eltz, of the Mesco stores, 
discussed antenna and ground resistances; 
Mr. Edwin H. Armstrong gave a helpful 
talk on short wave reception at radio fre
quencies, followed by “Paragon Paul” F. 
Godley on short wave regeneration. Mr. 
R. F. Gowen, chief engineer of the deForest 
Company, described the new equipment of 
that company; Mr. Frank Conrad displayed 
the new receiving equipment of the West
inghouse Company and described it and 
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its development; and Mr. K. B. Warner, 
Editor of QST, spoke on C.W. Trans
mission. These talks were scattered over 
the afternoons of each day. On Friday 
evening a general convention meeting was 
held under the chairmanship of Mr. E. A. 
Beane, Chairman of the Council. Matters 
of co-operation were discussed at length 
and the meeting was addressed by Radio 
Inspector Arthur Batcheller and by Mr. 
Chas. H. Stewart, Manager of the Atlantic 
Division of the A.R.R.L.

“Wireless Age” and “Radio News” had 
booths, and so did the A.R.R.L. At our 
booth Traffic Manager Schnell kept open 
house, assisted by Miss Peggy King of our 
staff, and entertained hundreds of visitors 
during the four days.

for two minutes, total 97.2 words, with 2 
errors; net result 48.6 words per error, 
as against the former world’s record 
established by Tony Gerhardt at the 
Pacific Convention at Frisco last Thanks
giving, who copied 49.25 words per minute 
for 4 minutes, 197 words total, with 5 
errors, netting 39.4 words per error. On 
this basis Seutter was presented during the 
banquet with a handsome silver cup, suit
ably engraved, and is hailed as the new 
title-holder. (The Providence Tribune had 
a New York dispatch quoting the new re
cord as 84 % w.p.m., which excited the 
wonder of all the Providence amateurs. 
For ourselves, we admit that 48% is going 
some.)

Mr. Bernstein, who came out second in

On the evenings of the first three days a 
contest was held for the world’s champion
ship in reception. This was a free-for-all 
and a large number of entrants started, 
rapidly dwindling away as the elimination 
tests proceeded into speeds above 35 words 
per minute. As the speed grew faster the 
field narrowed down and the excitement 
increased apace, with crowds trying to get 
in to view the few remaining contestants 
who were then arousing admiration by 
copying speeds over 40 per. The end was 
a duel between B. G. Seutter, of the “New 
York Times” radio station, and N. Bern
stein, of Brooklyn, prominent member of 
the R.T.A. and a Western Union operator 
by profession, and both had no difficulty 
in making perfect copy at speeds above 
45. Finally Seutter got a wee bit the 
better of it and hung up a new world’s 
record in copying 48.6 words per minute 

the speed classic, took first prize of a Grebe 
detector-two step donated by its makers as 
the winner of a field of twenty-five in the 
jamming contest, while Albert Bischoff, 
2AMF, of Newark, took the main prize 
in the contest for the best home-made 
apparatus. The Continental Radio & Elec. 
Corpn. offered a Paragon RA-10 for the 
club having the largest attendance at the 
dinner, and this prize went to the Radio 
Traffic Association of Brooklyn.

As an interesting side-light, 2ZL, J. 0. 
Smith, Valley Stream, transmitted a 
thousand-word press story on the conven
tion to 1AE, S. B. Young, Dorchester, for 
publication in New England Div. Mgr. 
Guy R. Entwistle’s radio column in “The 
Boston Traveler”. Both are C.W. stations. 
The transmission was accomplished in 1 
hr. 20 min., and is rather a record.

The banquet on the last night was a 
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brilliant affair, ably presided over by Mr. 
J. O. Smith, who by the way was Chairman 
of the Council’s Convention Committee. 
Five hundred and ninety-six enthusiastic 
radio folks gathered in the beautiful ball 
room of the Pennsylvania and heartily 
enjoyed a splendid dinner and a series of 
brief addresses by prominent radio lights, 
interspersed with a little entertainment. 
This attendance eclipses all former records 
for an amateur banquet. The speakers 
were, besides Mr. Smith, Mr. H. C. Gawler; 
Mr. F. H. Schnell, our Traffic Manager; 
Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, Secretary of the 
I.R.E.; Mr. J. Andrew White, Editor, Wire
less Age; Mr. H. P. Maxim, our president; 
Mr. Arthur Batcheller, local radio in
spector; Lieut.-Com. D. C. Patterson, 
Naval District Communication Superin
tendent; Mr. Edwin H. Armstrong, who 
needs no introduction; Lieut. H. S. Pad
dock of the U. S. Signal Corps; Mr. P. F. 
Godley of Paragon fame; and Mr. K. B. 
Warner, Editor, QST. At the conclusion 
of the evening an immense “hatchet” was 
brought in and with great ceremony was 
formally buried in token of the birth of a 
new feeling of solidarity and union of pur
pose among Second District amateurs.

Our heartiest congratulations to the 
Second District amateurs. A most splendid 
job they did, and their achievement will 
ever stand as having marked a distinct 
step forward in the affairs of amateur 
radio—a job done up in typical New York 
style and of a nature that only New York 
could do.

Ohio Radio Convention
One hundred and sixty enthusiastic 

radio men met in an Ohio Convention in 
Columbus on March 5th under the aus
pices of The Columbus Radio Club and A. 
R.R.L. At 10:30 a.m. there was a get- 
together meeting in the Southern Hotel 
with Mr. Lucas president of the local club, 
presiding. After lunch a technical meeting 
convened, and some very interesting papers 
were delivered.

Traffic Manager Schnell spoke on the 
efficient handling of relay traffic and gave 
pointers for the guidance of new-comers. 
He was followed by Mrs. Chas. Candler, 
8ZL, who very interestingly told how 
she handled traffic. Mrs. Candler stated 
that on “sitting in” she always listened 
for thirty minutes before opening up, 
in order to ascertain what stations 
could be worked consistently that night, 
thus avoiding QRM from unsuccessful 
attempts to connect thru fading, etc., 
and she also pointed out the importance 
of knowledge of geography as a pre
ventive of poor routing. R. H. G. 
Mathews of 9ZN spoke on spark trans
mitters in his customary fashion, and 
characterized the hot-wire ammeter as the 
second biggest liar, stating that the first

B.L. was the reported circulation of two 
w.k. magazines. Mr. Candler told of the 
apparatus at 8ZL, incidentally mentioning 
that the same condenser has been in use 
there for six years. (Knock wood, O.M.) 
R. A. Brown, 8X1, Ohio State U., delivered 
a valuable talk on the interior action of 
vacuum tubes, illustrated with many 
curves. R. S. Copp, of McCook Aviation 
Field station WAI, spoke on C.W., both 
AC and DC, explaining the action of 
various circuits in detail. Ohio is “nuts” 
on C.W., and paper and pencils were very 
much in evidence while Mr. Copp spoke.

A splendid banquet was held in the 
evening, Mr. R. C. Higgy introducing Mr. 
J. Breeze as Toastmaster, which position 
the latter gentleman certainly occupied to 
the satisfaction of all present, many “Hi’s” 
attesting to his wit. The evening speakers 
were Mrs. Candler, Messrs. Lucas, 
Mathews, Schnell, Spiller of Cleveland, 
Breckel of 8XB, Combs, and Copp.

The Second Annual Banquet of The Radio 
Club of Tacoma.

As reported by Royal Mumford, 7ZJ.
You know I’ve always thot there weren’t 

many Tacoma fellows in the wireless game. 
But it’s a mistake. Bill and Russ and I 
counted at least a hundred on a little walk 
of just a few blocks on our first morning 
there. You see we arrived on the morning 
train at 5:25 and first thing we did after 
getting a bite to eat was to go around and 
wake up 7CE. I ’spose he had been up 
late the nite before, but he didn’t seem to 
hold any grouch on that 6:30 visit. Mighty 
fine fellow Reichert is, and a mighty good 
station he has. Besides being president 
of the Tacoma Radio Club, he is an all- 
around good fellow and a far sighted radio 
enthusiast.

The members of the Tacoma Radio Club 
have been working on this banquet for a 
long time. You would be surprised to 
know how hard all the mothers, sisters, 
and sweethearts did work to make it the 
success it was. It adds all kind of pep to 
a radio club to have enough of the fair 
sex in attendance so that everything isn’t 
a stag affair. And you have to hand it to 
the Tacoma Club, they have some real lady 
operators.

Walking into the banquet rooms we first 
noticed a miniature antenna erected in the 
center of one of the tables. It was made 
of real wire, and the cute little lead-in 
went straight thru the roof of one of 
Miss 7CB’s doll houses! And the operator 
—he was a Kewpie friend of another fair 
operator and was ’sposed to represent the 
Young Squirt. And say—the miniature 
pair of fones he wore! No ordinary radio 
operator put on that artistic finish—it 
showed unmistakable feminine handiwork.

In one corner was a huge Magnavox 
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and we were promised some radio music. 
There was no hesitation in the promise. 
And later we found their confidence was 
not misplaced, for they had an emergency 
phonograph in the kitchen that worked the 
Magnavox to capacity. The whole room 
was exquisitely decorated and believe me 
we cannot help but admire all this work. 
I’ll bet the women folks put up the biggest 
part of it. And of course we know they 
put up the eats, and washed the dishes— 
but that comes later.

President Reichert met us in the hall 
and the reception he gave us one and all 
we never will forget! Everybody had a 
tag tied on his lapel with his call letters 
and name. We met and shook with 
familiar sparks. There is 7BK of Seattle. 
The quiet student we meet is entirely 
different from the anticipated possessor of 
the cleanest and snappiest fist in Seattle. 
There is CL1 in uniform. We almost ex
pected to see him in rags and tags after 
those rumored riots over hold-up accusa
tions at Camp Lewis. But no, he is the 
smartest dressing dressing soldier I ever 
saw. Then we meet 7BQ of Eugene, and 
any number of more or less familiar sparks 
of Seattle and Tacoma. With us three 
from Portland and Vancouver they had 
quite a gathering of radio men of the 
Pacific Northwest.

The foremost topic of conversation was 
that most annoying feature of our com
munications between Portland and Tacoma, 
QSS. From what I learned they hear us 
about the same as we hear them. Of 
course they think we’re pretty poor actors 
I guess. But I sure have changed my mind 
about them. The livest bunch of radio 
fellows anywhere are right in Tacoma. 
And I haven’t told you about the species 
OW, YL, OG, or WW, of whom at least a 
dozen were present. But they were QRW 
with eats in the kitchen. And when we 
sat down to the spread of honest-to-good- 
ness home-made food, and were waited 
upon by the young ladies of the Tacoma 
Radio Club—say, you stay-at-homes were 
sure SOL.

Then we were introduced to the mem
bers of the Tacoma Radio Club by our 
toastmaster. To these gentlemen we are 
indebted to no small part of our enter
tainment. Then each of us in turn had a 
chance to say more or less. It was worth 
the whole fare here and back to hear 
what these fellows representing the entire 
Pacific Northwest had to say. Sometimes 
we held our sides in laughter at the recital 
of some humorous anocdote. Then our 
hearts expanded in appreciation of our re
ception with every expression of thanks for 
this wonderful banquet. I must mention in 
particular President Reichert’s speech. 
We understood with his opening words the 
success of the Tacoma Radio Club. Their 

organization is founded on the subordina
tion of individual interests for the benefit 
of the whole. I thot of the minor petty 
jealousies and predjudices that wreck 
many an otherwise promising Radio Club. 
Here they nipped that in the bud. “Co
operation” was the keynote of his speech. 
We thrilled with pride as he mentioned the 
possibilities of the co-operation of all the 
radio clubs of the Northwest, and an 
annual meeting. Nearly everybody present 
expressed approval of his idea. No one 
club would necessarily lose its prestige in 
the least, while every one of us would be 
decidedly benefitted by the wonderful re
sults of our co-operation.

And in the midst of our eats, what 
gentleman is that at this late hour? We 
were all introduced to Rev. Sebastian Ruth, 
better known as 7YS. He is first and 
foremost a radio enthusiast. We welcome 
his hearty enthusiasm.

Did we all admire the good looking smile 
of Miss Winifred Dow, 7CB. the first fair 
operator in the division? I’ll say we did. 
And is that her twin sister who coaxed us 
all into making away With another piece 
of cake? Her sister, yes, but not her twin 
altho we can hardly tell them apart. Both 
are spilling over with enthusiasm just 
like an oscillating audion. And then there 
were others. But we hear, “Surely they 
can’t be radio ops, there ain’t any place 
for the phones!” NO! But? you just otta 
see a girl copy. Gee but it’s great when 
they write down every letter at 20 per. 
You’ve got to give ’em credit for more 
gray matter than the average.

Next day we travelled all over Tacoma. 
Saw the city, saw stations and stations 
without end. First class sets too. I never 
did see so much high grade receiving ap
paratus or so many panel transmitters. 
I tell you these Tacoma birds are right up 
to date. A fellow here without a loop or 
cage is actually considered slow in this 
burg.

And the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. 
7CB and family. They outdid themselves 
in their efforts to entertain. They dubbed 
Russ “Slim” for short, but always were 
forgetting themselves and calling him 
“Fat”. They called Bill “Dimples” be
cause he didn’t have any. Say, fellows, 
you certainly missed the jolliest time you 
ever had in your life if you didn’t get in 
on this banquet. I actually had no idea 
that such an honest-to-goodness good time 
was possible. One and all, we will never 
forget the solid enjoyment of the Tacoma 
Club’s entertainment. Why, we’re already 
looking forward to their banquet next 
year. The only way it could be better 
would be for a few more outsiders to come 
and allow themselves to be entertained. 
And that is just what these Tacoma sports 
are planning on.
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EVER suddenly become aware some 
good radio night that in the last ten 
minutes all signals have curiously be

come weaker, and looked over your 
shoulder to discover that the sun was com
ing up? If you have you are eligible for 

admission to the Boiled Owls—fellows 
who have sat out a “night” until there was 
nothing left to it.

Many new members were made during 
the January Transcons we’ll wager. We 
know that 8ZY, 9ZN, IMO, 1AW, 2TT, 
ITS, 8ZL, and 1KBW belong. Who else 
claims membership in this fraternity of 
the bloodshot eye and the taste like a 
blacksmith’s apron?

The Old Man started something when 
he dubbed us Boiled Owls.

Newspaper headline: “Scientists dis
cover that sleep is not necessary for bodily 
health”. Something new? Hell no! Boy, 
page Mr. Hewitt of 2RK and Mr. Mix of 
ITS! ----------

In an editorial on page 29 of March QST, 
mention was made of the work 1AE was 
doing on C.W., in company with several 
other stations, all using a wave length of 
about 350 meters. We should have men
tioned that 1AE is operating ch 310 meters 
under a temporary permit from the Radio 
Inspector—not simply banging away over 
200 on his own hook.

One of the gang suggests that when the 
Blue Laws come into effect they will seal 
our receiving sets on KDKA’s wave so we 
can hear nothing but church services.

SATU defines the neight of his ambition as 
A reputation like 8ZL’s
A wave like NAM’s (Hi!)
A tone like 8IU’s 
Power like NSS 
A sense of hunmor like T.O.M.’s.

The Army Air Service stations XK-1, 
Mitchell Field, L. I.; XB-1 Bolling Field, 
Anacostia; and XF-1, Langley Field, 
Hampton, Va., are equipped with 1 k.w. 
deForest Oscillion transmitters operating 
on 375 and 450 m. XK-1, operated by H. 
J. Perkins (8AEC), requests reports on 
its sigs, working CW on 375 m. with 4 
amps, from 7 to 8 p.m., and CW and phone 

on 450 m. with over 5 amps, thereafter. 
They will be glad to QSR relay traffic as 
far south as XF-1.

A formidable document has been received 
here wherein eight good amateurs attest 
that at 6WN, in San Diego, Cal., the 
signals of 6MZ, in Del Mar, can be read 
by sense of touch, placing the fingers across 
the phone terminals. A five-step amplifier 
was used.

6MZ has entered formal claim for the 
hand engraved rubber spark gap. Has 
any eastern bird done better?

Thru error the advertising of American 
Electro Technical Appliance Co. has men
tioned their catalog of 84 pages. It should 
have read 24 pages.

We are mighty proud of our cover this 
month. This work is the product of The 
Grogan Photo System, Inc., in Milwaukee, 
whose business is illustrating merchandise 
and stimulating sales by photographic ad
vertising, and is a much appreciated gift 
to us from Mr. Merwin Grogan, Publicity 
Manager of The Milwaukee Amateurs’ 
Radio Club (affiliated). The Y.L., by the 
way, is a well known model in that part of 
the country.

We again wish to point out to. our 
readers that in writing authors concerning 
articles in QST it is the smallest common 
courtesy to enclose a stamped self
addressed envelope for their convenience in 
replying.

Guy R. Entwistle, New England Division 
Manager, is conducting an interesting 
column every week in the “Boston 
Traveler”, an evening paper, under the 
title “Citizen Wireless—Dots and Dashes”.. 
The radio news of the amateur world is 
reviewed, and information valuable both to 
amateurs and newcomers in the study of 
Citizen Wireless is incorporated. We 
would like to see more of these columns— 
they do a good work in stimulating in
terest in Radio.

Re our mention of the arrival of the 
power tubes. It should be noted that the 
Audiotron Mfg. Co. is handling these same 
tubes under the name of Cunningham 
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tubes. Both they and the Radiotrons are 
made by the General Electric interests.

Well, well, well. Have you seen “The 
Radio Condenser”, published in Baltimore? 
If any Third District amateur is missing 
it, let him get wise, for here’s another of 
those chummy little magazines full of the 
local news and the spirit that puts pep 
into things. (Besides, Miss Garmhausen 
is on its Staff.) Next to “Radio Topics” 
the “Condenser” is the most ambitious of 
the sectional organs that has come to our 
notice in size, scope and appearance. We 
offer our admiration and congratulations. 
It would seem to us that the “Condenser” 
might well become the mouthpiece of the 
recently-formed Third District Council, 
since from its inception it has devoted it
self wholeheartedly to Third District 

affairs and has shown that it stands for 
the best in amateur operation.

The Delta Division has caught the spirit, 
too, and blossomed forth with a three- 
page mimeograph monthly named the 
“Delta Division News”. This is another 
of the strictly A.R.R.L. publications, gotten 
up by A.R.R.L. men for A.R.R.L. men. 
They serve a most useful purpose in a 
division, giving the Division Manager a 
means of addressing his own personnel at 
length on A.R.R.L. matters, and serving 
to hold the crew fast together with the old 
inimitable A.R.R.L. spirit.

1OE has an enclosed gap in which the 
housing is made from the brake-drum of 
a Chalmers car with a Ford rear wheel 
hub and flange bolted to it to cut down the 
size of the hole in the center, the tapered 
axle hole run full of good babbit and bored 
to fit the rotor shaft, thus providing a 4 % " 
bearing on which a Benwood rotor is 
mounted. The cover is a piece of % " boiler 
plate, and the stationery electrodes are 
mounted in fibre bushings in 1%" holes 
in opposite sides of the case. This gap 

cannot be heard outside the station room.
“One or two more conventions in quick 

succession and we know where we could 
find several healthy cases of divorce, de
sertion, separation, etc.”—R. T. A. Bulletin 
(New York).---------

But of course Thiede has been married 
only a couplamonths.

Ever find a message coming in for you 
and discover yourself completely minus 
paper and pencil? A member suggests 
that a slate and pencil, tied to the table, 
will prevent such a predicament.

Canadian 3GE has overcome induction 
in his receiving set from nearby power 
lines by simply connecting the filament 
end of his secondary (loose-coupler or 

honeycomb) to the ground end of the prim
ary. Well worth trying.

The Parkin Mfg. Co., of San Rafael, 
Calif., agree that it is time for the prices 
of radio apparatus to take a drop, and 
in their new catalog they have reduced 
the prices to the tune of about 25% on 
most of their products. We’re glad to 
see the downward tendency.

Re the list of big DX records published 
in April QST: the following additional re
cords have since come to our attention:—

2ZM, Paterson, N. J., heard on C.W. by 
ship off Guatemala on Pacific side^ as 
mentioned in “The Log of an Amateur at 
Sea” in our March issue. 2ZM’s input at 
the time was 850 watts, wave 325 m.

8ML, Cleveland, heard Feb. 26 at 7ZJ, 
Vancouver, Wash.

8IK, Ashland, Ohio, heard Feb. 23d by 
7JE while operating on U.S.S. Snohomish 
at Port Angeles, Wash. 8IK was using 
a 15-watt C.W. set—get that, you spark 
hounds: fifteen watts.

9ZB, the Benwood station, St. Louis, 
has been reported from Los Angeles.
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2RK and 3DH (now 3XM) also join the 
ever-increasing bunch of transcontinentais, 
both now having been reported by a ship 
operator off the California coast; details 
lacking.
WOULDN’T IT BE WONDERFUL—

If 2EL would break a leg or else borrow 
a Kolster so we 4th district felows can 
hear somebody else besides him? (Signed 
by six 4th-district amateurs. )

If 8BBD and 8ANE would junk those

If 4YA cut out that derned‘“Hi! Hi!” 
every other word while working local 
Atlanta mugs on high power?

If 6EA and 6GI could work 5ZJ?
If 8AAZ would forget to call the roll 

some night?
If 1JBT wouldn’t use a full kilowatt to 

work a certain 18-watt spark coil around 
the corner from his station?

If 5DA was on the job every night?
If 5ZA could get 4YA like the latter gets 

him?
If the telephone companies just loved usl
If 3GO would tell us where his VT-l’s 

come from?
If 3HJ would take a vacation?
If the ops at NAI, WHE and 3XM wud 

get their toes manicured before they go on 
watch so that they wouldn’t get ’em mixed 
up in the set screws on the key?

If 2RK’s new 500 cycle set made one 
quarter the noise that his old synchronous 
fog-horn made?

If U.S. amateurs would stop reporting 
American 3BP when it has already been 
announced that he isn’t working and that 
the 3BP they hear is Canadian 3BP. 
(Listen for that intermediate “FM”.—Ed.)

If 1GM would stop CQ-ing after ten 
p.m.?

If NAD would get up off 200 meters?
If 4GF could get outside of Savannah 

on his half k.w.?

Dear Eddy:
Please advise if 73 means you have 73 

msgs to send, and ife so how do these 
fellows have so many all the time?

D. B.
You answer him, Vermilya—here’s our 

largest ohm saw.
Cleaning Copper Quenched Gap Plates

Instead of using a piece of emery cloth 
and tediously polishing the surface of 
each individual plate of your quenched 
gap, buy a few thimblesful of concentrated 
nitric acid. Soak the end of a piece of 
wood covered with waste in this acid and 
“wash” the sparking surface with it, 
dipping it immediately in water to get rid 
of the acid. It gives a beautiful surface 
without effort and in far less time. Be 
careful of the brown nitrogen dioxide 
fumes which come off. Altho they arc not 

poisonous they could not exactly be recom
mended as a good substitute for air.

—Contributed by A. W. Parkes.
In Portland, Oregon you do not buy 

your apparatus on the installment plan. 
Instead you get your short wave regener
ative set on the “piece at a time” plan. 
It is like this, and the plan seems quite 
original to us: The purchaser who does 
not accumulate cash at a rapid rate saves 
until he has enough for the purchase of 
the stock variometers which are used in 
the final construction of this set. He takes 
them home, and puts them to use with the 
apparatus that he may already possess. 
He also begins again to save money until 
he can purchase a stock vario-coupler of 
the same make. This he also puts to .use 
along with the variometers. Later he may 
purchase the series condenser that goes in 
the set. And finally, when he has the 
balance of the price of a new set in hand 
he may pack up his variometers, vario
coupler, and series condenser, and send 
the bunch in to the manufacturer. In a 
few days back comes his same pieces of 
apparatus all nicely mounted in a standard 
oak cabinet, and on a bakelite panel with 
all controls, binding posts, etc. And all 
told he has only paid the price he would 
have had to pay for a complete set, and 
has had the advantage of having the use 
of the parts of the set as fast as he has 
earned the money to buy them with. And 
he has a real set in the end.

Northwestern Division News.
P. A. B. says that altho his sisteris 

youngest kid ate all the currents from his 
A battery, and the bees from his B battery 
ate the honey from his honeycomb coils, 
he was able to hear Mars tell Venus last 
night to go chase herself.

Never listen in before calling CQ. 3PU 
doesn’t, so why should you?

Don I. Bailey 
(Concluded from page 46) 

About a year later they junked the old 
transmitting set and put in modern 
apparatus.

Don took four examinations for the 
Navy, three for the Army and two for 
the Draft but was S.O.L. Probably if he 
had claimed exemption he could have 
gotten across, but as it was he was placed 
in Class 1A and there remained, ending 
by instructing code in the Vocational 
School of the State University of Iowa. 
Since the war 9CS has joined the Amrad 
users, and the receiving set has been com
pletely changed, it now being a C.R.L. 
Paragon and a Tresco Universal 150 m. 
to 20,000 m. cabinet, with a radiophone 
and a k.w. arc set under construction.
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K^dio Communications
The Publisher* of QST assume no responsibility 
for statement* made herein by correspondents.

“HEARD AT SEA .”

(Note: Mr. Guthrie’s letter has brought 
forth a storm of protest, from which we 
publish a few letters.

The A.R.R.L. has always discountenanced 
work between amateurs and ships at sea 
in the knowledge that it is absolutely con
trary to the law. A.R.R.L. relay men have 
been active in reporting and stopping such 
activity in many instances. Nor would we 
ask any operator to do a single thing that 
detracted from the rigid observance of his 
duties. We certainly agree with our 
readers, however, that an operator’s time 
off-duty is his own, and believe that Mr. 
Guthrie will agree with us that it is better 
to have the operator in the static room 
listening on 200 than to have him get out 
as quickly as his watch is over.)

QST, then, will continue the publication 
of calls heard at sea when it seems prob
able that the operators turning in the 
lists have not neglected their duties to give 
us a helping hand.—Editor.

Madison, N. J., 
Editor, QST:—

In regard to the letter of Mr. L. R. 
Rutter and Mr. F. P. Guthrie in the March 
issue of QST on page 52, I would like to 
state some plain facts as seen by the com
mercial operator himself. I, being a com
mercial operator, am able to lay bate 
these facts.

I shall first touch on their 3rd para
graph which is the most important.

We shall let out the 2-man ship as this 
type of ship usually is large and a con
tinuous watch is required. The one-man 
ship is the key to this whole situation.

In the old type of watch the operator 
was required to listen in the first 15 
minutes of every hour, from 8:00 a.m. to 
8:00 p.m. and many operators still use 
this type of watch. The new type of 
Shipping Board watch, known as the zone 
system, which came out about last Septem
ber, required Shipping Board operators to 
listen in 2 hours straight and then he is 
off 2 hours, then on again for 2 hours, 
etc. The time of this watch is governed 
by the longitude in which the ship is.

It will be seen that in the first type of 
watch the operator has the last three 

quarters of an hour to himself, he being 
off watch. In the second type of watch 
the operator is off watch 2 hours at a time.

Does anyone mean to say a commercial 
operator has no time to listen in on 200 
meters?

As for an SOS, the operator would not 
hear it anyway if the SOS occurred be
tween watches and the operator was off 
watch.

As a ship has the privilege of broaden
ing its wave when sending an SOS, if 
the operator was listening in on 200 meters 
at the time, it seems highly probable to 
me that it could be heard. Many ships can 
be heard on 200 meters when they are 
working on 600 meters and they are not 
supposed to be heard on 200 meters. I’ll 
admit that there are quite a few well 
tuned ship stations, but they are few and 
far between.

I thoroly agree with the fourth para
graph of said letter. Amateur stations 
should not work commercial stations. It 
is not only against the rules but it causes 
unnecessary QRM.

The fifth and last paragraph of Mr. 
Rutter and Mr. Guthrie’s letter is abso
lutely out of the question. Their sug
gestion may be all right for the ham 
squeak-box stations of yesterday but not 
for our modern amateur 1 K.W’s., C.W. 
and radiofone stations of today. This is 
proven by our recent attempts to bridge 
the £reat pond. We are continuously 
reaching out and as our ranges gradually 
increase, the old U.S. will have become 
too small to test thte ranges of our stations.

Take for instance, if we had a thoroly 
modem amateur station in California 
which was heard very QSA on the Atlantic 
Coast, his range would naturally be greater 
than the breadth of the U.S. (especially 
when using C.W.) and the only practical 
way to find his correct or maximum range 
Would be for a Europe-bound ship to 
listen in for him until his signals grew 
weak and unreliable. Adding the total 
number of miles from coast to coast to 
that of the number of miles the ship is 
off shore would give the maximum range 
of said station.

Further comment is invited.
Sincerely,

A. G. Dick, “XN”.
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26 Kent St., Gloversville, N. Y.
Editor, QST:

I notice on page 52 of March QST the 
letter by Mr. Guthrie in regard to the 
amateur calls heard at sea by commercial 
operators on U.S.S.B. vessels.

On page 9 of December issue of the 
Radio Service Bulletin, year of 1920, there 
is an article in regard to the hours that 
operators on U.S.S.B. ships stand watch, 
on ships that carry only one operator. Of 
the schedules for the five different zones, 
eight hours is the maximum number of 
hours that the operator has to stand watch 
in any twenty-four. This leaves the oper
ator sixteen hours off duty. It does not 
seem that it would harm the receiving set 
any aboard the ship to listen to the 200 
meter amateur stations for an hour or two 
daily; besides, the operator gets some very 
good practice.

As long as the operators put in their 
required eight hours of specified time each 
day on commercial traffic there is none of 
the U.S.S.B. time wasted, even if the oper
ators listen to 200 meter amateurs off 
duty. It is possible that the operator 
might miss an SOS call if he at that 
moment were listening to 200 meter 
stations, but I don’t believe that many 
operators are going to listen on 600 meters 
off watch in hopes that a stray SOS might 
come that way. It seems to me that such 
a schedule would make a more of a miss 
in receiving SOS calls because it leaves 
all the one-man ship operators off duty 
at one time, leaving all the responsibility 
of receiving SOS calls on the vessels that 
carry two or more operators and keep a 
continuous watch. Such ships are quite 
often a goodly distance from each other.

Regardless of how much the operator 
listens in on the two hundred meter wave 
when he is off duty the operator’s log shows 
how much time he put in and also what 
kind of duty. It would be impossible for 
the operator to fake the call letters of 
ships he heard and get away with it as in 
checking up the calls he surely could be 
caught. No one can listen in on 200 and 
600 meter wave lengths at the same time 
and keep any kind of a log.

It is a mighty hard life on many of the 
U.S.S.B. ships, taking all into considera
tion, and I am sure no human being would 
want to deprive any one of a little recre
ation off duty. I have been a commercial 
operator for some time and as yet have 
a commercial first grade license. I was 
in the amateur game from 1913 until a 
few years ago when I took up the com
mercial part of it, but I am back to the 
amateur end of it for jjood now, for going 
to sea on U.S.S.B. ships is no life; it’s 
life lost.

All for rightfullness, 
Louis E. Krieg, Jr.

609 W. 30 Street, 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Editor, QST:
In regard to the article in the March 

QST pertaining to the publishing of calls 
heard at sea, I am positive that the writer 
overlooked quite a few things. I just re
turned home after eight months of com
mercial work in the gulf and have sent 
in a list of calls heard on two different 
occasions. I agree that it is contrary to 
rules and regulations to work with ama
teurs from ship stations. Both lists that 
were turned in, first from the S.S. 
Coppename and then the S.S. Ellis, were 
calls that were heard while IN PORT. As 
there are no watches kept while in port 
this was done for pastime and is absolute
ly within the law.

It is true that most of the ships re
porting calls give their position somewhere 
at sea but in all cases I have noticed that 
they were one operator ships which DO 
NOT REQUIRE CONTINUOUS WATCH. 
I was never on a one-operator ship myself 
but I have a great many friends who were 
and none of them were supposed to remain 
on watch after Arlington had finished 
broadcasting his WX, PX, and TRFC, pro
viding all traffic was cleared and there 
was nothing special to stand by for. After 
this time why shouldn’t an operator tune 
down to two hundred meters if he is in
terested in the amateur work? If he 
didn’t do this he would probably turn in 
or engage in some other pastime, so I 
think that it is % very good idea to publish 
the calls heard at sea as it gives the ama
teurs a better idea of how they are getting 
out as well as putting a little spirit into 
the monotony of commercial operating.

Very truly yours,
M. B. Lowe.

OUR RAISON D’ETRE.
6227 Kimbark Ave., 

Chicago, Ill.
Editor, QST:

In your article in the February QST 
on Transatlantic Sending Tests, you make 
the statement that the English radio ex
perimenter is more of an “engineer” than 
an “amateur”. It seems to me that this 
distinction between the engineer and the 
amateur should be given more attention 
than it is at present, especially in the case 
of the American amateur. Of course it 
is possible for a radio man to be both an 
amateur and an engineer, but I believe you 
will find most of us to be predominantly of 
the one type or the other. It is a state of 
mind: the engineer making his own appar
atus for the joy of being able to create it, 
and using it for the sake of the results he 
gets out of it; and the amateur either 
buying his apparatus completely assem
bled, and as nearly as possible ready to 
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use, or operating the set of one of his 
neighbors, who is an engineer.

Amateur radio has a threefold argu
ment for existing: first, that it is a right 
for citizens to be able to communicate free
ly with each other; second, that the ama
teurs provide trained operators essential 
for military uses in defense of the country 
in case of war; and third, that real im
provements in the art and science of radio 
must result from the unrestricted experi
menting of the amateurs. Granting the 
first point, I believe it will be seen that, 
excepting accidental discoveries, the “ama
teur” type provides the second, and the 
“engineer” type the third argument And 
altho I may be in error, it is my personal 
conviction that the third reason for the 
permission of amateur radio is by far the 
most important. No one can foretell for 
what necessity Americans will have to de
fend their country, and moreover oper
ators can, if necessary, be trained (in 
code, at least) inside of a month; but the 
advances of radio are real and permanent 
contributions to America and to mankind.

It follows that the really important use 
of the A.R.R.L. relay messages is to pro
vide material for the engineer to use in 
weeding out the defects and unnecessary 
parts of the equipment they are using, and 
to establish the value of the improve
ments they adopt. And this sort of test
ing is worth more than all the “amateur” 
gossiping in the world. Coast to coast 
relays such as the recent record-breaking 
ones would have been impossible with the 
crystal detectors and untuned and in
efficient transmitting sets we used before 
the war. The introduction of vacuum 
tubes and regenerative circuits is due to 
the work of American amateur radio 
engineers.

I am afraid that my use of the words 
“amateur” and “engineer” has been un
fortunate, since the word “amateur”, as 
usually used, includes both classes of radio 
men. Perhaps “ham” would have been 
better. But a real distinction exists, and 
I hope QST will encourage the growth of 
an increasing number of amateur radio 
engineers.

Sincerely yours, 
Kenneth H. Goode, 9BJ.

TO GET EVEN FOR WHICH WE’LL JUST 
PUBLISH AN EXTRA PAGE OF ’EM!

1022 So. Ash Street, 
Casper, Wyoming.

Dear Eddy:
I am so blamed hot under tne collar that 

if I had on a celluloid neck piece it would 
be smoking now. Take the darn------------  
and turn to page 654 in “Correspondence 
from our Readers” and see what Honor
able Mr. S. .. .sky (a Bolshevik I bet two 
bits by his name) says about calls heard.

Man, he is hitting at our beloved QST and, 
by golly, Eddy, are you going to let him 
get away with it? He hasn’t the guts to 
mention QST and anything a relay man 
hates is a bird who beats around the 
bust. I’ll bet my whole set he hasn’t a 
transmitter and can’t receive over two 
words a minute and then comes out with 
the stuff he has about “Don’t publish Calls 
Heard”. It has made me so blamed sore 
that I can’t punch this old mill as you will 
see by the erasures on this page. Eddy 
if we only could put in print what is on 
our mind it would have to be in a world 
where there are no fair sex radio hams, 
but as it is I guess we will have to holler 
to one that is with us and let it stop at 
that. But just wanted you to know that 
such rot gets our nanny and if you start 
a rumpus with such birds and get into 
trouble we are all on your tail with a check 
book to see you thru. Nuff for now, OM.

Very truly yours,
Norman R. Hood, 7KX.

11 Lake Terrace, 
Newton Center, Mass. 

Editor, QST:
In view of the remarkable publication 

of yours, and its fine work in the develop
ment of amateur radio exclusively, allow 
me to respectfully submit the following:

I recently noticed an article in a well- 
known radio publication which seemed, for 
ome unknown cause, to be extremely pre
judicial against the section known as 
“Calls Heard” which, the writer said, is 
“but useless ‘truck’ that some publications 
use to fill up space, which might be used 
for valuable articles.”

With all due respect may I inquire what 
this person considers to be valuable? True, 
the discussions and articles on the various 
instruments and their theory and operation 
are valuable, very valuable, but also they 
are numerous.

A magazine that deals with amateur 
radio must be expected to put its best foot 
forward to aid the advancement of what it 
stands for. May I ask of any real live 
“ham” that owns anything from a Ford 
coil to a Poulsen arc, what section of 
QST he first hastily turns to, with an 
eager and hopeful heart that perhaps his 
little home-made rotary has set somebody's 
far-distant diaphragms to wiggling: or the 
old boy who has a vague idea that his 
friend the commercial “op”, who promised 
to listen for him in Argentina, would pub
lish a list x>f 200 meter calls?

A great man once wrote, “United we 
stand, divided we fall!” This might be 
modified to say, “The firmer the bonds that 
bind us, the steadier may we stand.” 
Certainly that applies to amateur radio. 
We really may hardly consider ourselves 
on a very solid foundation, and unless we 
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work together, and keep in touch with 
each other as much as possible, with a lot 
of friendly competition to keep the goal 
always ahead; and lastly, to keep all that 
savors of commercialism out of the game, 
we are apt to find ourselves each at the 
edge of an individual pit of darkness, which 
is the worth that could befall.

Yours very sincerely,
R. D. Ayer.

A GOOD IDEA.
197 Dearing St., 
Athens, Georgia. 

Editor, QST:
What do you think of the idea of ama

teurs registering their calls with the Post
masters of their respective towns or 
cities? I believe every amateur prizes his 
radio correspondence almost as highly as 
he does his set, and lack of names and 
addresses prevents delivery of many cards 
and letters. Many time I have worked a 
station, perhaps under difficulties, and, ask
ing for QRA got “QRA Pittsburgh, Pa.” 
Now how in the name of Sam Hill can I 
WRITE A FELLOW on such dope as that!

By the simple expedient of registering 
their calls with their Postmasters every 
operator would be assured of receiving all 
mail addressed simply to HIS STATION, 
with city and state address of course. 
For instance:—Radio Station 4AG, Athens, 
Ga. on a postcard or envelope would be im
mediately delivered to OM W. B. Pope, 197 
Dearing St., Athens, GA.

If this idea appeals to you get busy and 
give it publicity in “QST” and let’s stop 
the return of so many card and letters 
“For better address”.

With best wishes, I am,
Yours very truly,

W. B. Pope, 4AG.

CO-OPERATION.
Hammond, Ind. 

Feb. 17th, 1921.
Editor, QST:

This can be classed as “another country 
hear from” for it is my first attempt to 
gain recognition as a contemporary of 
O. Henry or any of the rest of the 
humorists and satirists. However, being 
constituted about the same as the general 
run of “radio bugs”, there are a few thots 
in my mind which are just naturally 
HOWLING for utterance.

I’ll open my little story with an incident 
which we have all experienced more or 
less-—and to those to whom the “less” 
applies let me say they can consider them
selves favored by the gods. How many of 
us have seated ourselves at our operating 
table on a good cold, crisp night, thinking 
to hear a little DX, and then find the 

“young squirt” who lives about five blocks 
away evidently trying to see how long his 
arm will hold out and making a pretty fair 
endurance record at that? Do I hear re
marks from several?—you bet I do!! Well, 
I don’t know about the rest of you but on 
the first occasion that I had this delightful 
experience I bethot myself of the telephone 
as a medium of arbitration. Consequently, 
I hied myself hence, but soon learned what 
a simpleton I was to dream of arranging 
matters in that manner. There was no 
chance to reason with “friend squirt” and 
arbitration was not in his vocabulary—or 
make-up either. Wasn’t the air free? 
Wasn’t he a licensed opr? Wasn’t this the 
DX period? Didn’t I have the same right 
to call that he did?, etc., etc. Well, I admit 
that so far as rules and regulations go he 
was right. I thot at first of doing like
wise and call every DX guy I heard. But 
on second thot I saw the hopelessness of 
that for his imagination had mine licked 
to a standstill for besides polluting the air 
with calls he really did hear, he 
IMAGINED he heard more calls than 
there are listed in the “blue book”. So 
what was I to do? I thot of everything 
from “sitting on my key” to the construc
tion of a QRN-maker to tie on his antenna. 
Nothing seemed adequate to the occasion, 
however, and I may as well admit I never 
have figured out a way to “come back” at 
the “young squirt.” Do I hear some say 
“capital punishment”? Yes, that might 
solve the problem but have you ever 
noticed that nearly every case of QRM of 
this nature comes from those at that 
stage of existence called the “tender age 
of youth”? Such is the age of my “dis
turber of the peace” but even so he is 
fully as obnoxious as the most ancient 
Limburger cheese. So much for the 
“young squirt.”

Now fellows, to get down to seriousness: 
Those of us who have been in the game 
since the very start cannot help but see 
how indispensable is co-operation. We 
know that without it Amateur Radio would 
have perished long ago. Even had it ex
isted up until the war, there is no doubt 
of what would have happened to us when 
certain illustrious members of our govern
ment tried to keep us forever silenced as 
we had been for nearly three years, had 
it not been for said co-operation. Yes, we 
know, but how can we go about instilling 
that feeling into the numerous “young 
squirts” who are the bug-bears of today? 
Can DX relay work ever amount to any
thing if QRM continues to be so rampant 
as it is now? Why, I have repeatedly 
heard stations clearing (or rather trying 
to clear) traffic only to be held up by in
terference from some inconsiderate “HAM” 
in their near vicinity who could not help 
but know they were working DX. And 
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what is the usual text of the HAM’s trans
mission that he deems it more important 
than MSG’s.? Nine times out of ten it is 
SA OM QSA? QSB? QTC? etc. And there 
you have one very good example of lack 
of co-operation.

There is just one more example I want 
to give before I quit and that is the inter
ference two nearby stations will cause for 
each other if both try to clear traffic at 
the same time. I have heard it hundreds 
of times. It is human nature of course 
for each one of us to think our MSG’s« of 

' more importance than the other fellow’s 
and because of that, about the only way 
such form of QRM can be minimized is in 
the method of calling a station to whom a 
MSG is going. If the rules as set forth 
in the law would only be followed, we 
would soon see a change for the better in 
our traffic conditions. Call the station 
three times and follow by your own call 
three times. If you don’t raise him the 
first tme wait three minutes before calling 
again. If on the second you fail again, 
try a third time after a three minute 
period has elapsed. Then if you fail to 
get him you can feel reasonably sure he is 
either not on the job or out of your range. 
Why the three minute period between calls, 
you ask? To give anyone else in your 
vicinity who has MSG’s. to clear a chance 
to call his station. And now, fellows, 
should he raise his station,stand by for 
him until he finishes. It may take longer 
to clear traffic in a city where there are 
several long distance men, but you will 
find that in the end it will make for better 
relay work and a much better feeling 
between amateurs—in other words, co
operation.

I have raved enough and so will call a 
halt. But I want to say just this, that I’m 
with the majority and what rules are made 
for the betterment of Amateur Radio will 
be given my support always.

One of the mob, 
9AF.

1NAQ, Hartford, Conn. 
Editor, QST:

Not to any small extent during the past 
few weeks have I heard the phrase “Sorri 
OM QRM spark coil hr” from several 
stations in several districts, and it seems 
very strange that only a few cities can 
boast of having a clear working period for 
all concerned. What’s the trouble with 
certain DX men who hope by mere strength 
of power in watts output to overcome the 
spark coil? It can’t be done that way at 
all. You fellows who may read this can 
paste one word in your memory: CO
OPERATION. And DX men have to live 
up to it as well as the squeak boxes. Don’t 
try to brow-beat the coil, because he will 
jam back every time and your DX msg. 

is going to strangle of hook-wormus at the 
other fellow’s station if you don’t give that 
coil a chance. You may think I own a coil. 
No! Nor do I own a Ford either. But to 
lay things open for the DX traffic to move 
smoothly you must give in to those coils 
because the DX is in the minority. Now 
under those conditions what are you going 
to do? Easy—make a schedule giving the 
small sets the biggest part of the 24 hours, 
yourselves with power sets a smaller part, 
and live up to it yourselves. The biggest 
half of the trouble causing QRM is from 
the DX men who are HAMS, who jump on 
a set as soon as they can cram a potato 
and gullup a mug of coffee at supper time, 
and who hammer the key from then until 
they have to quit for utter exhaustion. 
Their usual run is confined to “73 CUL 
QRK OM QSA QSS” and, of course, 
“QRM”. Now, you fellows in the 8th 
district especially, who are living in some 
of the best cities in the world, you who do 
a disappearing act on said potato and coffee 
and who at 10:30 or 11 p.m. are crying 
out “QRM hr OM sorri CUL”—lay off 
your keys until 10 p.m. and give that young 
lad a chance. He has got to learn the 
game, same as you had to, and he is in 
the majority, so you must pipe down for 
your own good and for the good of all 
DX. Get tne gang together, all of them, 
and tell ’em: “Here, you spark coils go to 
it 6 a*m. to 11:45 noon, 12:15 noon to 9:45, 
and then “SK”. We of the DX class will 
go to it 10:10 pjn. to 6 a.m.” And if you 
put it up to them right and live up to it 
yourselves, they’ll do the same and your 
old excuse of QRM will be passe. It’s just 
co-operation all the time that makes DX 
easy.

You may say “Oh bunk! it can’t be 
done”, but somewhere in your city is a 
man who can organize this schedule and 
get the co-operation of all concerned, and 
that man may be you. You don’t know 
until you’ve tried—and it certainly beats 
threatening, cutting antennas, etc.

Let’s have less of this useless QRM stuff 
and quicker moving of traffic thru these 
cities where coils are numerous—it can be 
done.

Yours truly,
J. C. Randall, 

Dist. Supt., Northern Conn.
A SIMPLE CIRCUIT.

2048 Fifth St., 
Port Arthur, Tex. 

Editor, QST:
After reading the article “Some Experi

mental Regenerative Tuners” in March 
QST I thot I’d suggest a design myself. 
It has the advantage of only two controls, 
one for regenerative and one for tuning; 
it gives excellent amplification, comparing 
favorably with the variometer sets on the
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market now; and lastly, it gives good 
selectivity.

I show the circuit here; note that the 
plate circuit is tuned. The antenna series 
variable may be .0005 to .0015; .0005 is 
all that is necessary as you cannot use a 
.001 condenser past about 50 on a 180- 
degree scale and still have good selectivity 
—past 40 the tuning broadens rapidly. 
With an .0005 good selectivity can be ob
tained on readings up to 100 or 120. In the 
plate circuit use anywhere from .0003 to 
.0015. I use .001 with good results.

Your antenna inductance depends on the 
aerial you have, of course, and due to the 
fact that such a small series condenser is 
used it will be necessary to tap it about 
every five turns beginning with the 10th 
turn. The plate inductance can be tapped 
less frequently. Eighty turns, tapped 
every 20 turns, is sufficient for waves from 
150 to about 800 meters. The two coils 
can be wound on same form if desired, if 
several inches are left between adjacent 
edges (I use 1%"), and about 3% inch 
form is OK. The switches should be 
arranged to short-circuit the unused turns.

Yours very truly, 
L. W. Hatry, 5KN

CORRECTION.

8TY, Jamestown, N. Y. 
Editor, QST:

In March QST you say you believe that 
was the first time QST had a calls list 
reporting stations from every district. ND, 
OM: see QST for April, 1917, page 56, 
9ZN’s list. Also QST for January, 1921, 
page 50, 9RR’s list. Both have stations 
from every district, arid there may be 
others for all I know.

R. W. Bissell.

FOR THE COMMERCIAL OPS.

Editor, QST. Brooklyn, N. Y.
My dear K. B.—

A few lines in hope to do some good 
among 600 meter men. You 200 meter 
chaps who think you have a hard time with

QRM, etc., just try standing eight hours 
on 600 in or near New York. I’m firmly 
of the belief that half the commercial 
operators are half-witted. The rest are 
idiots. Anybody doing this for a living is, 
as has often been noted, necessarily nuts, 
or becomes so in short order.

Everytime you call traffic list, either 
two birds will test on full power in your 
front yard (no sines,) or three chumps 
will call you for QTC? (you didn’t call 
them, but that’s no matter.) If anyone 
you did call comes back, he gets swamped. 
Or you start a fellow about 821 miles 
south with important message. You just 
get started when S.S. Yapalaga opens up 
to say G.N. closing down. If he wasn’t 
open to hear you start another ship, how 
can he close down, I ask? Or two ships 
about five hundred miles out, making so 
much QRM between themselves that they 
think they are QSN the coast, will chew 
the rag an hour patching up NAA between 
them, and exchanging copies of their TRs 
and messages on file, so the first one who 
hears the beach will clear both. “‘See you 
in the morning, after breakfast and tell 
you how I made out.” And so on, ad 
infinitum, ad nauseam.

Were I the boss of a one-man committee 
having absolute charge of radio I would in
stitute the following:
Install recording devices in key circuit 

of all transmitters, to eliminate test- 
ting, etc., anonymously. Also to see 
who knows the code and who doesn't.

Isolate the type that sends words twice, or 
slow, or repeats the whole message un
less you ask him to, so the breed would 
die out.

Take phonograh recoids of some bird’s 
erratic sending and make them copy it 
back. (Ever been in court, and had your 
testimony read back to you? Know how 
foolish it all sounds? You get the idea 
then.)

Award one blown fuse (not “economy”.) 
monthly to the guy that uses the most 
juice and turns in a blank abstract.

Award one defunct Marconi tube to the 
bird that calls you repeatedly with his 
detector out, and then yaps for CQ QSR? 

Award three brown derbys to the three 
best operators on the coast They 
would go every time to “HQ” (Munson 
Line,) “WE” (United Fruiter) and

Yours truly 
“WE”—WC G.

A REACTANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFIER
342 Union Ave., 

Laconia, N. H.
Editor, QST:—

I am enclosing a diagram^ of the hook
up I am using for amplifying, and as I 
have never seen it published or known of 
its being used it may be worth publish
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ing as it woiks better than anything I have 
tried yet. A one-step like this will give 
as loud signals as an ordinary two-st?p.

About the only difference from the usual 
is the use of an auto—transformer for 
coupling the tubes. This makes possible the 
obtaining of out-put and input impedances 
correct for the tubes used. The amplifi
cation is obtained from the turns-ratio, 
the small amount of wire used, and the 
lowest copper loss. In my case I am 
using a single B battery for all three tubes 
but a separate battery may be used for

each if desired. Also I am operating the 
1st step on the lower bend of the tube 
curve with low A and B batteries, and the 
2nd tube on the straight portion of the 
curve in the regular way. This does not 
seem to distort radiophone speech quite 
as much as the regular transformers.

I can see no objections to auto-trans
formers but there may be some I have not 
found and I would like you opinion.

Hope you may find use for this little 
bit of dope.

Yours truly, 
H. R. McLane, 1CM.

LETTER FROM FRANCE.
Nice, Nov. 9th, 1920. 

My dear American^Friends,
I have been asked again to write a 

“Letter from France” for “QST” and I 
gladly comply with that demand hoping 
that the information I can give you about 
the state of affairs concerning the radio 
Amateur in France will interest you.

In my previous article written on the 
22nd of January last I was expressing the 
hope that a new and more liberal regula
tion of amateur activities would soon be 
put in force. At that time we all thought 
that reception at least was about to be 
officially permitted and that perhaps even 
transmission would be allowed to a certain 
extent. Personally I had founded great 
hopes on the optimistic views a high rank 
army officer had expressed to me some time 
before.

Well, the regulation came in February 

and was a great deception to all radio 
enthusiasts!

According to that regulation the erection 
of receiving stations alone can be allowed 
and these stations must be intended ex
clusively for the reception of time signals 
and meteorological information. To obtain 
this permission a demand must be addressed 
to the Director of Posts and Telegraphs 
of the region in which the station will be 
installed and if this locality is less than 50 
kilometers distant from a frontier or from 
the sea-shore, a special permission must be 
obtained from the Military or Naval 
authorities. In the demand of authorisa
tion a complete description of the station 
must be given and no change can after
wards be made in the apparatus used with
out special permission to do so. Besides 
all this, much unpleasant official formalities 
have to be gone through. The annual tax 
is five francs.

Some well informed law specialists think 
this decree of the Ministry of Posts and 
Telegraphs is not lawful.

But if the above regulation is very strict, 
fortunately it is not at all strictly enforced, 
as you will see by the following which is a 
translation of a paragraph which appeared 
in “L’ONDE HERTZIENNE”, a French 
radio magazine.

“According to the answer made by the 
Under-Secretary of State for Posts and 
Telegraphs to Monsieur Berthon, a Deputy, 
(Journal Official of April 3rd, 1920) the 
above decree has been taken'in order to 
establish a very simple regulation for the 
granting of licenses for the erection of 
time signals receiving stations. As there 
is no possibile means of ascertaining that 
a station is meant only for the reception 
of time signals, the Administration must 
necessarily accept the declaration of the 
applicant and only compel him to make no 
use whatever of messages which he might 
overhear by radio.”

As you can imagine from the above, 
reception is still going strong in France. 
The QRN have been very bad during the 
summer but diminished considerably and 
abruptly a few days ago and listening in 
is once more a real pleasure. When I 
tune down to 600 meters I seldom wait 
long before the high pitched spark of some 
American ship comes in, usually very QSA, 
and I often think of a time, previous to 
the war, where, except for the warships 
who had came to Villefranche in 1913, I 
had never heard a single American ship 
work by radio. Times have fortunately 
changed and it is a great comfort to see 
that the bonds of friendship which have 
developed during the war are everlasting 
and to heir the talk of the mysterious 
aether waves say that young America has 
not forgotten the road to the .shores of 
her old friend France.

(Signed) H. T. S.
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGE
MENT, CIRCULATION, ETCM REQUIRED BY 
THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912.

Of QST published monthly at Hartford, Conn, 
for April 1. 1921.

County of Hartford 1
State of Connecticut J ***

Before .me a Notary Public in and for the 
State and county aforesaid personally appeared K. 
B. Warner, who, having been duly sworn accord
ing to law, deposes and bays that he is the busi
ness manager of QST and that the following is, 
to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true 
statement of the ownership, management (and if 
a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the afore
said publication for the date shown in the above 
caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, 
embodied in section 448, Postal Laws and Regu
lations, printed on the reverse of this form, 
to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business 
managers are: Publisher, The American Radio Re
lay League, Inc., Hartford, Conn.; Editor, Ken
neth B. Warner. Hartford, Conn.; Managing Edi
tor, (none) ; Business Manager, Kenneth B. War
ner. Hartford, Conn.

2. That the owners are: (Give names and ad
dresses of the individual owners, or, if a corporation, 
give its names and the names and addresses 
of stockholders owning or holding 1 per cent, 
or more of the total amount of stock). The 
American Radio Relay League, Inc., an associa
tion without capital stotek, incorporated under 
the laws of the State of Connecticut.

3. That the known bondholders, mortagees. and 
other security holders owning or holding 1 per 
cent, or more of total amount of bonds, mort
gages, or other securities are: (If they are none, 
so state). Hiram Percy Maxim, Hartford. Conn.; 
John S. Dunham. Brooklyn, N. Y.: C. D. Tuska, 
Hartford, Conn.; W. S. Browne, Brookyn, N. Y.; 
C R. Runyon, Jr., Yonkers. N. Y.; Nicholas Roper, 
Youngstown. Ohio; Chas G. Godfrey, Bridgeport. 
Conn.; Frank Conrad, Pittsburgh, Pa.; F. M. 
Book waiter. Springfield, Ohio; Chas. A. Service. Jr., 
Bala. Pa.: Miller Reese Hutchinson. New York 
City; George M. Woodcock. BuITalo. N. Y.; C. 
Tefft Hewitt. Swissvale. Pa.; Leonard D. Fisk, West 
Hartford. Conn.; H. E. Rawson, Chicago, Ills.; 
Emma Candler. St. Marys, Ohio; Chapman Print
ing Co.. Hartford. Conn.; Robert F. Gowen, New 
York City; E. C. Wilcox, Meriden, Conn.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving 
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security 
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock
holders and security holders as they appear on 
the books of the company but also, in cases 

where the stockholder or security holder appears 
upon the books of the company as trustee or in 
any other fiduciary relation, the name of the per
son or corporation for whom such trustee is act
ing, Is given; also that the said two paragraphs 
contain statements embracing affiant's full knowl
edge and belief as to the circumstances and con
ditions under which stockholders and security hold
ers who do not appear upon the books of the 
company as trustees, hold stock and securities 
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; 
and this affiant has no reason to believe that 
any other person, association, or corporation has 
any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, 
bonds, or other securities than as so stated by 
him.

5. That the average number of copies of each 
issue of this publication sold or distributed, 
through the mails or otherwise, to paid sub
scribers during the six months preceding the 
date shown above is.................................... (This in
formation is required from daily publications only).

K. B. Warner
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 14th 

day of March 1921.
Wm. Lacey Wells, Notary Public 

(My commission expires February 1, 1925.)
5EJ, AUSTIN, TEX.

{Concluded from page 40) 
two-step, and Baldwin phones.

5EJ, has been reported from Canton, 
Ohio, Sioux Falls, S. D., and as far south

as Guatemala. Relay traffic is regularly 
handled at the rate of about 50 messages 
per month.

THE SIGN

A.R.R.L.

of a GOOD RADIO MAN!
Where’s your A.R.R.L. Emblem? 
Got yours yet? If you haven’t 
you should place your order at 
once. By this sign a radio man 
is known wherever he goes. It 
is surprising how many amateurs 
you will meet up with if you 
wear the little '’sine”—and a 
jolly good feeling it is, too, to 
become acquainted with a famil
iar spark just because you both 
wear the A.R.R.L. button. Get 
your sign and let a feller know 
you “belong.”
Extra heavy rolled gold and black 
enamel, % * high. Screw but
ton or pin mounting—specify 
which you want- Postpaid for 
$1.50—Immediate shipment.

45 Main St., Hartford, Ct.,

Are You Looking for a REAL GOOD
------ ~ Textbook on Radio?
—A book that will be authentic, one you can 
rely upon, one that will go into detail and 
tell you what you want to know and yet not 
clutter it up hopelessly with ungodly mathe
matics? Here’s it:

“Radio Engineering Principles"
By Lauer & Brown

300 pp., 6x9. Price, $3.50 postpaid.
Ask any amateur who has read it and he will 
tell you it is the book you need. We recom
mend it.

QST. 1045 Main St.. Hartford. Ct.

GETTING PHONE CONCERTS?
This Regenerative Tuner gets them 0. K. 

as well as all other 200 to 600 meter sta
tions. Mr. F. H. Calhoun, Charlottesville, 
Va., says: “Regenerative Tuner working fine.” 
Send a 2 cent stamp for bulletins.
Colby's Telegraph School, Auburn, N. Y.
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